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A B S T R A C T 
This study examines the phenomenon of borrowing in Modem Standard 
Arabic (MSA), a phenomenon which came about as a result of the intimate 
contacts with the West in the 19"', and 20'*', and of the urgent need felt for 
expanding the lexicon of MSA to some extent in order to meet the exigencies in 
the various spheres of modem life. 
The fact that we live in an age of westem dominance is undeniable. Our 
status in dealing with this kind of civilization is, so to speak, like that of a humble 
student with his genius master. English language world has become our institute, 
the target of our missions, and the resource of our cultural tools. Not surprising, 
then, to find that every modem product or invention is labeled and introduced in 
English even if it has come from China, Japan or the like. Although the age of 
European colonial power passed from Arab countries in the 1950s/ 1960s, the 
English spheres of linguistic influence in particular are still detectable up to date. 
Consequently, MSA has recently been more and more influenced by English 
language as the cosmopolitan language and the intemational means of 
communication of this age. 
Unlike previous works, loanword corpus used in the present research is 
confined to the English items adopted by MSA in the "modem times" and 
excludes loans from other languages. In literature on borrowing, modem 
borrowings in general and from English specifically into the standard form of 
Arabic have been largely researched from only "prescriptive" points of view and 
have lacked a comprehensive and systematic analysis of various adaptation 
mechanisms that occur in bon'owed words when accommodated into the Arabic 
system. Within the principles and methods of modem linguistics to the study of 
lexical innovation and borrowing, this work aims mainly at analyzing 
phonologically, morphologically and semantically a written corpus of English 
loanwords collected from a number of Arabic newspapers, magazines, and 
websites in order to know the reaction of MSA to the presence of such alien 
elements. For the phonological analysis, the native intuitions of the researcher, as 
a native speaker of Arabic, are methodologically sufficient to establish the 
pronunciation of loanword data. In case of ambiguities, a number of Arab speakers 
are consulted. The corpus of nearly 500 English loanwords in MSA (417 
borrowing proper and 81 productive forms) is examined from a theoretical as well 
as a sociolinguistic point of view to identify the different adaptation mechanisms 
occurring at phonological, grammatical and semantic levels of English loanwords 
in MSA. In the same time, it attempts at exploring the linguistic and extra-
linguistic motivations that may lie behind and account for such alterations. 
Chapter-scheme of this work runs thus: the whole study is divided into six 
chapters including the introduction (chapter one) and the summary and 
conclusions (chapter six). Chapter two discusses the theoretical background of the 
research and the remaining three chapters (three-five) which constituting the core 
of this study, are devoted to the linguistic analysis of loanword data. 
Chapter one gives a brief sketch on MSA, its origin, status and position 
among other Arabic dialects, and the salient features of its phonology and 
derivational power. Arabic contact with English, as the international language of 
today, is discussed from a historical perspective. 
Chapter two presents the research problem, objectives and methods used in 
compiling and analyzing the data. An account of linguistic borrowing and 
loanword adaptation is provided in temis of definition, classification, and 
motivations and in the light of insights and implications put forward in the 
literature. The nature of and attitudes towards the Arabicization process {?at-
ta ?n:b) and its echoes in the Arab World are also discussed. All earlier works on 
loanwords in Arabic are reviewed in the last section of this chapter. 
In chapter three, we closely examine MSA loanword data and carry out a 
quite detailed analysis to account for the most significant systematic alterations 
that take place in English loanwords. The phonological adjustment mechanisms 
are traced at two levels: the segmental (individual-sound) level which includes the 
consonantal and vocalic elements and the syllabic level which involves sound 
patterns and sequences of both consonants and vowels. We see how the foreign 
sounds of the source language have either been dropped, modified, or replaced by 
the nearest equivalents of MSA sounds. The insights of PSP (Phonological 
Synchronization Principle) proposed by Danesi (1985c) in his Integrated Model of 
Loanword Nativization are taken into consideration to see the extent of their 
applicability in the context MSA borrowings. The phonological analysis has come 
out with the following findings: 
The phonological modifications made to English loanwords in MSA have 
come as a response to cope with the phonetic and phonological constraints in 
MSA sound system. These adaptations of loanword pronunciation clearly reflect 
the areas and effects of phonetic and phonological interference between the two 
languages in contact. The analysis has revealed that the foreign items are adapted 
at both segmental as well as syllabic levels. This would mean that not only do the 
speakers of MSA replace the exotic English phonemes by familiar MSA ones, 
they also reorganize the way the sounds are arranged to conform to MSA 
phonotactics. 
Within the scope of the PSP of Danesi's Model, mechanisms like PSM 
(phonetic substitution mechanism), and PAM (phonemic approximation 
mechanism) are found applicable at the segmental level of English loans. For 
example, the adaptations v > f , s> t and p > 6 are instances of PSM in which 
the changing differential feature in each case is that of PA (point of articulation). 
On the other hand, adjustments like t j > i, h > ? and g> j are instances of PAM 
which is resorted to in case PSM fails to operate on the same segmental axis. Then 
PAM scans the segments in different MA (manner of articulation) to replace the 
incoming phoneme, i.e. the changing feature in this case is one referring to MA 
rather than to PA. At the syllabic and prosodic level, mechanisms like cluster 
simplification, syllabic consonant conversion, monophthongization, gemination, 
etc. are found at work and by far systematic in MSA borrowings. 
Generally, it has been found that most of the regular adaptations at both 
individual-sound and syllable levels such as spontaneous replacements (e.g. p > 
V > / g > y, etc.), declusterization, syllabic consonant conversion, vocalic glide 
insertion, and so on are motivated by linguistic constraints inherited in the 
phonological system of MSA. On the contrary, irregular readjustments usually 
occur due to non-phonological or extra-linguistic motivations. Among these are 
factors of sociolinguistic nature like the tendency on the part of Arab speakers to 
emphasize/ phaiyngealize foreign sounds like /s/, /t/, and Pd and flavour them with 
the Arabic character, hence we get the emphasized ones f, and q. The lack of co-
ordination among various Arabic language academies in the Arab World is a 
further sociolinguistic factor that lies mainly behind the phenomenon of sound 
alternation (e.g. the alternative use of either g or j to stand for the English 
phoneme /g/). The orthographic (or spelling-based) factor plays an important role 
in the adaptation process, specially with regard to vowels. 
Chapter four aims at inquiring into the treatment of English loans by MSA 
moiphological and grammatical systems. First, in the light of observations and 
arguments put forward by different linguists in the area of grammatical boiTowing, 
the occuirence of morphosyntactic borrowings in MSA, if any, is investigated. 
Second, in applying the second principle proposed by Danesi, viz. the 
Paradigmatic Principle (PP), an attempt is made to determine the possible 
morphological mechanisms at work that participate in reshaping or remodeling 
borrowed elements in accordance with MSA morphological patterns. In the 
remaining part of the chapter, the question of the morphosyntactic integration of 
English borrowings is addressed in terms of MSA derivational morphology, 
nominal morphology (pluralization and gender assignment), and compounding 
process. The important results revealed by the morphosyntactical analyis of 
English loanwords in MSA are as follows: 
MSA shows great resistance to morphosyntactic borrowings from foreign 
languages like English and what MSA borrows from English is totally restricted to 
borrowings at the lexical level. 
The overwhelming majority of English loans in MSA loanword data are 
nouns (around 98%) and this finding is consistent with the results of loanword 
studies on many other languages (e.g. Poplack et al 1988 and Cannon 1998). What 
is interesting is that unlike some other languages, MSA has never borrowed any 
non-native verbs or grammatical particles directly. As a compensatory solution, 
MSA exploits its derivational power to produce further non-native form classes 
(verbs, adjectives, participles, etc.) from foreign items that have been directly 
borrowed into the language. Thus, non-native verbs are only derived but not 
borrowed. The borrowability of foreign verbs is blocked by structure-based 
constraints of Arabic verbal morphology. All non-native verb formations take 
place in terms of analogical derivation (or arabicization). Unlike native verbs, 
however, non-native verbs are derived only from the "quadriliteral patterns" rather 
than from the triliteral ones. It is true that we may come across some bound 
morphemes like the English plural marker '-s/z', the prefixes 'geo-' and 'super' in 
loanwords like Mbs < 'chips', jiyutjara.riyy < 'geothermal' and su:barma:rkit < 
'supemiarket', but they are only used as integral parts of the whole loans and 
never have productive or inflectional functions in MSA. The category of relative 
adjectives derived via nisba formation process is the most frequent one presenting 
54% among all productive forms (indirectly borrowed items). 
The PP (Paradigmatic Principle) in Danesi's Model is responsible for the 
morphological adaptations made to the incoming items and explains them in term 
of PRMs (paradigmatic reshaping mechanisms). The general operating PRM in 
nativizing foreign nouns and adjectives in MSA is the so-called "morpheme 
suffixation" {-ah, -iyyah, -ya or <j) for nouns and -iyy for adjectives) . It is a 
morphologically-induced process: the nature of nominal or adjectival suffix is 
determined and triggered by the grammatical category and function of the item, 
i.e. it is motivated not by phonological but rather by morphological requirements. 
Borrowed nouns, broadly speaking, undergo all plural formation strategies, 
and receive all plural inflectional affixes that native Arabic counterparts do: 
Singular Plural 
dibluma:siyy 'diplomat' dibluma:siyyu:n mas.SP 
tilifu:n 'elephone' tilifu:na:t fem.SP 
bank 'a bank' bunu.k BP 
Still, foreign nouns, when marked for SP (sound plural) and BP (broken 
plural) forms, strikingly show two salient peculiarities which are considered 
borrowing-specific ones. They are as follows: 
i) all borrowed nouns ending with u: (e.g. fi:diyu:) or i (e.g. lu:bi) are pluralized 
not by attaching the native -a:t but by the suffix -ha:t (to those with -u:) and -
ya:t (to those with -/). Words ending with -u: and -i do not exist in the native 
lexicon, so the insertion of h and y has become necessary to obey the MSA 
phonological constraint that prevents the sequence of two vowels in MSA (u: or i, 
on one hand, and a: of the plural marker, on the other). 
ii) SP (mainly fern. SP) has much higher frequency (89%) over BP (9%) in plural 
assignment to foreign nouns. This result is not in line with the pluralization 
process taking place in native nominal forms, where it is claimed (see, for 
example, McCarthy & Prince 1990b) that in Arabic, while SP seldom occurs, BP 
is the most common. In seeking for an adequate explanation for this 
phenonmenon, Abd-Rabbo's (1990) NCC (the Number of Consonants Constraint) 
and McCarthy & Prince's (1990a) MSC (the Maximal Stem Constraint) principles 
have been applied. These priciples have been, to some extent, able to account for 
the phenomenon, but still incapable of providing a thorough explanation. The 
inadequacy of these proposals arises in a number of counter examples found in the 
loanword data such as fa:ks 'a fax', ?im 'an inch', ka:sit 'a cassette', du:la:r 'a 
dollar', etc. Although such words are fairly canonical and satisfy both the NCC 
(all are either tri- or quadriliteral stems) and the MSC (all are maximally bisyllabic 
stems), yet they never take BP as suugested by these two constraints. Rather, they 
only accept fem. SP formation (fa:ksa:t, etc.). As an alternative explanation, it has 
been hypothesized that, in addition to the (non)canonicity of loanwords, there 
exists another factor, as we see it, that lies behind the problem. It specifically 
refers to the tendency of MSA towards linguistic simplification. Being so regular 
and highly predictable (formed by the rule: just add -a:t to the noun stem), the 
borrower simply resorts to fem.SP, regardless of the noun stem's gender. In this 
sense the majority of foreign nouns are prior candidates for fem. SP pluralization 
to which they are inflected when introduced into the language. 
Like plural marking, gender assignment to borrowed nouns also follows 
from the MSA rules that assign the gender markers to native nouns. In the context 
of borrowing, the derivational function of the fem. marker -ah is totally absent. 
The inflectional function, i.e. the assigning of fem. gender to singular nouns, has 
been found the only function operating among borrowed nouns. All borrowings 
from English are assigned either to mas. or fem. subcategories and take the same 
gender affixes as native singular nouns, viz. -ah for fem. and (f) for mas. singulars. 
The assignment of borrowed nouns to the fem. gender is usually motivated by the 
phonetic shape of the incoming item. The common practice is that if the foreign 
noun ends with /-a/, it is treated as fem. singular due to the mistakable 
interpretation of the final segment /-a/ on the part of the Arab speakers/users as the 
native fem. marker -ah. 
Borrowed compounds, constituting 10% of the borrowing proper, are 
integrated in terms of MSA compound structure. Their ways and degrees of 
integration vary noticeably in the language: while some compound loans are 
analyzed as compounds others are not. Most of English endocentric compounds, 
which are usually right-headed, are analyzed as left-headed compounds in MSA in 
the form of MSA genitive compounds: the two elements in each compound are 
connected by the definite article Fa/ 'the'(= / in connected speech), with the first 
(the head) being in the status construct governing the second (non-head) in the 
genitive, thus forming a genitive compound (e.g. Eng. 'aluminum oxide' > MSA 
?uksi:du I- ?alammyu:m). This process further includes all cases of caiques (e.g. 
Eng. 'workshop' > MSA warsatu Tamal) and many cases of the so-called hybrid 
compounds (e.g. Eng. 'x-ray' > MSA FasiTTat Files). Some loaned compounds, 
however, remain unanalyezd, i.e. they are integrated as single units where the 
English order of modifier plus head is retained (e.g. Eng. 'ice-cream' > MSA 
Faysikn:m and Eng. 'remote control > MSA n:mu:t kunturwl). 
In chapter five, a general semantic analysis of MSA loanwords from 
English is carried out to know the extent of borrowing in various significant 
semantic fields and which domains are most likely to borrow. Our principal 
concern, however, is with the semantic changes the borrowed items may undergo 
in the course of lexical borrowing. Then, the problem of linguistic synonymy in 
MSA, as a consequence of lexical borrowing, is taken into consideration. Finally, 
although not directly relevant to the present loanword corpus, caiques (loan 
translations), as a special kind of borrowing, is also examined. The justification in 
considering this point is that loan translation process always involves semantic 
importation, i.e. while the form of the word is native (i.e. Arabic), the meaning is 
foreign. This also applies to semantic loans, which along with caiques constitute 
what Haugen (1950) calls "Semantic shifts". The most salient findings of this 
chapter are summarized below: 
Sixteen distinctive semantic domains have emerged. Domains that are 
related to terms of technical and scientific nature like the medical and 
pharmaceutical domain and the political and military domain are found ranking 
much higher (9% - 13%) than those domains containing common words (1% -
7%) such as the domains of animals and food and drinks. The dominance of the 
first category is enhanced by the lexical need felt by MSA, as the language of 
science and technology, to fill conceptual gaps created by the introduction of new 
referents via the English-speaking world. 
The meaning of English loans in MSA is adapted in various degrees due to 
a number of different factors. Almost all common mechanisms of semantic change 
(extension, restriction, amelioration, pejoration, and metaphorical extension) are 
found operative in the context of MSA borrowings. The directions of such changes 
in MSA borrowings are in line with the general observations put forward in the 
literature: instances of restriction and pejoration, on one hand, are much more 
abundant than that of extension and amelioration, on the other. Generally, the 
tendency of semantic change in the overwhelming majority of MSA borrowings is 
towards restriction. Usually, one meaning is needed in each case to serve as a 
specific purpose in a specific fixed context. This is the reason why the 
phenomenon of polysemia is seldom attested in loanwords. Factors like need, 
semantic similarity, and factors of social and psychological considerations (e.g. 
prestige, taboo) seem to be the potent factors at interplay in semantic change, with 
the first two, i.e. need and semantic similarity, being the most common reasons in 
most types of semantic change. At another level, the influence of such factors like 
ignorance, laxity (or laziness) and misapprehension on the meaning of arabicized 
words remains marginal if not at all absent. These factors usually operate in 
loanwords that are accommodated into a language through mainly spoken 
channels. In a standard variety like MSA (which is not a totally spoken variety), 
most borrowed items (especially the technical and scientific ones) are carefully 
and selectively incorporated into the language under the supervision of various 
Arabic academies and highly educated and specialized individuals. This is why the 
occurrence of semantic shifts in MSA language is so scarce. It can be then 
suggested that the same set of causes may best play a role in purely spoken 
languages like the various Arabic colloquials. 
The problem of synonymy lies in those loanwords that have "Arabic equivalents" 
in the language (= one fourth of loanword data). In fact, this phenomenon results 
from the two simultaneous processes of lexical borrowing and the modem efforts 
of deriving equivalent neologisms. The second process (derivation or ?iMqa:q) 
represents, in many cases, a real burden over the lexicon and turn to be redundant 
and problematic. For example, the English 'mobile telephone' has six Arabic 
neologisms in addition to the loanword mu:bayL Finally, It has been found that 
calquing (loan translation) in MSA is a highly productive method of lexical 
expansion. So, this process is an effective device at the hand of Arab neologizers 
and linguists to largely reduce the great impact of foreign borrowings on Arabic 
by means of exploiting the versatile and flexible ability of their own language. 
The last chapter (chapter six) is a kind of summary and conclusion. The most 
important points of discussion, findings, applications and recommendations are 
briefly presented. 
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Three appendices listing the Loanword data (borrowing proper), the indirect 
loans (productive forms), and the Arabic newspapers that have been used as the 
principal resource of loanword data are provided. A complete bibliography of 
references used in preparing and documenting this thesis is also given. 
As a word of conclusion, MSA shows a conservative and precautious 
tendency in dealing with lexical borrowing from other languages like English. 
First, it shows a great resistance towards borrowing due to a number of factors 
pertaining to its structure as a Semitic language and a descendant of Classical 
Arabic. Second, when incorporated into the language, borrowed items are 
modified phonologically and morphologically in such a way that makes them 
undistinguishable from the native vocabulary. The deliberate efforts conducted by 
Arabic language academies and other concerning bodies in adapting foreign 
terminology have helped enhancing this tendency. Third, The attitude led by 
different academies of Arabic language has a strictly conservative point of view 
against lexical borrowing from other languages. It is believed that borrowing 
should be confined to an absolute minimum and left as a last resort. Such 
rejection of loanword adoption serves in favour of other native techniques of 
lexical innovation such as ?iMqa:q, naht and caiques. Thus, the purism of the 
Arabic language is somewhat preserved. This is why the corpus of foreign 
borrowings in MSA is relatively a small one. 
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LIST OF MSA PHONETIC 
TRANSCRIPTION/ TRANSLITERATION SYMBOLS 
The MSA phonetic symbols listed below are basically adopted from IPA 
(1996) and from AH (1987) and Hijazi (1998). The same set is also used to 
transliterate all examples of MSA loanwords from English and any other 
Arabic expressions throughout the text of this work. Some adjustments, 
however, were added to these symbols where necessary so as to make the 
Arabic illustrations perfectly readable and to have symbols that correspond to 
what is available in the computer script systems. The list represents only MSA 
phonemes; the allophonic variants like the emphatic lateral / and the velar stop 
g, etc. are not included. All Arabic sounds and transliterations are put in 
"italics", while English sounds and phonetic transcriptions are put between 
"two slashes", i.e. / /. Note that the names of Arab authors are transliterated as 
they originally appear in their works, i.e. by using simple Latinate letters rather 
than by the phonetic symbols. So, 'kh' is used for x, 'dh' for d, 'h ' for h, 'a ' for 
^ ' i' for U i: and so on. 
Consonants 
? glottal stop 
b voiced bilabial plosive 
t voiceless denti-alveolar plosive 
6 voiceless interdental fricative 
j voiced lamino-palatal affricate 
h voiceless pharyngeal fricative 
X voiceless uvular fricative 
d voiced denti-alveolar plosive 
d voiced interdental fricative 
r voiced apico-alveolar trill 
z voiced alveolar fricative 
voiceless alveolar fricative 
vill 
i voiceless palatal fricative 
^ emphatic voicelss alveolar fricative 
d emphatic voiced denti-alveolar plosive 
t emphatic voiceless denti-alveolar plosive 
d emphatic voiced interdental fricative 
r voiced pharyngeal fricative 
g voiced uvular fricative 
/ voiceless labio-dental fricative 
q voiceless uvular plosive 
k voiceless velar plosive 
/ voiced apico-alveolar lateral 
m voiced bilabial nasal 
n voiced alveolar nasal 
h voiceless glottal fi-icative 
w voiced labio-velar semi-vowel 
y voiced palatal semi-vowel 
Vowels 
/ short half-close front unrounded vowel 
i: long close front unrounded vowel 
a short open front vowel 
a: long open front vowel 
u short half-close back rounded vowel 
u: long close back rounded vowel 
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LIST OF ABBRERVIATIONS 
adj adjective 
BP broken plural 
C consonant 
CA Classical Arabic 
CC(s) consonant cluster(s) 
ESA Educated Spoken Arabic 
fern. feminine 
ICC(s) initial consonant cluster(s) 
LDCE Longman Dictionary of Contomporary English 
lit. literally 
MA manner of articulation 
mas. Masculine 
MCC(s) medial consonant cluster(s) 
MSA Modem Standard Arabic 
MSG the Maximal Stem Constraint 
n noun 
NCC the Number of Consonants Constraints 
OE Old English 
PA point/place of articulation 
PAM phonemic approximation mechanism 
pi. plural 
PP Paradigmatic Principle 
PRM paragigmatic reshaping mechanism 
PSM phonetic substitution mechanism 
PSP Phonologoical Synchronizing Principle 
sg. singular 
SP sound plural 
V vowel 
V verb 
X 
(j) zero morpheme 
* unacceptable or ungrammatical word or phrase 
< adapted from 
> adapted to/as 
^ adapted to/as 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: 
MODERN STANDARD ARABIC AND THE LANGUAGE CONTACT 
SITUATION 
1.0 Introduction 
Linguistic borrowing seems to be a universal phenomenon; there cannot be 
any language which is completely free from boiTowings of some kind or the other. 
Including Arabic, it is certainly true of most of the languages of the civilized 
world. 
The study of loanwords is very important. Linguistically, it provides 
insights into the phonological and sometimes the morphological structures of both 
recipient and source languages. It also helps us to "know the cultural affinities of 
the borrowing language with those of lending language. Scholars of history and 
culture have succeeded in tracing the cultural history of many a nation or a speech 
community by the works left in the linguistic bon-owings of different epochs of 
those nations" (Sharma 1980: 2). 
When two or more cultures or languages come into contact they are bound 
to influence each other in various ways, i.e. whenever there is a cultural contact of 
any forai, there must be a linguistic contact as a result. Arabic (both standard and 
dialectal varieties) has absorbed a lot of foreign vocabulary from the western 
culture due to both the socio-cultural interaction and the intimate contact during 
the western colonization, especially the British colonization who conquered the 
major part of the Arab homeland. Although the age of European colonial power 
passed from Arab states in the 1950s/ 1960s, the English and French spheres of 
linguistic influence in particular are still detectable. English, as the intemational 
language and the means of communication of this age, has influenced many 
languages, and Arabic is no exception. 
This study, therefore, examines the phenomenon of borrowing in the 
standard Arabic of today (commonly referred to as Modem Standard Arabic 
(MSA)), a phenomenon which came about as a result of the close contacts with the 
West in the 19"\ 20"' and also 21 '^ centuries, and of the acute need felt for 
expanding the lexicon of Arabic to some extent in order to meet the needs of 
modem life. Such needs emerge from the fact that with the dawn of the 21 '^ 
century and with the continuous progress of scientific, technological and 
information revolution in the West, we find the Arabic and Islamic nations stand 
still, if not go backward. Consequently, in dealing and contacting closely with 
such culture and technology, Arabs find themselves in need for importing not only 
its outcomes and products, but also their names and terminology. 
To be more specific, this study shows, in details, how lexical items, when 
boiTOwed from a lien language into a native language (in this case English and 
MSA respectively), undergo various phonological and semantic changes and are 
recast in accordance with the morphological moulds of the borrowing language. 
It is worth noting that the manipulation of this topic must not be understood 
either as a deficiency of Arabic language or as a call for language reform or 
modernization in the sense of Kamal Ataturk's model in Turkish language in 
1930s (cf McCarthy 1985). It is rather a descripfion of a natural phenomenon (i.e. 
lexical borrowing) that exists in every living language, and an analysis of a 
linguistic and historical fact that no one can neglect or deny. And we, as Arabs, are 
so proud of our own language which had been once a universal language of 
science and culture. "Fair historians of today truly state that the sciences of 
Medicines, Mathematics, Astronomy and Chemistiy were made easy for the 
modern Europe by the pioneered scholars of Islamic state (in the Medieval Ages) 
whose scientific and philosophical works have been taught in their Arabic original 
fomis till the 17"' century" (al-Musawi 1992:203). Arabic language has never 
declined facing other languages with which it had come in contact in the past, and 
hence is capable of preserving its entity in the future as well. It is so flexible that it 
can adapt itself with the requirements of this modem age. So, the language, which 
was the vehicle of such various fields of science (i.e. Arabic language), is 
linguistically rich enough to face the challenges of the modem age, including the 
latest advancements and discoveries in science and technology and is able, to great 
extent, to cope with any terminology in all spheres of life. 
The existence of modem foreign terminology in standard Arabic results, in 
our opinion, from the fact that Arab people have become consumers and 
dependent of modem western civilization rather than active contributors and 
producers. This weakness and backwardness of the nation in the different fields of 
scientific life, therefore, is the main factor behind the problem. It is also a well-
known fact that the language develops if there exist accompanying cultural and 
scientific advancements in the society. For this and some other factors (see 1.2.1 
below) such foreign vocabulary and expressions have entered the language and 
hence studies like the present one have come into existence. 
This work is consisted of six chapters. The current chapter gives a brief 
sketch of MSA, its origin, status and position among other Arabic dialects, and the 
salient features of its phonology and word derivation. Arabic contact with English, 
as the international language of today, is discussed from a historical perspective. 
Chapter two presents the research problem, objectives and methods used in 
compiling and analyzing the data. An account of linguistic boiTowing and 
loanword adaptation is provided in terms of definition, classification, and 
motivations and in the light of insights and implications put forward in the 
literature. The nature of and attitudes towards the Arabicization process {?at-
ta ?ri:b) and its echoes in the Arab World are also discussed. All earlier works on 
loanwords in Arabic are reviewed in the last section of this chapter. Chapter three 
examines MSA loanword data phonologically to account for the most significant 
systematic alterations that take place in loanwords pronunciation. The 
phonological adjustment mechanisms are traced at two levels: the segmental 
(individual-sound) level which includes the consonantal and vocalic elements and 
the syllabic level that involves sound patterns and sequences of both consonants 
and vowels. Chapter four inquires into the integration of foreign items into the 
morphological and grammatical systems of MSA, especially the degree of 
receptivity of different parts of speech into the language, the derivation of further 
parts of speech from the borrowed nouns, and the nominal inflections made to the 
loanwords (e.g. pluralization and gender). Chapter five deals with MSA loans 
semantically and investigates into their various semantic domains, changes and 
modifications in their original meanings, and the phenomena of synonymy and 
calquing (or loan translation). Chapter six summarizes the most important findings 
and implications. 
It is hoped that this work, pursued from a theoretical as well as a socio-
linguistic point of view, will contribute to the advancement of the field in general 
and to the Arabic linguistics in particular and act as a stimulus for further research 
on the phenomenon of linguistic boiTOwing in the language. 
1.1 The Arabic language 
1.1.1 The affinity of the Arabic language 
The Afro-Asiatic language family, formerly known as Hamito-Semitic, is 
divided into six branches: Ancient Egyptian, Semitic, Berber, Cushitic, Omotic, 
and Chadic. Arabic language traces back to the Proto-Semitic, and is, therefore, 
affiliated to the Semitic group of Afro-Asiatic languages which includes other 
Semitic languages of Aramaic, Hebrew, Amharic (or Ethiopic), and Syriac. Arabic 
along with Amharic is further subsumed under the south-western subbranch of the 
Semitic group, while Aramaic, etc. are under the north-western subbranch. Arabic 
originally comprises two forms: Epigraphic South Arabic and North Arabic. In 
ancient times. South Arabic .(also called Himyaritic) was the language of people 
living in the southern Arabian Peninsula, more precisely in Yemen and 
Hadhramaut. It had several known dialects and shares with North Arabic as well 
as with Ethiopic some of its phonlogical and grammatical features. South Arabic 
became an extinct language after the fall of the Himyarite empire in the century 
A.D. As a result, (North) Arabic gradually became the medium of communication 
among Arabs and finally displaced the Ancient South branch, especially after the 
advent of Islam (see Fischer 1992 and the Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia 
2003). 
This form of Arabic, which is known in the literature as Classical Arabic 
(CA), was largely confined to the Arabian Peninsula until the century A.D. 
where it developed as the vehicle of pre-Islamic poetry. Thereafter, the spread of 
Islam took the Arabic language, as the language of the Holy Qur'an, and literature 
into the Lavent, the Fertile Crescent, North Africa and Spain. CA was codified and 
standardized by Arab grammarians, and philologists during the and 9"' 
centuries, and has survived to the present. In the 19"^  and 20" ,^ centuries it went 
through a process of revival and developed to the so-called Modem Standard 
Arabic (MSA), the official and national language of all Arabic countries. 
Today, the Arabic language in general is spoken throughout the area that 
lies partly in Asia and partly in Africa (see the Arab World map, p. Xlll); it is the 
sole or joint official language of some 21 independent Arab states of the Middle 
East and North Africa (Holes 1994: 191). Yet, the language situation in the 
Arabic-speaking world is more diverse and complex than one may expect. The 
term Arabic, as Bentahila and Davies (1991:69) put it, "is normally used as if it is 
designated a single language, and indeed the Arabic language is often regarded as 
an important unifying force for Arabs..., an objective outsider, however, will 
instead be struck by the extent of the divergence between one person's Arabic and 
another's". This variation is manifested by the fact that, in addition to CA/ MSA 
variety, there exist hundreds of spoken dialects (or colloquials) of Arabic in the 
various Arab countries. This situation places Arabic within the framework of 
diglossia (see Ferguson 1959). 
1.1.2 The diglossic setting 
In brief, diglossia refers to the coexistence of two distinct foraial (high, 
prestigious, written), and informal (low, spoken) varieties of the same language 
that are used in a given speech community. They are closely related to each other, 
and therefore diglossia is not bilingualism. In case of Arabic diglossia, the high 
variety is CA or its modernized version, viz. MSA, which is uniform throughout 
the Arab World, acquired through formal education and used in writing and formal 
speech (either religious, political or academic). For its religious significance as the 
language in which the Qur'an was revealed, the Arabs look at CA with great 
esteem and profound respect. In fact, CA is usually perceived as one MSA, and 
they differ from each other only in vocabulary and stylistic features due to the 
immense foreign influence on the latter. The low variety, on the other hand, is 
represented by the various spoken dialects of Arabic. They are learned natively 
and used in ordinary conversation at home, in the market and in all other informal 
settings. 
In describing the Arabic-speaking communities, the term diglossia is rather 
simplified and inadequate, since it is restricted to its dichotomy into the two 
extremes of the standard form (CA/ MSA), and the colloquial vernaculars and 
does not account for the different levels that exist between these tv '^o poles. In fact, 
most researchers agree that there is a third variety occupying a middle position 
between the two ends (e.g. Mitchell 1986 and Zughoul 1980). This intermediate 
Arabic is usually called Educated Spoken Arabic (ESA), a mixture of written and 
vernacular styles used usually by educated Arabs. Thus, it would be more 
accurate, as Bakalla (1984: 87) points out, to describe the situation in Arabic as 
"triglossic", "multiglossic" or even as '"spectroglossic". The three varieties of 
Arabic can be now placed on a scale or continuum as in (1) below: 
(1) A scale shows roughly the main varieiies of Arabic and their positions 
CA ^ • • Arabic dialects 
Y ESA 
MSA# 
(# The dotted vertical arrow between CA and MSA represents the slight 
difference between the two, a difference that is largely attributed to lexicon and 
style) 
Each variety of the continuum in (1) has its own specialized communicative 
functions. Being varieties of the same language, all types of Arabic have much in 
common. They are not static but rather living systems, which influence each other 
in the different linguistic levels. Furthermore, throughout the ages, the socially-
based interaction between MSA as the standard form and the regional dialects has 
resulted in additional areas of communications like that of ESA. 
Regardless of other Arabic varieties, the attention will be directed now to 
the variety of MSA because it is relevant to the theme of our present research. 
What follows, therefore, is an attempt to explore the salient features of MSA and 
some other related issues. 
1.2 Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)' 
MSA is the official and standard language of all Arab countries and more 
or less the same throughout the Arabic-speaking community. It is the language of 
education and mass media (including the press, radio and television). 
contemporary literature and scientific writing, educated conversations and formal 
speech, administration and diplomacy, and announcements and advertisements. 
We fully agree with Parkinson (1993) who asserts that to get an accurate 
sociolinguistic picture of MSA, we must always look at it from three points of 
view: i) as a prescriptive system, inherited from Classical Arabic, watched over by 
the language academies, taught in schools, etc., ii) as part of a continuum of 
linguistic resources ranging from the deepest colloquial to the most elevated and 
recherche classical expression (see the scale in (1)), and iii) as an imperfectly 
known, but fully functional, part of most Arabs' communicative lives (p. 48). 
That MSA is based on and inspired by the Qur'anic language of CA, and 
considered, as its modem "legal" descendent is an established fact among 
linguists. It is in line with the characteristic morphological, grammatical and 
syntactic properties of CA. The only practical difference between the two lies in 
lexicon and some stylistic features. MSA has acquired a vast amount of new 
vocabulaiy to cope with the demands of the modem civilization. It can be viewed 
as more flexible than its classical parent with much simpler and more frequent 
vocabulary. This development in MSA lexicon and style is mainly due to the great 
influence of westem languages, particularly English and French. MSA has tackled 
such foreign impact through a number of ways which are, in the same time, 
regarded as factors that have given MSA its modemized form: First, many foreign 
bon-owings have been arabicized to denote modem inventions, machines, 
scientific terms, theories, social ideologies, political parties, and so on. Second, 
translating lots of western terms and expressions into Arabic either by caiques 
(loan translations), semantic extension (semantic loans) or rebirth of some archaic 
Arabic words. Finally, the state of being influenced by styles and methods of 
expression of European Languages that are found in the various literary and 
scientific works and in the press as well. 
The influence of the regional dialects on MSA is also obvious. They also 
participate, to some extent, in bestowing MSA its modem make-up. Their impact 
can be seen in the domains of vocabulary, sound patterns, accent and intonation. 
At the lexical level, many loanwords, especially of everyday referents, enter MSA 
through the oral rendition due lo mumal interaction between the two sides in the 
diglossic setting of Arabic. At the phonological level, the dialectal effect is felt in 
the minor but distinctive differences of pronunciation in the spoken form of MSA 
from one Arab country or region to another. One, for instance, can guess without 
difficulty from which region in the Arab World the speaker of MSA comes. 
Unlike colloquial Arabic, MSA is learned through formal education and is 
not acquired as a native language by any Arabs. Although the use of MSA is 
reserved to formal occasions and no segment of the community regularly uses it as 
a medium of day-to-day communication, many Arabs, on a psychological basis, 
hold the view that Arabic is "really" CA or MSA, the language that is "correct", 
prestigious and sacred. In contrast, Arabic vernaculars are disdained by their 
speakers and usually regarded as a sign of ignorance and illiteracy and mere 
"corruptions" of the standard form, incapable of expressing abstract and complex 
concepts, and even unworthy of being called languages. 
The point in the previous paragraph leads us to the issue whether MSA is 
only a written language or it may fiinction as a spoken form, too. Although MSA 
is primarily a written language, still it has many spoken forms that are used in 
many social contexts such as public and university lectures, political, religious, 
etc. speeches, educated conversations, learned debates, news broadcasts over radio 
and television, etc. Hence, the label MSA is usually referred to as "the cover term 
for the variety of Arabic, which is both spoken and written" (Bakalla 1984: 81). 
It is true that no child learns MSA at home as his first language .It is 
equally true, however, that many are exposed to it at a very young age (five or six) 
at school, and they develop a real native feel for it, supported by the believe that it 
is only an extension of their Arabic spoken at home. By the time they finish school 
they are capable of using MSA constantly and consistently to perform real 
communicative functions, both receptively and productively. According to 
Parkinson (1990), MSA is defined this way: ^ 
Standard Arabic is a full-fledged language, and that it has native users, with native 
intuitions about its use ... It is clearly an important and enormously interesting 
linguistic variety; it is deeply embedded into the social system, and has many of the 
marks of the "real", vibrant, "living", changing, variable system that appears to mark 
all non-artificial languages 
Parkinson (1990:292,294) 
Sometimes it is claimed that the standard form is only restricted to a 
specific segment of the community (i.e. educated Arabs) and that only a few leam 
it well. First of all, taking this claim for granted, it is only but natural and common 
in all standard languages. For example, "only a few people speak literary English 
at home ... and English speakers are exposed to its standard variety in specific 
contexts and for specific functions from the time they are little" (ibid: 293). 
Moreover, this claim applies only to some aspects of MSA like writing, reading 
and also speaking. Otherwise, not only literate but also illiterate Arabs can 
understand MSA with a great amount of ease. There is another point which shows 
that MSA is sometimes more pan-Arab spoken form of communication than the 
colloqiuals. It is an accepted fact that regional dialects differ from each other 
significantly, especially those which are separated by wide distances (Holes 
1994:193) like Iraqi Arabic in the far east and Moroccan Arabic in the far west. 
Such factors usually render these dialects mutually unintelligible, i.e. if an Iraqi 
and a Moroccan meet, and both are highly educated, they will certainty find it so 
difficult to converse in their own dialects. The only typical solution is to shift to 
standard fomi, as it is almost uniform in the whole Arabic-speaking world, or they 
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may adjust their speech so as to be in between, which means that they start using 
the so-called ESA. 
On the Basis of such unique features of MSA as uniformity, 
standardization, linguistic intelligibility and the unanimous acceptability and great 
esteem on the part of Arabic speakers of this variety, many Arab scholars (see for 
example Zughoul 1980: 213) go further to suggest that the only solution of the 
problem of Arabic diglossia is reinforcing the use of CA in its modem standard 
form (i.e. MSA) with linguistic reform to make the language easier to learn, easier 
to understand, and easier to produce. The use of MSA as the single unified form 
across the Arab World depends largely upon a pan-Arab unity (see also Bentahilaz 
& Davies 19911: 84). Both typical objectives, however, seem to be impossible at 
present or even in the near future. It is so partially due to the geographical, 
political, and educational divisions among Arabic-speaking countries and on the 
other hand due to the existence of the foreign occupation in Palestine and recently 
in Iraq. 
1.2,1 The status and role 
All Arabs strongly believe that Arabic, as the language of Islam and the 
Holy Qur'an, is an integral part of their daily lives. At the national level, the call 
for independence from European colonization was accompanied by the call for the 
use of Arabic (i.e. MSA) in all spheres of life. MSA is really seen as a unifying 
factor, and any attempt at unification of Arabs would fail if it did not give this 
factor its due weight. Thus, MSA represents a fundamental bond providing Arab 
people all over their world with a sense of unity and identity. 
Arabic language enjoys an internationally prestigious position. Beside 
being the official language of all Arabs, it is one of the six official languages of 
the United Nations and has been declared as the official second language of such 
Islamic countries like Pakistan, Iran and the Philipines. Demograpghically, it is a 
major Semitic language spoken by nearly 300 million people as a mother tongue 
(Egyptian Demographic Center, 2000), and used in some non-Arab countries like 
Iran, Turkey, Chad, etc. by several million Muslims more as a second language. 
"At times more than a hundred languages of the world have adopted the Arabic 
script, with modification, as a medium of writing non-Arabic languages (Bakalla 
1984: 109)". It is still in use in some languages of today like Persian, Urdu and 
Swahili. 
During the Middle Ages, when Arabic was the medium of world culture 
and the leading language in science, a tremendous number of Arabic words were 
boiTowed by languages associated with Islam and many western languages 
including English. For example, Habeeb Salloum and his colleague, James Peters, 
examined over 500,000 English words and found that, from these, "3,000 basic 
words and 5,000 of their derivatives have some connection to the Language of 
Qur'an. Upwards of 500 of the basic words are common in the everyday 
language" and fiirther researches have proved that "Arabic is ranked seventh of the 
languages that have contributed to the enrichment of English " (Salloum 2000).^ In 
this way, Arabic was the main donor language of that time. 
In the modern times, however, Arabic has become mainly a borrowing 
language. The presence of a considerable corpus of modem foreign terms and 
expessions should not be thought by any means as a mark of deficiency in Arabic, 
however. There is nothing missing in Arabic as a language. It can be developed to 
be able to assume the role of a world language of science again. In fact, Arabic has 
practically no limitations in building new words. As the language of the Qur'an, 
Arabic has a guarantee to continue to exist. Its unique survival as a living language 
for about fifteen centuries now in spite of all political and cultural highs and lows 
in the Arab-Islamic history maintains its viability. The problem or weakness, then, 
lies not in the language itself but rather in its speakers in addition to a number of 
historical and socio-cultural factors. The following are the main factors which may 
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have helped in marginalizing the role of MSA and paving the way for the great 
influence of both foreign languages as well as Arabic colloquials. 
a) The fatefiil history of the Arab World after the fall of the Arab-Islamic 
empires: the Mongolian conquerors in the 14"^  century destroyed the high 
sophisticated Arabic culture and literature. During the following Ottomanic 
era, scientific and belletristic work came to standstill all over the empire 
due to the restrictive policy of the Ottomanic governors with respect to 
progress and intellectual freedom. Consequently, the Arabic language could 
not further develop. 
b) In the era of European colonialization and up to date, the Arabs have been 
confronted with the fascinating advances of culture and science in Europe 
and America and unfortunately become dependents and consumers instead 
of developing their own indigenous researches in the parallel fields of 
knowledge. 
c) This leads to the exclusion of Arabic, by its own people, from being used in 
the applied and technological sciences which are all alternatively taught in 
English in almost all the universities of the Arab homeland. Such practice 
was encouraged by the anti-Arabic (or secular) call of separating the 
language of science from the language of religion and claiming that Arabic 
(i.e. CA/MSA) is only a language of liturgical affairs and does not fit to be 
a language of modem science and technology. 
d) More recently, there exists the tendency of using the colloqiual Arabic 
instead of MSA in many television and radio programmes and in the major 
part of commercials and advertisements appearing in the various Arab mass 
media. Moreover, most of the young Arabs, when chatting through the 
internet, start using English or one of their own dialects rather than the 
standard fomi of Arabic. 
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e) There is the tendency also of some educated people and Arab writers of 
incorporating a lot of foreign words in their talk or writing only as a matter 
of fashion. As the time passes, such words get general currency and thus 
help in increasing the amount of loanwords in Arabic. 
1.2.2 MSA phonology: The basic features 
Arabic language stands alone in preserving the most phonetic features that 
characterize Semitic languages. It possesses, for example, "the highest number of 
throaty (i.e. uvular, pharyngeal and glottal) and emphatic sounds in comparison 
with other Semitic languages ... and considered the best to reflect the Proto-
Semitic" (Hijazi 1997: 140). In this respect, it is very appropriate to explore 
certain features of MSA phonological system which are relevant to our analysis 
and of a great help in diagnosing the most predictable areas of phonetic and 
phonological repatteming that may take place in the language as a result of loan-
word phonology. To achieve this purpose, observations on the sound system of the 
source language (i.e. English) are provided now and then and compared to that of 
MSA. 
1.2.2.1 Phonemic inventory 
It is generally accepted that MSA (and CA as well) has thirty-four 
phonemes in its phonetic inventory, twenty-eight of which are consonants'^ and six 
are vowels (see Hijazi 1998: 46). 
A. Consonants 
The 28-consonant system involves five points of articulation for stops 
(glottal, uvular, velar, denti-alveolar and bilabial), seven for fricatives (glottal, 
pharyngeal, uvular, palatal, alveolar, interdental and labio-dental), two for nasals 
(alveolar and bilabial), two for semi-vowels (palatal and labio-velar) and one for 
affricative (palatal). There is also a lateral and a trill both apico-alveolar. 
To put it the otherwise, we get eight stops: q, k, d, d, t, t, b, thirteen 
fricatives: h, h, f, g, x, s, s, z, 6, d, d,f, two nasals: m, n, two semivowels: y, w. 
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with only one lateral /, one affricate j and one trill r. As against this, English has 
only twenty-four distinctive consonant phonemes, six of which belong to the stop 
class: /p, b, t, d, k, g/, nine to fricatives /f, v, 0, 6, s, z, 3, h/, three to nasals: /m, 
n, q/, two to affricates: /tj, d3/, three to frictionless continuants or glides: /w, y, r/ 
and one to lateral: /I/. 
Further, MSA is said to enjoy a series of emphatic or velarised consonants^, 
namely /, d, d, § and q, pronounced with construction of the pharynx and raising of 
the tongue, and a group of uvular, pharyngeal fricatives, viz. x, g, q, h, f that give 
the language a characteristic throaty sound. No sound of these two sets exists in 
English. (See table 1.1 of MSA consonants below - {} means that the sound is 
emphatic) 
Table (1.1): MSA consonants 
P l a c e of A r t i c u l a t i o n 
Manner 
of 
Ar t icula t ion 
.J 
oa < 
n 
< 
H 
Z 
M 
0 1 
0 
s 
< 
J < 
H 
Z 
a 
Q 
Pi 
bi 
H 
Z 
< 
0 
(d 
< 
a 
< Oi < 
> 
oi 
< 
D > 
P 
< 
u 
0 
z 
ctf 
< 
X 
Cl. 
J < 
2 
0 
STOPS 
YD b d{d} 
VL t(t} k {q} ? 
FRICATIVES 
YD m z g T 
VL f e s X h h 
NASALS m n 
AFFRICATES j 
LATERALS I 
TRILLS r 
SEMIVOWELS w y 
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Allophonic variation of particular interest induces: 
a) The spread of emphasis within a syllable due to the occurrence of an 
emphatic consonant which "potentially makes all of the phones 
allophonically conditioned in this environment" (al-Ani 1970: 30). 
b) The weak aspiration of the unvoiced stops t and k in initial and final 
positions. 
c) The velarised allophone / of the lateral phoneme / which generally occurs in 
adjacent to an emphatic consonant. 
d) The voiced velar nasal allophone rj which may occur before the unvoiced 
velar stop k in words like ?ii]ka:r 'denial', miyka 'from you (sg)'. 
B. Vowels 
Vowel system of MSA is much simpler than that of English which is rather 
a complex kind of vowel system, particularly with regard to its variety of 
diphthongs. 
"All previous studies agree that standard Arabic has preserved the simple 
Proto-Semitic tripartite vowel system: the three short vowels i, u, a and their long 
counterparts i:, u:, a:" (Mahadin 1996: 42). It is apparent that vowel length is the 
only phonemically contrastive feature distinguishing the two sets of vowels. al-
Ani (1970: 22) points out that "long vowels seem to be twice the length of the 
short vowels (in both isolation and cormected speech) and this is probably because 
these vowels (the long ones) are normally stressed and carefully spoken". (See 
table 1.2 of MSA vowels below). 
Table (1.2): MSA vowels 
FRONT BACK 
CLOSE 
Short i U 
Long i: u: 
OPEN 
Short a 
Long a: 
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As opposed to this, English has 12 pure (simple) vowel phonemes, seven of 
which are short, viz. /i, e, ae, d, a, a, u/ and five are long, viz. /i:, u:, a:, o:, 3:/. 
Besides, there are eight diphthongs (complex) vowels having a phonemic status, 
viz. /ei, ai, oi, 8U, au, I8, es, ua/ which are all long.^ 
In MSA writing system, the short vowels are realized by a set of diacritics 
developed in the 8"' century and placed above or below the consonants while the 
long vowels are presented by three letters: ya:?, wa:w and Talifiya: ?= i:, wa:w = 
u:, ?alef^ a:). 
1.2.2.2 Syllable and stress inventory 
MSA follows its own rules and has its own characteristic types of syllable 
structure. The following facts on MSA syllable patterns are agreed upon among 
Arab and non-Arab linguists: 
a) Unlike English, vowel-initial syllables never occur in MSA; all syllables 
always begin with a single consonant. This statement is supported by the 
fact that "all vowels, v/hen recorded (in isolation by spectrograph), are 
initiated with a glottal stop ? " (al-Ani 1970: 22). Therefore, all native 
words and foreign words as well, which are supposed to start with a vowel 
are initiated with a glottal stop before the vowel. 
b) Unlike English, too, initial consonant clusters are not permissible, and the 
onset, which is a basic constituent of the syllable, is occupied by only one 
consonant. Final and medial two-consonant clusters are possible like in 
qa^r /CVCC/ 'a palace' and Fahmar /CVC-CVC/ 'red'. In the case of 
medial consonant sequence, the first member is the coda of the preceding 
syllable and the second one is the onset of the following syllable as in the 
word Tahmar above. This implies that three-consonant clusters are not 
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allowed. On the other hand, the sequence of two vowels is disallowed 
anywhere in MSA syllable structure (al-Matlabi 1984: 235). 
c) There is a third specific type of sound sequence which involves the 
sequence of two identical consonants and technically called "geminate". By 
definition, gemination is a process by which a consonant is doubled 
obtaining a long consonant as a result. Unlike English, gemination in MSA 
is abundant and sei-ves a significant morphological and semantic function, 
and therefore "contrast with their corresponding simple consonants" (al-Ani 
1970: 77). Consider the following native minimal pairs in (2) in which I and 
k are geminated: 
(2) a. qalam (n) 'a pen' 
qallam- (v) 'to cut ones nails, flower beds, etc.' 
b. ?akal- (v) 'to eat' 
?akkal- (v) 'to feed' 
Distributionally, the geminates occur word-medially as in (2) and word 
finally as in haqq 'a right', watadd 'a peg, wedge', etc. The former 
occurrence is the most frequent one and always comes in intervocalic 
position. It should also be mentioned that all consonants (including the 
semivowels) are potentially involved in germination process. 
d) The syllable nucleus [+ syllabic] should be either a short vowel or a long 
vowel. Thus, the number of syllables in an utterance will be identical to the 
number of vowels therein. This is in line with the universal principle of 
o 
syllabification. 
e) Five syllable patterns are permitted in MSA (see al-Ali 1970: 87, al-Matlabi 
1984: 238 and Hijazi 1998: 80-81) (V= a short vowel and V: = a long 
vowel): 
(3) (i) /CV/as inwa 'and ' 
(ii) /CV:/asin/?.-'in(side)' 
(iii) /CVC/as in 'a cat' 
(iv) /CV:C/ as in ba:b 'a door' 
(v) /CVCC/ as in milh ' salt' 
The pattern ending with a vowel is an open syllable (CV and CV:) and that 
ending with a consonant is a closed syllable (others). Moreover, the first 
pattern (CV) is classified as a short syllable and all the rest as long 
syllables. The first three patterns have a higher frequency of occun-ence. 
f) The maximum number of the syllable the utterance may have in MSA is 
seven syllables (including the derivational and inflectional affixes)'" (Ali 
1987: 15), e.g. ?istiqla:liyyatuhum 'their independency' 
?is tiq la: liy ya tu hum 
CVC-CVC-CV-CVC-CV-CV-CVC 
g) Stress does exist in MSA, but it is not phonemic as compared to English 
whose stress patterns have a phonemic value. It is said that MSA stress is, 
therefore, predictable and "due to this high predictability no two words are 
solely distinguishable by different stress placements" (ibid). Details on the 
stress patterns of MSA are not provided here because they have no 
contrastive value; hence they are irrelevant to our analysis. 
1.2.3 MSA derivation capacity 
An Arabic word is analyzed as composing of two abstract morphemes, a 
root and a word pattern {wazn, qa.iab) (The New Encyclopaedia Britannia 1993, 
Vol. I: 509). The root generally consists of three consonants and carries the core 
lexical meaning, while the word pattern contains vowels and conveys syntactic 
information. Thus, the word wc.-gz/'standing' will consist of the root Iwqfl and the 
word pattern fa: Til, where the letters f- T-l- indicate the slots into which the root 
consonants map.. In the word pattern system, the consonantal root is usually the 
trilateral f- ?-l or the quadrilateral f- T-l-l. 
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In view of these facts, derivation in MSA morphology can be defined as the 
process of word formation by means of the interactions between the roots and 
word patterns. In particular, it is equivalent to what Arab grammarians call 
?istiqa:q. Derivation in this context, constitutes the basic foundation of the 
language and its most production method of word fomiation. Appreciating and 
describing the analogical process of derivation in Arabic, Stetkevych (1970) 
beautifully states that: 
The perfect system of the three radical consonants with their basic meanings, the 
precise formation of the verbal noun, of the participles - everything is clarity, 
logic, system and abstraction. The language is like a mathematical formula .... 
(p.2). 
Derivation from existing Arabic roots has always been considered the most 
natural way of growth for the language. Arabic has been called the language of 
nstiqa.q , and this ability to grow from its own essence has given the language 
its rare homogeneousness, which is the pride of Arab writers and philologists and 
which they are zealous to protect, (p. 7) 
MSA verb subsumes verbs proper and deverbal nouns (e.g. active 
participles, passive participles, verbal nouns, instance nouns, etc). Verb 
morphology with its two components is the most productive part of the 
language in the sense of being the main source of most of morphological 
derivatives. Wright (1955, vol. I: 110-112), for instance, lists some forty-
four verbal nouns which could be derived on the basis of a hypothetical 
used trilateral verb fa Tal-. A single verbal root like Ixrjl can give rise to 
many derivationally related stems. The following list in table 1.3 contains 
only "some" of its possible derivatives. As a consequence, the majority of 
MSA words is built up from a relatively small number of trilateral verbal 
roots. 
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Table (1.3): Some morphological derivatives of the root Ixrjl 
DERIVATIVE PATTERN PART OF SPEECH GLOSS 
xaraj fafal unaugmented verb to go out 
xa:hj fa: Til active participle outgoing, dissident 
xuru:j fu ?u:l verbal noun going out 
xarjah fa Hah instance noun one departure 
taxarraj tafaTTal augmented verb to graduate 
mutaxarrij mutafa TTil active participle a graduate 
taxarruj tafa TTul verbal noun graduation 
Tistaxraj ?istaf?al augmented verb to extract 
?istixm:j ?istif?a:l verbal noun extraction 
In this sense, the verb Ues formally as the basis of Arabic analogical 
derivation. MSA nouns, however, may also represent a basis of verbal derivations. 
For example, from the primitive nouns rajul 'a man', and kalb 'a dog', the verbs 
tarajjal- 'to dismount, get down, and takadab 'to rave, rush madly upon' are 
derived respectively and in turn become capable of producing further derivatives. 
This claim gains a strong support from MSA loanword data. All non-native 
verbal roots are derived from the borrowed nouns since foreign verbs are usually 
indirectly borrowed by MSA. The non-native verbal derivations hold 
approximately the same patterns of productivity as in the case of native ones as we 
shall shortly see below. 
In a nutshell, derivation in MSA is very essential and plays a great role 
within native as well as borrowed vocabulary. In fact, derivation has been the only 
challenger of arabicization (i.e. the direct incorporation of loanwords into the 
language) and stands as a filter against the flood of undigested foreign words 
(Stetkevych 1970: 56,62). 
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1.3 Language contact situation 
Language contact always takes place when different ethnic groups and 
languages start interrelating. This interrelationship can be personal, economic, 
political, written or oral, direct or indirect. Language contact is a highly frequent 
phenomenon which is "observable in almost every country of the contemporary 
world and is evident in the recorded history of nearly all languages" (Loveday 
1996:12); most languages have been influenced at one time or another by contact, 
resulting in varying degrees of transfer of features from one to the other. English, 
for instance, has borrowed a great deal vocabulary from Latin, Greek, French and 
many other languages in the course of its history. In modem times than ever 
before transfer of this kind does not even require speakers of different languages 
to have actual contact since it can be accomplished through education, trade links, 
translation, mass media and so on. 
Language contacts do not only result in words being borrowed from one 
language to another but they can also have a wide variety of linguistic outcomes. 
Beside lexical borrowing, language contact situations may lead to the following 
phenomena: interference, areal linguistics, language shift, diglossia, code-
mixing/switching, language convergence, pidginization, and creolization. 
Such outcomes are influenced by a host of social factors of language 
contact. Because of the dynamicity of contact situations, Loveday (1996:15) 
describes these factors as "heterogeneous" and "difficult to codify". However, he 
briefly states a number of diverse factors that might be responsible for language 
contact. These include: the social proximity of a group speaking another language; 
military occupation; a superposed religious medium; institutional support for a 
foreign language; political affiliation; immigration; and economic activity (ibid: 
16). A couple of factors can be added to the list, that is of the length and intensity 
of contact (e.g. the greater the degree of contact between languages, the more 
intense is the linguistic boiTowing), and the psychological resistance of either or 
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both sides (i.e. contact with another language does not necessarily guarantee the 
acceptance of that language). 
It is obvious that almost all factors operating here are of politico-social 
nature rather than linguistic ones.In fact, one of the great challenges facing 
linguists is to account for both the social factors and the linguistic mechanisms and 
constraints which operate jointly to determine what particular outcome emerges 
from the contact. It is an established fact, however, that linguistic results of a 
language contact are determined in large part by the history of social relation 
among populations rather than by the internal structure of their languages (see 
Thomason & Kaufman 1988, as quoted in Sankoff 2001:3). Neverthless, the 
linguistic factors should not be totally neglected. The degree of similarity between 
languages in contact (i.e. whether they belong to the same language family), for 
instance, may play a role in contact-induced lexical change. A practical example is 
cited in Sharma (1980:10) who observes that "India had a very long trade contact 
with China and Tibet (social factor); yet the number of borrowings from these 
linguistic groups is very veiy small in Indo-Aryan languages". This shows, he 
argues, that "not only a mutaul contact but the affinity of the genealogical or 
phonological system of the lending and borrowing languages, also, is an important 
factor in linguistic borrowing". 
For better account of various linguistic outcomes, the two groups of factors 
(i.e. social and linguistic) have to be always brought into focus. This idea indeed 
has been clearly stressed by Weinreich (1966:4) that "purely linguistic studies of 
languages in contact must be coordinated with extra-linguistic studies on 
bilingualism and related phenomena". The study of social aspects of language 
contact can lead to insight on group relationships and group identities, and how 
they are reshaped by processes of accommodation (i.e. borrowing) in some 
circumstances and by divergence and conflict (i.e. language purification) in others. 
On the other hand, research on the linguistic aspects of language contact leads us 
to insight on the nature of linguistic systems, the mechanisms by which they 
interact to produce new strategies of communication, the creativity of human 
beings in adopting and adapting new materials (i.e. loanwords) to be reshaped into 
new manifestations of the human faculty of language. 
Among all linguistic outcomes of language contact stated earlier, our 
concern in this study is on the linguistic outcome of borrowing. The concepts of 
linguistic borrowing, loanword adaptation, Arabicization (?at-ta ?ri:b) and related 
issues will be elaborated in chapter two, while the forth-coming section is devoted 
to the discussion of the historical and politico-cultural forces that stand behind the 
process of borrowing from English language into Arabic. 
1.4 Arabic contact with English: The historical and cultural settings 
In the modern era, the influence of western languages (mainly English, 
French and Italian), as languages of both the traditional colonizers and the present 
dominant civilization, on Arabic is the more serious and widespread than of any 
other languages before. 
The focus in the present study is on the more recent MSA borrowings from 
English. In discussing the interaction between Arabic and English, the 
concentration, therefore, will be on the period of modem times. The political and 
socio-cultural circumstances and conditions of such contact will be briefly 
explored from a historical point of view. 
1.4.1 A brief history 
In the remote past, long before the advent of Islam, CA came into contact 
with Semitic languages like Hebrew, Ethiopic, and Aramaic and non-Semitic 
languages like Persian, Greek and Latin. The mutual borrowing between Arabic 
and these resources took place. Arabic borrowings from such languages were 
limited, but quite significant in the sense that they had been so arabicized and 
assimilated in Arabic lexicon that when the Holy Book of Qur'an was revealed, it 
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contained some words of non-Arabic origin. The Qur'anic words like say^a.n 
'Satan, devil', 'way, path', ?istahraq 'silk brocade', and miskah 'a niche in a 
wall' are believed to be of Aramaic, Latin, Persian, and Ethiopia origin, 
respectively (Abdulrahim 1990: 31-63, in his introduction to al-Jawaleeqi's book 
al-Mu Tarrab). 
The eighth century saw the expansion of the Islamic Empire in many parts 
of the Ancient World, and witnessed the successful and fruitful efforts of the 
Muslim Arabs at translating and studying foreign (Greek, Persian and Indian) 
sciences. One of the outcomes of this translation movement was the flow into 
Arabic of a large number of foreign terms to convey the non-native concepts and 
the ideas they stood for (Ali 1987:84). For example, the words falsafah 
'philosophy', dirham 'drachma', 'geography', mu:si:qa: 'music' were 
incorporated into the language from Greek. At the same time, as a vehicle of Islam 
and as a carrier of a great culture, Arabic had affected many languages of the 
world at that time such as Persian, Turkish, Malay (in Asia), Hausa, Berber (in 
Africa), Spanish, Portuguese, English (in Europe) and so on (Bakalla 1984:67-8). 
So far as English language is concerned, its initial contacts with Arabic date 
to the Crusades which extended from the eleventh to thirteenth century (McArthur 
1992: 79). During this period and also the Renaissance, English speakers came 
into contact with the prestigious intellectual centers of the Arab World. This 
contact led to a flow of borrowings from Arabic into English, primarly in the 
fields of medicine, chemistry, mathematics, astoronmy, physics, religion (chiefly 
Islam), etc. Arabic loans like 'alcohol', 'alchemy', 'magazine', 'monsoon', 
'algebra', 'jihad' have their own entries in English lexicon. 
By the end of the thirteenth centur>', a period of stagnation and decadence 
had started taking place in almost every aspect of life in the Arab and Islamic 
World. Arabic language even suffered a lot. From the fifteenth century on, most of 
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the Arabic-speaking world was under foreign domination, either Ottoman or 
European. During the rule of Ottoman Turks, which continued to the early 
twentieth century, the policy they stuck into, for example, was to produce all of 
their official documents in Turkish, and only religious documents m Arabic. 
Moreover, the European colonialists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
adopted and encouraged the Arabic colloquials at the expense of standard Arabic, 
as the British did in Egypt (Zughoul 1980:211). Thus, the standard Arabic 
stagnated during Ottoman rule and colonial era and was denied the opportunity of 
being used as the medium of instruction in its homeland, nor was it the language 
of administration. 
On a different level, while the Arab and Muslim Empire was declining and 
going backward, the Europeans had learned much about medicme, astronomy, 
chemistry, physics, mathematics, etc. by translating Arabic works in these fields; 
in the development of European scientific research, new improvements were 
added to the Arabs' scientific lore and thus European science and technolog>- have 
become far more advanced than that of the Arabs. The point here is that in such 
interaction between the two civilizations, eastern and western, a mutual cultural 
and linguistic borrowing had taken place. While Arabic played the role of mainly a 
lending language in the Medieval Ages, the situation has come to the reverse in 
the modem times when Arabic has become a borrowing and dependant language. 
The first direct and most serious contact the Arabs ever had with the 
western languages, particularly English and French, was in the early decades of 
the nineteenth century. This period saw the beginning of European militaiy 
domination of Arabic-speaking lands. 
Great Britain started its military operations in some parts of Arab World 
which resulted in occupying Aden (of the fomier south of Yemen) in 1839, and 
Egypt in 1882. Although the British occupation of Egypt was initially for a limited 
purpose and a limited time, it became stable and extended to the Sudan. In the first 
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two decades of the twentieth century, Palestine, Iraq, Jordan and also Egypt went 
under the British Mandate. On the other hand, Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia 
constituted French North Africa of which Tunisia and Morocco were protectorates 
(in 1881 and 1907 respectively), while in 1830 Algeria was incorporated as an 
integral part of France itself being administrated more or less in the same way as 
French "departments". The advent of the French Mandate over both Syria and 
Lebanon was in the early 1920s. 
This type of military occupation and foreign mandate ruling the Arab 
countries for more than a centuiy led to intercommunication whereby speakers of 
Arabic were in linguistic contact with the speakers of English and French. This 
interaction was facilitated by the fact that English and French were imposed as the 
languages of administration and education and became preeminent because of the 
prestige of their representative speakers and the activities in which their use is 
normally required (Zughoul & Taminian 1984:155). So, they had, though 
temporarily, the status of official languages and were taught as a compulsory 
subject of the school curriculum and as the medium of instruction of professional 
university colleges like Medicine, Engineering, and Pharmacology. Subsequently, 
many English and French words passed into Arabic, whether it be the colloquial 
variety as a result of direct contact with native speakers of the two European 
languages or the standard written language as a result of a massive movement of 
translation, specially in the field of science and technology. 
Although about fifty years have passed now since the independence of the 
Arabic countries (in 1950s/1960s), English is still extensively used in business, 
trade, education, aviation and so on. This is due to the fact that the Anglo-French 
colonial pre-eminence in the Arab East has been accompanied by western cultural 
domination, especially in science and technology, which is still so influential and 
immense in every level of social existence till the present. This exposure to 
western culture and technology, particularly the rapid developments of recent 
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years, has forced Arabic to accommodate itself to the terminology needed to 
participate in the modem world. MSA in particular has become increasingly 
willing to adopt foreign terms. Thus, the direction of borrowing, as said before, 
has reversed: English has come to dominate much current technological 
developments and the flow of technolog}' to Arabic-speaking countries has been 
accompanied by many English terms. 
1.4.2 English as an international and major donor language 
By the beginning of the twentieth century, English has become more and 
more important language. Its area of influence has become wider than the French 
one and extended practically the world over; areas that traditionally were under 
French influence are gradually turning to English (Braga 1979:33). In the late 
twentieth century it has emerged as a major international language of science and 
technology as well as a significant additional language not only in the Arab 
homeland but also in the other parts of the world. 
The west has offered new vast media of communication - printing in the 
eighteenth, journalism in the nineteenth, wireless, television, computer, and 
internet in the twentieth century - all of which played a great role in the 
dissemination of western ideas and languages. A major part of the international 
activities achieved by such devices is produced in English. In his searching for a 
rationale for English as an international language, Grabe (1988:70) has come out 
with this resuh: "that English is truly a world language and will likely remain one 
in the foreseeable future is a reasonable conclusion to draw from its role in 
information access and retrieval, as well as from its role in science and technology 
research". Moreover, Loveday explores some aspects of English internationalism 
this way: 
English is tiie world powerful language at this moment in human history. This is 
evident from the demography of its 600 million users, spread all over the globe. 
English is an official language in 37 nations and is natively spoken in twelve 
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countries, including leading political and economic forces in the capitalist bloc, such 
as USA and the United Kingdom. The power of English can also be gauged from its 
diverse applications in the world's activities. It is the medium of the Second 
Industrial Revolution; and international science and information, international 
business world organization and diplomacy, international tourism, aviation and 
shipping, entertainment such as sports, cinema, television and pop music, 60% of the 
world 's radio broadcast, and 70% of its mail are encoded in English. 
(Loveday 1996: 91) 
All these facts about English qualify it to be a major contact language and the 
main donor-language among the world languages of today. 
The status of English as the universal language of communication, 
scientific publications and technological developments is widely accepted in the 
Arab World. All Arabic-speaking countries believe that English is necessary if 
they want to catch up with the movement of modernization which is essentially 
based on western models. As a result, English has been given a special attention 
and employed in many spheres of Arabic state of affairs. The following are the 
main employments of English in the Arabic societies which, in our opinion, 
represent points of contact that certainly encourage, facilitate and reinforce the 
borrowing process from English into Arabic in general and into MSA in particular. 
A. Education 
English is taught as a compulsoiy paper for a period of six to eight years in 
public schools. "In the Arab countries, except for former French colonies, English 
is the sole non-native language taught in the public schools system" (El-Sayed 
1993:62). Almost all private schools start teaching English from the first grade. In 
higher education, in addition to university English departments in which students 
learn English as their sole major, the medium of instruction in other university 
disciplines such as Medicine, Engineering, Nursing, Mathematics, etc. is English. 
In the same level, there exist some English-medium institutions like the American 
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University of Beirut, and the American University in Cairo which have been in 
service for a pretty long period of time. Finally, missions of Arab students sent 
abroad for higher education may also serve as agents or intermediaries in 
transferring English loans into their mother tongue, especially those students who 
receive their university education in English-speaking countries (USA, UK, 
Canada, etc.) or through English-medium institutions in other counties of the 
world. 
B. Translation movement 
An important channel for the introduction of European and English words 
has been the translation of western writers and scientists during the last two 
centuries and up to now. Many bureaus and centers of translations scattered all 
over the Arab World are responsible for incorporating many foreign and English 
items into the written language of MSA. 
More specifically, due to rapid developments and innovations in science 
and technology research, MSA has found itself face to face with a large number of 
scientific and technical terms disseminated mainly through English that makes it 
difficult for the language to catch up with. As a result and due to lexical need 
MSA has been forced to adopt a handsome number of such scientific terminology. 
C. Mass media 
Journalism along with the translation movement stated above is the main 
two sources of English loanwords that are still penetrating into MSA. Nowadays, 
TV programmes in all Arab countries include English-speaking plays, films, 
shows, and scientific programmes. Most of Arab countries also started issuing 
English newspapers. The late 1980s, however, saw the exposure of Arabic-
speaking communities to English space channels like CNN and BBC and saw also 
the establishment of English-medium space channels in the region like Channel 2 
in Saudi Arabia. 
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D. Commercial and economic links 
In almost eveiy countiy now, English is the key to getting ahead. Learning 
English as a foreign/second language has become a multimillion-dollar business 
all over the world (El-Sayed, Loc Cit). Trade and business relationships exiting 
between Arab countries and English-speaking countries like USA, United 
Kingdom, Australia, and Canada have resulted in a close contact between Arabs 
and this language. Borrowing through commercial links has become quite 
dramatic; it is almost breathtaking how many American business and trade 
concepts are now crossing the Atlantic in lexical forms that are direct copies of the 
American English words. It will be equally dramatic if we come to know that "a 
large number of shops, restaurants, hotels, and firms in many Arab countries have 
their signs and price lists in English" (Zughoul & Taminian 1984:168). 
E. Internet 
The rise of information technology is the single most important 
technological development of the twentieth century. Since the vast majority of 
technological developments in this field take place in the USA, the majority of 
technical vocabulary devised is originally in English. Internet, as one form of 
information revolution, has recently become the most powerful driver of 
globalization. In the Arab world, the access to internet has been made easy by the 
numerous number of internet cafes that appear in major population centers. Thus, 
many English terms that belong to computer and internet jargons have quickly 
found their way into Arabic lexicon. Furthermore, English is the only foreign 
language used in sending e-mails, chatting and academic and scientific searching. 
F. The new 21 '^ century occupation in the Middle East 
Finally, the invasion of Iraq by the Anglo-American forces in April 2003 
has come to be a landmark in Arabs and Arabic language history. The scenario of 
colonial era is repeated once again and a situation of direct language contact 
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between Arabic and English, is being evolved where the former is most likely 
going to be linguistically affected in one way or another by the latter, especially if 
the American government has long-term future plans in the region. 
In a nutshell, that we live in an age of western dominance and influence is 
an irrefutable fact. Our status in dealing with this kind of civilization is, so to 
speak, like that of a humble student with his genius master. English language 
world has become our institute, the target of our missions, and the resource of our 
cultural tools. Not surprising, then, to find that every modem product or invention 
is labeled and introduced in English even if it comes from China, Japan or the like. 
As a corollary, all these situations of direct or indirect contact stated earlier 
between Arabic and English have paved the way for many English items to enter 
MSA and its various related dialects. 
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Endnotes to Chapter One 
1. It is important to note that "Modem Standard Arabic " is a technical 
term common only to linguists and writers. Some scholars make use 
of a number of other terms to describe the same variety. More often 
than not these terms are confusing and less satisfactory. The terms 
"contemporary Arabic" and "Modem Arabic", for example, fail to 
exclude the various dialects of Arabic. "Literary Arabic" is too 
specific to include manifestations which have nothing to do with 
different genres of literatures. Finally the term "written Arabic" does 
not imply that the variety in question is also used as a medium of 
spoken communication. Thus "MSA" is apparently the most 
acceptable one for this variety. 
2. This definition of MSA was concluded by Parkinson (1990) in his 
arguments against Kaye (1972) ("Remarks on Diglossia in Arabic: 
Well-defined vs. ill-defined") who claims that MSA, as opposed to 
the Arabic colloquials, is an ill-defmed, unreal, unstable form of 
Arabic with difficult-to-write grammar. 
3. Even in our times, the impact of Arabic on English has not stopped. 
The flow of Arabic words continues. Cannon (1997), for instance, 
reports 90 Arabic loanwords which had entered English in 1949 and 
onwards, mainly in the domains of food and drinks (e.g. hummus, 
falafel), politics (e.g. intifada, Baath), and Islam (e.g. hijab, fatwa). 
4. The majority of Arab linguists and scholars (in the past and modem 
times) agree that the number of consonants in Arabic is twenty-eight 
sounds. Few of contemporary Arab and non-Arab linguists (Ferguson 
1955, al-Ani 1970 and Omar 1976) claim that Arabic (standard and 
colloquial) has the additional emphatic or velarized lateral / as a 
phoneme. Rejecting the general view of looking at / as an allophone 
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of /, they convincingly argue that / as a phoneme is attested in the 
morpheme Tallah 'God' and some of its derivatives (al-Ani, p.48), 
and therefore contrast with the non-emphatic / in some minimal pairs 
like (see Ferguson, p.447): 
- walla:hu 'and God' 
waUa:hu 'he appointed him' 
wa((a:hi 'by God' 
walla:hi ' and the one who amuses' 
However, in all other environments of occurrence, (e.g. in the vicinity of 
other emphatic consonants as d, etc.) / is created as an allophone of/ . 
It might be argued here that the rarity of the occurrence of / as a 
phoneme makes it easy to be distinguished from the phoneme /, hence the 
non-occurrence, so to speak, of phonological ambiguity. Moreover, there is 
no even a single minimal pair in CA or MSA in which the word ?alla:h (as 
a stem) contrast with another word. In the two examples stated above the 
morpheme wa 'and' is prefixed to the word ?alla:h, and to ?alla:hi 'the 
amuser' as well. This means that such words take place in the higher level 
of syntax and therefore occur in 'a context' which again gives no room for 
linguistic confusion. For these reasons the velarized / is never realized in 
the orthography of MSA. Rather, it is always represented by the grapheme / 
{la:m) in all positions (including the word Tallah and its derivatives). 
Finally, it is always safer and more valid when talking about the /-/ 
distinction to consider the velarisation phenomenon as a 'non-segment' or 
prosodic feature as suggested by Fergusion himself (p. 451) just like the 
case of the Arabic geminates (i.e. prolonged consonants) that are treated as 
such. 
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5. The segments f , d, d, ^ and also q are alternatively classified as 
"emphatic", "velarised" or "haryngealized" by linguists. Some, 
however, prefer the term "phryngealized" to "velarised" because after 
examing these sounds, both physiologically and acoustically, it 
appears that the area involved is not the velar but rather the pharynx 
(al-Ani 1970: 44). Similarly, in their discussion of European 
borrowings in Moroccan Arabic and the spread of emphasis in 
Palestinian Arabic, Heath (1989) and Davis (1993), respectively, refer 
to emphasis phenomenon as "phaiyngealization". The term 
"emphatic", however, is most frequently used in the linguistic 
description of these phonemes and is considered the cover term 
among the three. Hence, the adoption of this term in the present study, 
though the terms "pharyngealized" and "velarised" are occasionally 
used to attribute this group of sounds. 
6. MSA, as well as many Arabic colloquials, has the diphthongs ay and 
aw. MSA phonological system, however, does not treat them as 
separate phonemes. For more details on this issue, see chapter three 
(3.4.5). 
7. In MSA orthography, gemination is indicated by the optional diacritic 
symbol (?at-tasdi:d) rather than by doubling the consonant. 
8. One of the universal principles of syllabification is that every 
[+syllabic] segment is placed in nucleus of a syllable. Consequently, 
the number of syllables in any particular utterance is equal to the 
number of [+syllabic] segments in that utterance (Kahn 1976 - as 
quoted by Abu-Salim 1998: 296). 
9. Mahadin (1996) claims that there are six syllable patterns in Arabic, rather 
than the five patterns cited in (3). He adds the long closed syllable 
/CV:CC/. This pattern, however, never exists in MSA. 
10. al-Ani (1970-88) goes further to suggest that the Arabic utterance may have 
nine syllables, but no examples are given. Nevertheless, it may be true only 
in the context of colloquial Arabic, but not MSA. For further details see al-
Anataki (1972) as quoted by al-Matlabi (1984:244-5). 
1 l .For further information on stress, the reader is referred to al-Ani (1970: 88), 
Omar (1976: 358-60), and Hijazi (1998: 81-82). 
12. The issue whether the Qur'an involves words of foreign origin or not had 
been a point of hot debate .While Islamic scholars like Ibn Abbaas (the 
prophet Mohammed's cousin),and later on Ata'a ,and sa'eed bin Jubayr 
declared that words of this type did exist in the Qur'an, a large number of 
their successors like Abu Aubaydah, Ashshaafi'iyy, Ibn Jareer, and Ibn 
Faaris have strongly denied the existance of any alien borrowings in the 
Holy Book (for more detail on this question, see Ali 1987:91-93 ). 
13. All dates of historical events below, unless indicated, are documented with 
reference to Europa: The Middle East and North Africa, 2003. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
MSA BORROWINGS FROM ENGLISH: THE 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
CHAPTER II 
MSA BORROWINGS FROM ENGLISH: THE THEORETICAL 
FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Research methodology 
2.1.1 The research problem 
With the modem technological and educational developments that have 
taken place in the world and their recent echoes in the Arab world, a need has 
arisen for transferring many technical concepts into Modem Standard Arabic 
(MSA) in many fields. As a result Arabic finds itself face to face with an immense 
number of foreign teiininology. In dealing with such vocabulary, Arab linguists 
and scholars have been of two different views (the establishment of more than one 
Arabic language academy in several Arab countries has helped in the diversity of 
such views). The first group has been strongly in favor of a traditional Arabic 
technique called ?istiqa:q (derivation from existing Arabic roots), in addition to 
some other related techniques like naht (compounding or blending), and loan 
translation. The other group supports a process called ?at-ta ?ri:b (Arabicization), 
which here means the absorption of foreign lexical items with the necessary 
modifications so as to fit into Arabic phonological and morphological pattems. 
Both views work side by side in the lexical innovation of MSA. The deliberate 
efforts of Arabicization along with the penetration of European loanwords from 
the Arabic dialects into MSA via diglossia have paved the way for westem 
boiTowings to occupy a place in the lexicon of the language. 
Amongst this quite a large amount of foreign lexical tenns and expressions 
absorbed by the language mainly from the European languages, a considerable 
corpus of English loanwords in MSA is available. Since languages are not 
structurally the same, each language behaves differently in dealing with the alien 
words and expressions existing in its lexicon. In this regard, MSA has its own 
method to do so. The question, then, is: how are MSA borrowings from English 
accommodated into the structure of MSA? And what are the specific phonological, 
grammatical and semantic adaptation mechanisms that take place as a result of 
such linguistic accommodation or nativization? The attention, therefore, will be 
directed towards examining the receptivity of MSA to borrowed elements, and the 
way it treats them. 
2.1.2 The scope and objectives 
Among the various varieties of Arabic language. Modem Standard Arabic 
(MSA) variety is selected to be investigated under the topic in question. As the 
word "modem" denotes we consider modem Arabic rather than Classical Arabic 
(CA) of the medieval period and this means that the concem is only on the foreign 
borrowings which have been incorporated into Arabic in the "modem times". 
The way we deal with the loanword data, in this study, is twofold: first, no 
attention is drawn on the borrowings from other European, Eastern or any other 
languages, despite the fact that Arabic has absorbed many words from Persian 
(e.g. busta:n 'garden'), Greek (e.g. mu:si:qa 'music'), Ethiopic (e.g. mihra:b 
'prayer niche in the mosque'), etc., during the pre-Islamic period and up to the 
Medieval Ages, and from French (e.g. riji:m 'diet'), Italian (e.g. bur§ah 'stock 
market), etc., in the modem time. The focus is only on MSA borrowings from 
English language. Second, in collecting English loanword data, our interest is not 
only on loanwords which have been directly borrowed from English, but also on 
English fomis of words of other European languages which had become a part of 
the English language, viz. we consider the immediate language from which MSA 
bon'owed a word, not the ultimate origin of the word. So, for words like na:ziyy < 
'Nazi', and jastalt < 'gestalt', for example, which are originalh- from German and 
most probably entered MSA by means of English, we mark their immediate source 
as English. 
Since English language has several regional varieties (i.e. British English, 
American English, etc.), the data may include, though not necessarily, items that 
might have entered MSA from more than one variety during the post-colonial era. 
English, in this study, is viewed as a whole entity, as a single language, and not 
restricted to one specific English. 
This work aims mainly at analyzing phonologically, morphologically and 
semantically a corpus of written data of English loanwords in order to know the 
reaction of MSA to the presence of such alien elements; to show how it has 
accepted English loans with varying degrees of adaptations and how it has 
translated others using Arabic morphemes by adopting the technique of loan 
translation. The choice of the topic comes so as to fill a gap and to comply a need 
in Arabic linguistics. Unlike previous studies, this research concentrates only on 
English vocabulaiy into MSA, dealing with them separately and neglecting the 
borrowings from other sources. It is, therefore, a helpful guide to know the ratio of 
common English words in the lexicon of MSA and to indicate the extent of 
borrowings and the direction of phonological and semantic damages to a 
researcher working on these problems in future.' 
2.1.3 Material and methods 
Being a language of formal speech, formal education and mass media, 
MSA loanword materials meant for the analysis is a corpus of written data 
compiled from the following different written sources: 
a) The main source is seventy issues of ten Arabic newspapers issued in a 
number of Arab countries and London in the year 2001 (see Appendix (C)). 
These newspapers cover a wide range of life spheres and subjects: Politics, 
economics, science and technology, literature, sports, religion. 
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entertainment, internet, history, phiiosopiiy, advertising, etc. and may, 
therefore, be regarded as a good representative cross section of MSA. 
b) Some Arabic magazines, textbooks, and dictionaries like: 
Al-Arabi Magazine (Kuwait) 
Al-Waseet Arabic Dictionary (Arabic Language Academy, Cairo) 
Tiknulujiya Al-Itisalat wa Al-Malumat (Yemen) 
c) A number of Arabic websites such as: 
http://vv^w.aliazeera.net 
http://www.moheet.com 
http://www.islamonHne.net 
http://www.bbcarabic.com 
d) An additional source is the linguistic background and intuitions of the 
researcher himself as a native speaker of Arabic. 
The collected loanword data sorts out into two major categories: i) the 
borrowing proper (Appendix (A)), and ii) productive forms (Appendix (B)). The 
first category (417 items) represents the base forms, i.e. the directly borrowed 
items, while the second category (81 items) refers to the derivative forms, i.e. the 
indirectly or derived items. Strictly speaking, only borrowing proper will be 
involved when talking about the phonological and morphological adaptation 
mechanisms made to English words when they get "arabicized", whereas the 
derivatives remain in'elevant in this regard. Derivatives, as the product of Arabic-
internal derivation processes, are, however, analyzed morphologically to show the 
great productivity in Arabic word formation. MSA derivative power is well 
employed in order to provide the necessary non-native form classes from the 
existing borrowed nouns. 
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In the process of data collection, there arises the particular problem of 
"internationalisms". This terai usually refers to Latin- or Greek-based words 
which exist in most European languages, particularly in the areas of science, 
technology and politics. Words of this type are so common in languages like 
English, French, Italian, etc. For such internationalisms, it is hard to track down 
where they originally came from; moreover, it is nearly impossible to find one 
phonological base for them. This problem is an old one and we don't think there 
have been any really straightforwardly satisfying solutions to it so far. In the 
context of MSA loanword data, the non-existence of any authentic etymological 
classification of modem borrowings in MSA is most probably due to this problem. 
As a result, in the case of words that are common across western languages, we 
rely on a number of clues that we find quite sufficient in assigning the source of 
borrowing as English. They are related to pronunciation, spelling-based influence 
and the widespread of English as the language of science and technology. Those 
loans that have English-like pronunciation are thought to be borrowed from 
English. These may include cases where English pronunciation is roughly the 
same of that in French or Italian such as 'orchestra', 'kilometre', 'pizza', 'piano', 
etc. In modem literate societies, loanwords often enter a language through their 
written form, even when source and recipient languages have different scripts. 
Related to this is the position of English as a cosmopolitan language. A major part 
of world literature in the various fields of knowledge is written in English. Many 
loanwords enter MSA through written sources which are most probably English 
ones. 
Since the loanword data compiled is of a written nature, the researcher, as a 
native speaker of Arabic, serves as an infomiant in establishing the pronunciation 
of loanword data for the whole data in general and for the phonological analysis in 
particular. In case of ambiguities, a number of Arab speakers are consulted. 
MSA is the language of scientific and academic research. It is not 
suiprising, therefore, that the scientific and technical terms constitute the major 
part of its loanword corpus. It should be noted, however, that the corpus includes, 
to great extent, only those technical and abstract terms that have become relatively 
common in the daily use of MSA (such as fayru.s 'virus', h:dz, "Aiads', Tiskanar 
'scanner' (computer), etc.) and excludes a great number of highly specialized 
English loanwords used by scientists, doctors and technicians. Of course, in 
addition to the field of science and technology, the collected corpus does include 
loans from such more common fields as everyday objects, food and drinks, sports, 
animals, literature and arts, and religion. 
The present study operates within the principles and methods of modem 
linguistics to the study of lexical innovation and borrowing. More specifically, it 
makes use of the Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization as proposed by 
Danesi (1985c). As we shall see, much of the data will be found to support 
Danesi's principles of PSP and PP (Phonological Synchronizing Principle and 
Paradigmatic Principle) with respect to the phonological and morphological 
analyses. Insights and implications put forward by original works in linguistic 
borrowing and language contact like Haugen (1950 &1992), Weinreich (1966), 
Poplack et al. (1988), Loveday (1996), and so on will be also taken into account. 
Two languages, English and MSA, are involved in the analysis, so the 
contrasting method is to be used to know the various changes that take place when 
English items enter MSA. Besides, the descriptive statistical methods will be taken 
into consideration to deal with the data available. 
2.2 Linguistic borrowing 
Linguistic borrowing is the natural product of language contact. Borrowing 
from other languages is as old as the existence of human languages themselves. It 
affected many languages of the world and still represents a strong power which 
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can have influential impact on modem languages whenever opportunity or 
necessity arises. As a matter of fact, in a given situation of contact there is in 
principle no limit to what speakers/users of different languages will borrow or 
transfer from each other. 
2.2.1 The definition of borrowing 
Bon-owing generally refers to the adoption or incorporation of foreign 
elements into the native language by the speakers of that language. As a major 
aspect of language change, borrowing does affect the native language, especially 
at the lexical level. 
Haugen (1950: 212) and also (1992: 197) defines borrowing as "the 
attempted reproduction in one language of linguistic features previously found in 
another". It is an "attempted" reproduction because making a perfect reproduction 
from a language with different system is impossible. It is "reproduction" because 
of the impossibility of directly transferring a feature in one system over to another 
system. 
The term borrowing is itself a misnomer. That is, borrowing usually implies 
taking something which must be handed back to the lender. In linguistic 
borrowing, however, the recipient language never returns what it has borrowed. 
When borrowing is referred to as "the integration into a recipient language 
of both form and meaning of a lexical item originating in another language" 
(Thomburg 1980: 524), we may then talk about "lexical borrowing". 
The process of (lexical) borrowing then involves three principal 
constituents: a lender, a borrower and a thing that lent (the lexical item). In this 
study the first constituent is usually referred to as "the source Ianguage"(i.e. 
English), the second as "the recipient language" (i.e. MSA) and the third as "a 
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loan(word)" or "a borrowing".^ So, the term borrowing may be used either to 
indicate the action/process itself or the material borrowed (the loanwords). 
2.2.2 Motivations for borrowing 
Lexical borrowing, whether in peace or in war, is motivated by various 
linguistic and non-linguistic factors. It is an accepted fact that for all types of 
borrowings a contact between speech communities is a pre-condition (Sharma 
1980: 9). The reasons lying behind lexical borrowing have been widely 
investigated (Weinreich 1966, Hockett 1970, Sharma 1980 and Bakalla 1984, 
among others). 
The first factor is the geographical proximity. It is typically manifested in 
multilingual contact situations. Borrowing from Arabic by neighbouring non-
Arabic speaking countries (e.g. Iran and Turkey) is a good example that is largely 
meant to be for ease of communication. Foreign domination, whether it is political 
(military), cultural, economic, or religious, is also a very determinant factor. The 
military expansion of one nation helps the spread of the conqueror's language 
which in most cases would have great influence on the conquered's. Linguistic 
influence due to political dominance, however, is not always valid. For instance, 
after the Moguls' conquest of Baghdad, their language was culturally and 
linguistically influenced by Arabic, the language of the conquered. So, the cultural 
superiority of the dominant language is very important as the case of Arabic under 
the political and cultural impact of western languages in the modem age. The 
linguistic motive of lexical need on the part of recipient language is really 
prominent. Hockett (1970:405) refers to it as "the need-filling motive". In the 
process of modernization, MSA finds itself in need for a lot of English scientific 
and technical terms to fill a lexical gap in its vocabulary. Finally, words are 
sometimes bon-owed to satisfy some kind of prestigious purposes. In such a case, a 
term is boiTOwed because in the opinion of the borrower the culture and language 
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of the donor is more superior and elegant to his 0|Wn culture and language. In 
Canada, for example, the direction between French and English, as Hartley 
(1982:107) points out, is almost entirely one way (i.e. from English to French), 
since "American English is the language of social advance in an economy which is 
ovei-whelmingly controlled by American-speaking managers". 
The political and cultural pre-eminence and the sense of need are almost the 
main motivations that stand behind the bulk of English loanwords in MSA. Other 
factors hardly have a role to play in the borrowing process from English into 
MSA: geographically speaking, none of the Arab countries has any borders with 
English-speaking countries. Further, Arabic-speaking communities are generally 
monolingual in Arabic except for countries of North Africa which were under 
French colonization where a lot of people there are still bilingual in French (but 
not in English). With respect to the factor of prestige, the use of English loanwords 
and expressions in Arabic speech sometimes functions as a marker of prestige 
(Saleh 1995). There is a belief in Arabic societies that "a speaker of Arabic is 
viewed as educated and gains a social status and recognition if he can speak a 
foreign language (like English) and use foreign words and phrases in his 
discourse" (ibid: 41). It should be, however, noted that this tendency is more 
obvious in the spoken dialects of Arabic (like that spoken in Jordan) than in the 
standard variety, because this function is mainly manifested in day-to-day 
communications which are usually performed in the colloquial forms of Arabic. 
2,2.3 Typology of borrowing 
On the basis of degree and amount of borrowing, broadly speaking, lexical 
bon-owing can be either small-scale (i.e. simple and limited) or large-scale one 
(complex and extensive). Classical languages like Sanskrit, Arabic and Latin 
represented, in the past, sources of large-scale borrowings in India, West Asia, and 
Europe, respectively. At present, English words are also bon'owed in great 
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numbers by such languages as Japanese (=10% of its lexical store) and Korean 
(5%) (see Sohn 1994 and Hinds 1974 as quoted by Tranter 1997: 138). As the 
current loanword data roughly shows, MSA borrowings from English are 
comparatively simpler and more limited/ 
According to Blcomficld (1996 [1933]) three types of borrowing are 
distinguished from the viewpoint of borrowing direction: i) dialect boirowing 
where borrowing takes place within varieties of the same language, ii) cultural 
borrowing, where the borrowings are from a different language, and iii) intimate 
borrowing (as opposed to ordinary cultural borrowing) where borrowing occurs 
when two languages are spoken in what is topographically and politically a single 
community resulting from conquest or immigration. 
Standard Arabic and its related dialects, for example, undergo mutual borrowing 
in the sense that Arabic dialects adapt much of materials from the standard variety. 
Heath (1987), for instance, discusses in length the morphophonemic and lexical 
adaptations from CA into Moroccan Arabic due to the historical diglossic mixing 
and borrowing (see Heath 1987:42-73 and Appendix A, pp. 207-26). Similarly, in 
the same diglossic setting, spoken dialects play an important role in transmitting 
many foreign words into MSA in addition to many phonological features like 
dialectal accent and intonation. MSA borrowings from English represent the 
second type, i.e. cultural bon-owing. The third type, i.e. intimate borrowing, can be 
partially exemplified by the situation of Arabic under the influence of western 
colonization when borrowing was mainly one-sided process, i.e. from the 
colonizer's language into Arabic. 
The most systematic topology and terminology of borrowing have been 
established by Haugen (1950). He primarily distinguishes between "importation" 
and "substitution". Importation means bringing the foreign model into the native 
language, while substitution means replacing some foreign features with native 
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ones. For the English loan fayruis in MSA, it is said that MSA has imported the 
whole English morpheme 'virus', but within that morpheme it has substituted the 
Arabic / f and /u:/ for English /v/ and /a/, respectively. Based on this distinction 
Haugen further divides loanwords into the following three types: 
a) Loanwords: moiphemic importation without substitution. In loanword 
corpora of any language this form is the most common like MSA 
borrowings as ba:lu:n < 'balloon', si:natu:r < 'senator', tilifu:n < 
'telephone', ?aysikri:m < 'ice-cream', to mention only few examples. Such 
loanwords, as illustrated with the loanword fayru:s above, are bound to 
undergo some kind of substitutions (adaptations) at the phonemic level 
(see chapter three). 
b) Loanblends: morphemic substitution as well as importation. The so-called 
"hybrids" belong to this category. In MSA Compound loanwords as 
?asiTTat ?iks 'x-rsiy\ jiyu:hara:riyy 'geothermal', etc. are of this type (see 
4.5.4, chapter four). 
c) Loanshifts: morphemic substitution without importation. In this type, only 
the meaning is borrowed or "imported" while the form remains native. 
Loanshifts involve "loan translations (or caiques)" and "semantic loans". 
Arabic words and phrases like lawhatu l-mafa:ti:h 'the keyboard', warsatu 
famal 'workshop', sayya:rah 'a motor-car', etc. are considered as 
loanshifts in MSA based on English models (the issue of caiques in MSA is 
discussed in 5.4, chapter five). 
2.3 Loanword adaptation 
In loanword phonology, the term "adaptation" usually refers to "the sound 
changes that bon'owed words often undergo when they are used in another 
language" (Lacharite & Paradis 2002:71). The term, however, may also apply to 
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adjustments and changes that occur at the morphological and semantic levels of 
loanwords in the bon'owing language (see McCarthy 1985, Danesi 1985c, Poplack 
et al. 1988, and al-Qinai 2000). In this study the term "adaptation" is applied in 
this latter broader sense, that is where the English items are adapted so as to 
conform to the phonological and morphological patterns of MSA. In addition, the 
meaning of such incoming items might be narrowed or widened according to the 
lexical and pragmatic need of the language. In this sense, the general framework 
of our data analysis in the present research is in line with the concept of 
"interference" as percieved by Weinreich (1966). For him interference does not 
only refer to "instances of deviation from the norms of either language in contact", 
but also implies "the rearrangement of patterns that result from the introduction of 
foreign elements into the more highly structure domains of language, such as the 
bulk of the phonemic system, a large part of the morphology and syntax, and some 
areas of the lexicon". Therefore, the examination of MSA borrowings from 
English in the subsequent three chapters is an attempt to explore the reorganization 
of foreign items into MSA in terms of loanword phonology, morphological 
integration and semantic change. 
In terms of degrees of nativization, loanword adaptation might be "partial" 
or "total" (Danesi 1985c). Partial adaptation implies that foreign words when 
incorporated into the recipient language tend to be given at least a minimal degree 
of phonetic adaptation. This would mean that loanwords, in the sense discussed in 
the previous section, do not exist in a totally unadapted way. Total adaptation, on 
the other hand, refers to those loanwords which have undergone total reshaping by 
the interaction of the morphological, phonological and phonetic systems of the 
native language. Danesi (1985c: 19-22) argues that total adaptation of a loanword 
may be influenced by a number of factors which can be classified as follows: 
a) Temporal: the period of time that a loanword is used in the borrowing 
speech community largely determines the stage or degree of nativization. 
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The older the borrowed word, the more general currency it gains and the 
fuller adaptation it has in the recipient language and vice versa, 
b) Sociological: as the roles played by the source and recipient languages 
within the sociocultural environment, the motivations for borrowing, 
differences between older and younger generation speakers (conservative 
and innovative treatments), and so on, 
c) Intellectual: the effects caused by the interaction of different dialects and 
varieties of the recipient language. In the case of MSA it has been noted 
earlier that many loanwords enter MSA by means of Arabic diglossia (i.e. 
through the route: spoken English > spoken Arabic dialects > standard 
Arabic). Geographically-induced variation among dialects themselves is 
also significant. For instance, the fact that Egyptian Arabic and also Aden 
dialect in Yemen have the stop g (but not the affricate j) and other dialects 
of Arabic have j (but not g) may have an impact on how an English word is 
assimilated into MSA (for more detail see section 3.4.1.5, chapter three), 
and 
d) Intrasystemic: this includes the effects of the morphological constraints of 
the recipient language (i.e. how resistant the language is to grammatical 
borrowing), and orthographic system in contact. The influence of 
orthography or spelling on MSA borrowings is prominent. A lot of English 
loans, especially in the fields of science and technology, enter the language 
by being read (by different Arabic academies and individual intellectuals) 
in the source language (English), transliterated into MSA and finally 
pronounced from the spelling. No doubt that many other loanwords enter 
the language by hearing through bilinguals, or who are proficient in both 
English and Arabic, typically highly educated people. In both cases 
loanwords are potentially subject to full adaptations. In this respect, Lovins 
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(1975) is quoted to say, "those loanwords which have entered by "eye 
route"(i.e. through written channels and reading) will be eventually 
nativized in the same fashion as exclusively oral borrowings (i.e. through 
spoken channels) as they gain wider currency" (Danesi 1985c: 22). 
On the basis of the above factors, the total adaptation model, as viewed by 
Danesi, is subject to three main degrees or stages of nativization. After iniiiai 
acceptance stage, there is a period during which a loanword undergoes 
nativization. This stage may be called the "sedimentation" stage because it is 
during this period that a loanword is rephonologized, "settling" into the lexicon of 
the borrowing language where it is indistinguishable in shape from native words. 
This model can be schematized as in (1) below: 
( 1 ) L o a n w o r d -
Initial 
a ccep t ance 
s tage 
S e d i m e n t a t i o n 
S tage 
( R e p h o n o l o g i z a t i o n ) 
In tegra t ion 
in to the 
N a t i v e 
L e x i c o n 
Inter lectal , 
In t rasys temic , 
and 
O r t h o g r a p h i c 
Fac to r s 
The adaptation process is looked at differently by Poplack et al. (1988). It is 
analyzed from the viewpoint of frequency of usage in the community. In fact, they 
distinguish among nonces (borrowings produced once by a bilingual), 
idiosyncrasies (non-established borrowings used repeatedly by one bilingual) and 
established loanwords (borrowings used throughout the community by both 
bilinguals and monolinguals). The last two, however, may correspond to Danesi's 
distinction between partial and total adaptation, respectively. The first type, i.e. 
nonce borrowings, refers to those foreign words whose external form remains 
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intact or whose foreignness is still felt by the speakers of the recipient language. In 
literature, such items are termed as "lexical coexistents", "imitations", "switches", 
etc., rather than loanwords proper (Danesi 1985c: 15). 
In his analysis of English borrowings in Italo-Canadian, Danesi concerns 
with those loanwords "where the foreign words have been made to conform to 
native patters, and ignoring those cases where a particularly talented speaker of the 
bon'owing language accurately perceives and reproduces foreign sounds easily" 
(1985c:8). Similarly, in compiling our data, the nonces or foreign words and 
expressions that are used in code-mixing/switching situations by Arabic speakers 
who are bilingual or proficient in English have been excluded and the focus is on 
the loanwords proper. It is only but natural for the present corpus to come 
approximately free from such switches due to the fact that the data was collected 
from "written" resources. 
Indeed, bon'owing, code-mixing, and code-switching all are by-products of 
bilingualism. However, these phenomena differ from one another in many 
important respects (Kamwangamalu 1992:174). As opposed to code-
mixing/switching, borrowing structurally entails phonological and morphological 
adaptation of linguistic units into the recipient language. The linguistic units thus 
adapted become integral parts of the linguistic system of that language. All 
English loans included in our loanword data list are cases of this kind. Examples 
of code-mixing/ switching in Arabic can be drawn from Abu-Haider (1988) on 
Iraqi Arabic as shown in (2): 
(2 ) -hal-su ?aal jiddan hypothetical 
'This question is veiy hypothetical.' 
-He died in London bas il-faatha bil- Tiraaq 
'He died in London, but the funeral will take place in Iraq.' 
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Examples in (2) also illustrate that code-mixing/switching, unlike 
borrowing, can occur at the word level as well as at the clause and sentence levels. 
Functionally, borrowing, in contrast to code-mixing/switching, occurs to fill 
lexical gaps in the lexicon of the recipient language. Lastly, borrowing may take 
place in the speech of both bilingual and monolingual speakers, whereas code-
mixing/switching only occurs in the speech of bilingual. 
What relevant, then, to our analysis are only those English loanwords that 
have undergone adaptations of some kind. Thus, in addition to totally adapted or 
"arabicized" words, cases that are partially modified are also pertinent to the topic 
of this study. The partially adapted loans include those whose morphological 
structure is not in harmony with Arabic morphological molds (or ?awza:n) such as 
tilifu:n < 'telephone', tilifiziywn < 'television', burufisu:r < 'professor', 
kumbiyu:tar < 'computer' and the like. This means that for the word tilifu:n, for 
instance, Arabic has not the pattern fi Tilu:l, and so on . Nevertheless, such loans 
are still considered parts of MSA lexicon from the viewpoint of other criteria such 
as the degree of phonological modifications, the possibility of further derivatives 
from these loanwords and the grammatical inflection for plural, gender, etc. just in 
the same way as native lexical items as we shall see in the two subsequent 
chapters (see also 2.4.1 on the Arabicization process below). This class of 
loanwords, in fact, constitutes a considerable number of the present data. 
2.4 The process of Arabicization {?at-ta ?ri:b) and MSA borrowings 
2.4.1 Definitions and concepts 
The word "Arabicization" (or the so-called ?at-ta ?n:b in Arabic 
linguistics) is a cover term that subsumes several concepts. In Arabic literature of 
today (see for example Khasarah et al. 1998 and Khasarah 1998) the term of 
"Arabicization" is applied to such processes as listed in (3): 
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(3 ) a . us ing and employing Arabic as the language o f educa t ion and adminis t ra t ion. 
b. t ransmit t ing knowledge o f different f ie lds into Arab ic by m e a n s o f translat ion. 
c. co in ing and laying down the Arabic scient i f ic te rms. 
d. the incorporat ion of foreign words into Arab ic in accordance wi th the 
character is t ic structure of Arabic . 
The last concept of Arabicization in (3d) is, therefore, equivalent to the 
concept of borrowing discussed in section (2.2). The theme of our research 
revolves around this kind of Arabicization and has nothing to do with other 
concepts in (3). So, throughout this study, the term Arabicization, whenever 
mentioned, always refers to adoption of foreign elements into Arabic as well as to 
the adaptations made to these elements in order to give them the Arabic character. 
In fact, it is also this meaning of Arabicization that had concerned early Arab 
philologists, loanword investigators and lexicographers of the Middle Ages who 
were involved in the study of foreign elements that had been borrowed by Arabic 
from such languages of that time as Persian, Greek, Aramaic, etc. Among these 
scholars (see Ali 1987:96-7) are Sibawayh (d.770), Ibn Durayd (d.933), al-
Hareeriyy (d.ll22), and al-Jawaaliqiyy (d.l 144). 
In the modem time, much in the Arabic literature has been devoted to the 
Arabicization process (in the sense indicated in (3d)): its historical developments, 
the principles underlying it, the various attitudes and views towards it, etc. Thus, 
the manipulation of foreign words in Arabic by such works has been largely 
normative (rather than analytic): suggestions and prescriptions as to how arabicize 
them, or else to replace them altogether using the native resources of Arabic (e.g. 
Dhadha 1976; Matlub 1983; Abdulrahim 1991; al-Musawi 1992; among many 
others). The approach followed is much similar to that of Sibawayh and his 
successors (some are listed in the previous paragraph) with reference mainly to 
classical (old) boiTOwings in Arabic. In the remaining part of this section we shall 
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confine ourselves only to the definition of Arabicization and related terminology, 
the main attitudes towards it, and the nature and extent of MSA loanwords, which 
are closely related to our analysis. 
The term Arabicization, from a modem point of view, is technically used to 
designate the assimilation of vocabulaiy of foreign origin into Arabic (Stetkevych 
1970, and Ali 1987). More specifically, the process whereby the loanwords are 
modified in such a way to be in full harmony with morphological patterns of 
Arabic is usually termed as "analogical Arabicization". If the borrowed words 
retain their foreign character, the process then is designated by the term 
"Arabicization" (Ali 1987:87). This distinction between analogical and non-
analogical Arabicization largely corresponds to that of total and partial adaptation 
(Danesi 1985c) or of well-established and non-established loanwords (Poplack at 
el. 1988) explained above. 
The definition of Arabicization provided by Ali above leads us also to the 
distinction usually held between ''muTarrab" (lit. 'arabicized') and ''daxi:P' (lit. 
'alien'). In Arabic literature on borrowing, a non-native word is called mu Tarrab if 
it is made in fiili congruity with Arabic phonological and morphological patterns 
while daxi:l may refer to those non-native words whose morphological patterns 
remain foreign with slight modification in their pronunciation. The latter then "is 
much broader in its reference than the former" (Matlub 1983: 26). Some Arab 
linguists distinguish between the two terms on a historical basis: mu Tarrab are 
those loanwords which were incorporated and used in periods of citation, i.e. pre-
and early Islamic times and daxi:l are what entered the language only later on, 
i.e. during the post-classical periods (Dhadha 1976: 79). Some early Arab linguists 
(e.g. Sibawayh) and the overwhelming writers and scholars of today do not often 
differentiate between the two. For them, the terms mu Tarrab or daxi.i may be 
separately used to describe both analogically and non-analogically arabicized 
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borrowings. In this study, we feel preferring this kiriatjf'genSraHzation and apply 
it to our loanword data which involves both kinds of adaptation or Arabicization 
as indicated in 2.3 above. 
Borrowing as a method of lexical expansion in Arabic is further controlled 
and refined by the conscious efforts made by Arabic language academies, and 
other concerned bodies by coining adequate modem terms in science, literature 
and everyday life. Their typical principles or means for doing so are derivation 
(?istiqa:q), analogy (qiya.s), compounding (naht), revival of old vocabulary, and 
loan translation, all of which along with borrowing serve as agents for the desired 
process in (3) as a whole. Thus Arabicization (assimilation of foreign terms) is 
somewhat a deliberate and systematic process. Among all, however, ?istiqa:q 
(deriving equivalent terms out of Arabic roots), is considered to be the main 
challenger of Arabicization (Stetkevych 1970:56).'* 
2.4.2 Attitudes towards Arabicization 
The issue of how to transfer foreign terms, especially the scientific and 
technical ones, into MSA has long been a matter of dispute among modem Arab 
linguists and writers. To put it differently, Arabicization through borrowing was 
not unanimously welcomed. Two camps of purists (adversaries) and innovators 
(defenders) have emerged, then, where the latter's view seems to be the most 
prevailing one. Adversaries of Arabicization claim that non-native elements are a 
kind of contaminations and belittling features in the language. They further argue 
that foreign items, if ever bon'owed, should be provisional and eventually 
eliminated from the language and replaced by their Arabic equivalents or subject 
to full adaptation in case they have no adequate native candidates. 
Defenders of borrowing, on the contrary, look at Arabicization as a sign of 
lexical development and modemization and of course advocate assimilating 
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foreign terms where necessary. An even much broader and more "liberal" 
approach to Arabicization is that of Sibawayh (Stetkevych 1970). His definition of 
muTarrab (arabicized foreign word) as "everything that used by Arabs is 
arabicized, however distant from the original morphological molds of Arabic it 
might be", though rejected by later philologists, has found eager acceptance in 
these urgent and feverish times of modernization (ibid: 59-61). 
We believe that when accepting borrowing from other languages there 
should be some limits to it. The following are some arguments and justifications 
that may be raised in favor of adopting Arabicization process in MSA: 
a) Borrowing is a natural contact phenomenon that no living language can 
avoid; neither languages nor culture are sufficient in themselves. It is true 
that Arabic is a linguistically rich language of a highly derivative power 
and a vast linguistic heritage, but this need not imply that it compasses all 
human thought. Moreover, borrowing process has its roots in the very 
origins of the Arabic language, in some of its poetry and even in the 
Qur'an. 
b) Arabicization should only be resorted to in case of urgent lexical need, and 
not to leave the door unconditionally open before foreign elements. In fact, 
in recent times the practice, especially by language academies, is that 
borrowing is only implemented as a last resort when all other techniques of 
lexical innovation (Fistiqa:q, naht, qiya:s, etc.) have failed in creating an 
adequate Arabic equivalent. 
c) Loanwords in Arabic neither contaminate nor disrupt the characteristic 
structure of the language. Since their integration into Arabic is limited to 
the lexical level and does not influence its grammatical structure, then there 
would be no harm at all (see Dhadha 1976:89). As we shall see in chapter 
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four that MSA shows great resistance to morphosyntactic borrowings from 
foreign languages like English and what MSA borrows from English is 
totally restricted to borrowings at the lexical level. 
d) Incorporating modem English ternis into the language contributes to 
modernization and linguistic enrichment of Arabic language. This need 
stems from the fact that the cycle of modernization is so rapid that the 
concerned specialists find it difficult to create native terms with the same 
speed. The difficulty is also obvious in "checking and controlling the 
continuous influx of loanwords particularly in scientific and technical fields 
where the language is confronted with new importations almost daily" (Ali 
1987: 118). 
e) Moreover, the lack of co-ordination in linguistic efforts carried out by 
different Arabic language academies and other scientific and educational 
institutions as well as individual scholars has resulted in the emergence of 
the problem of synonymy where the same referent, in most cases, has a 
multiplicity of terms. An example of this phenomenon can be drawn from 
Shahin (1986: 326-7). He states that the English word 'computer' was 
translated in Egypt as ?al-tia:sibu l-?a:liyy and as ?ar-ratta:bah in al-
Maghrib countries and later as ?al-ha:su:b in the same countries. The 
fourth term is, of course, the loanword kumbiywtar. Because of the 
inadequacy and ambiguity of the first three native counterparts, the 
boiTowed word kumbiyu:tar is still usually preferred as the unified term in 
all Arab countries. This is the case of many other terms. For more examples 
on this problem see section 6.5 of chapter six. 
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2.4,3 Nature and extent of MSA borrowings 
Some contemporary Arab scholars hold the view that Arabic language, 
particularly the standard variety, has borrowed more vocabulary from other 
languages (like French and Italian) than from English, or in oiher words, Arabic, 
as they claim, usually prefers the French and Italian "formulas" to English ones 
(see Issawi 1967: 118 and al-Susuwah 1989:272-273). 
This observation might be partially true, but it is confined to a historically 
specific period of time, i.e. when Arab countries were under the military 
occupation and foreign mandate during the nineteenth century till sometime after 
the Second World War. At that time English had equal, if not less, important role 
to play in Arab world as compared to French. 
As far as the degree of French influence on Arabic during the colonization 
era is concerned, Mike Holt, for example, depicts the situation in Algeria as 
follows: 
Algeria suffered a more intense and prolonged attack on its language and culture 
than any other Arab country. One hundred and thirty years of language and 
education policy determined by outside power (France) have evidently left deep 
scars. 
(Holt 1994:25) 
The situation, then, was worse under the French colonization, where the French 
tried to suppress Arabic as part of their policy of de-Arabization. 
The statement may also hold true for the period prior to this when Italian 
and French were the languages of European First Industrial Revolution so that 
Arabic literature was more or less influenced by terms invented in these two 
languages. 
The struggle for Linguistic hegemony between French and English during 
the two past 19'*' and 20"' centuries was based on some kind of prominence balance 
which was ultimately altered at the expense of the former. Even though French 
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was the language of revolution and the inspiration of national liberation, 
commerce, operating together with industry and empire, tipped the scale in favor 
of English which went to become the dominant language of science, business and 
technology since, to be more specific, the second half of the twentieth century till 
the present time. Naturally, all Arab countries have come, directly or indirectly, 
into contact with English, using it as a medium of instruction in different levels of 
education and adopting into Arabic lexicon a lot of English words, the major part 
of which are of scientific, technical, and abstract nature. Even the Maghrib 
countries (Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco), which have been under the immense 
influence of French, could not escape the widespread dominance of English. In 
Tunisia, for instance, and as Battenburg (1997:282) reports, the official and wider 
introduction of English into education began with independence, viz. in 1956, and 
continued to 1980. It has been increasingly and encouragously spread up to date. 
In this respect, Battenburg (p.288) also concludes, "Tunisian interests are no 
longer uniquely tied to France ... and it is increasingly appearent that English will 
challenge French in a verity of sectors". 
It can be further argued that words MSA borrows from English are much 
fewer than those entering the various Arabic colloquials. In other words, the 
spoken dialects of Arabic are usually open to borrowings fi^om other languages, 
while MSA is so conservative to them. This is partially because of the fact that 
MSA, as the descendant of CA, has a great linguistic capacity in coining new 
terms through the above-mentioned native resources (mainly ?istiqa:q) that are 
always at its disposal. Plenty of loanwords referring to common identities in the 
colloquials have their native equivalents in MSA. The following examples in (4) 
are only a small sample of English loans as used in Yemeni Spoken Arabic and 
their MSA counterparts. The opposite hardly occurs, however, i.e. it is difficult to 
find in MSA cases of foreign items whose correspondents are Arabic in the 
colloquials. 
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(4) Yemeni Spoken Arabic 
kutli/kitli 
birek 
sa^gam 
?iijgi:z (adj) 
laysan 
kansal(v) 
wa: ?er/ wa:yer 
Source (English) 
kettle 
brake (of a car, etc.) 
chewing gum 
engaged 
driving license 
to cancel 
wire 
MSA equivalents 
?ibri:q 
fara:mil 
luhain 
mahju:z 
rux§at qiya:dah 
hadaf-/ ?alga-
silk 
Hundreds, if not thousands, of English borrowings are attested, not only in Arabic 
spoken in Yemen, but also in almost all Arabic dialects. Boutros (1963), for 
instance, lists 1230 words from English origin found in the Colloquial Arabic of 
Palestine and Jordan (see Issawi 1967:132). The number might have even 
increased drastically later on and up to the present. 
Attitudes of native speakers of Arabic, too, may lie beneath the 
comparatively relative littleness of English borrowings in the standard variety. It is 
not the language itself that prevents absorbing foreign elements, rather it is the 
strong feeling in people's minds that standard Arabic should be preservered 
unchanged and protected from foreign interference, since it is the language of the 
Holy Qur'an and the symbol of their identity and unity. On the other hand, 
colloquials are not felt worthy of such care and protection. These attitudes are 
practically manifested by the fact that the advent of evergrowing English 
terminology is controlled, to a great extent, as mentioned earlier, by the official 
and non-official linguistic activities, especially on the part of language academies. 
In the colloquials, where there are no such restrictions, foreign items are absorbed 
with great ease due to the care-free approach followed by their speakers. 
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2.5 Earlier research on loanwords in MSA 
As far as borrowing in Arabic (both standard and colloquial) is concerned, 
so far a few studies have been conducted as compared to research on other 
languages like Japanese, English, Korean, Canadian French, etc. As pointed out in 
chapter one that MSA on one hand and the dialects of Arabic on the other stand 
apart on a scale of linguistic fiinctions and style. Further, though they are related to 
each other, they differ drastically in many aspects of vocabulary, grammar, and 
phonology. A similar diversity does occur among the regional dialects themselves. 
Accordingly, the adaptation mechanisms in dealing with foreign elements in each 
variety will certainly differ, too. This implies that the findings of any study on 
loanwords in any colloquial dialect do not necessarily apply to loanwords in MSA 
and vice versa. 
The borrowing phenomenon has been investigated in a number of Arabic 
colloquials. In terms of generative phonology, Thomburg (1980) studies 283 
English words as used in East District Saudi Arabic. Alterations made in 
consonantal segments and sequences in such English loans and their effects on 
Arabic phonolgy are examined. Thomburg comes out with a set of phonological 
mles which she calls "borrowing rules". Abu-Haidar (1988) discusses merely the 
occurrence of English loanwords in Iraqi Arabic and the Arabic-English code-
switching behaviour among Iraqis. With respect to Iraqi Arabic borrowings, she 
briefly (hardly three pages) provides some general remarks as to how they differ 
from code-switching and the motive behind their use (i.e. lexical need). Like Abu-
Hiadar, Heath (1989) investigates the same issues of borrowing and code-
switching but in Moroccan Arabic and in much greater detail. Heath's study 
indeed is a thorough coverage of the post-colonial linguistic contact in Morocco. 
Borrowings from western languages, mainly French and Spanish, as well as from 
CA (Classical Arabic) are morphophonemically and semantically (just patterning 
the loans into their lexical domains) analyzed. Code-switching from these 
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languages are dealt with, by the author, as "an avenue to borrowing". On the other 
hand, Saleh (1995) directs our attention to the functions of loanwords from 
European languages in Arabic as used in Jordan. Functions such as showing 
modernity, prestige, and euphemism are found at work in Jordanian Arabic. Thus, 
unlike MSA, the scope of loanword motivation is wider in colloquials because it 
goes beyond the motive of filling a lexical gap which is principally found 
responsible for the loanword infiltration into MSA (see chapter five below). 
Lexical innovation in MSA has come as an inevitable reaction to the urgent 
need to modem terminology in the various spheres of knowledge. This process has 
taken two parallel, but related, paths: from the within and from the without. The 
former refers to the creation of Arabic modem neologisms by means of "native" 
techniques such as analogical derivation {?istiqa:q), compounding (naht), loan 
translation, semantic extension, rebirth of archaic words, etc. (e.g. gassa.iah 
'washing machine', barma: ?iyya:t 'amphibia', ?a:6a:r janibiyyah 'side effects', 
?ada: ?a- 'to broadcast', sayya:rah 'a carand so forth). The latter involves 
lexical expansion by means of borrowing (or Arabicization), i.e. the direct transfer 
of foreign items into MSA (e.g. fi:za < 'visa', kungris < 'congress', 
?ilikturu:niyya:t < 'electronics', na:tu < 'NATO', sandawits < 'sandwich', etc.). 
This latter aspect of lexical innovation, viz. through borrowing, is the focus of the 
present research which tries to explore systematically - within the framework of 
modem linguistics - the necessary phonological, morphological and semantic 
modifications that take place in English loanwords so as to fit into the stmcture of 
MSA. Modem borrowings in general and from English specifically into the 
standard fomi of Arabic have been researched from other points of view and have 
lacked an extensive and systematic analysis of various adaptation mechanisms that 
occurred in borrowed words when accommodatcd into the Arabic system. 
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On the assumption that Arabic is comparatively marked with the paucity of 
foreign words in its lexicon, Issawi (1967) tests statistically the incidence of 
European loanwords (Italian, French and English) in contemporary written Arabic 
in Nagib Mahfuz' famous trilogy. The number of loans collected from this source 
is 144 which constitute only 1.5% of the total vocabulary of the book (10,000 
words). These loans are checked against the ones compiled from another Egyptian 
novel by Yusuf Idris^ and from two articles and then compared with western words 
found in Persian, Turkish, and Uzbek in some samples studies by the author 
himself. Issawi has come to a general conclusion that modem Arabic has shown a 
very marked reluctance to take in European loanwords (1%), Persian has been 
somewhat more receptive (3%), Turkish has been very hospitable (10%), and 
Uzbek has been flooded with such words (above 18%) (pp. 124-8). A number of 
linguistic and socio-cultural factors are found responsible for the paucity of 
foreign words in modem Arabic. Such results, however, are only partially 
applicable to MSA since novelists like Mahfiiz and Idris always make use of the 
colloquial vocabulary and style in their writings. Thus, it is clear that the attempt 
has been solely directed to check the degree of loanword receptivity in Arabic, but 
not to the linguistic adaptability of these loans into the language. 
The major part of Stetkevych (1970) and Ali (1987) has been dedicated to 
the issue of lexical development in standard Arabic from the within, i.e. via the 
above-mentioned Arabic devices as ?istiqa:q, naht, etc. The process of 
Arabicization (the assimilation of foreign words into the Arabic system) is only 
discussed in one chapter in each work. Stetkevych (1970: 56-65) briefly states the 
early concerns of the Arab philologists in studying foreign words in CA in the first 
Islamic century and the Middle Ages. Then, the various attitudes of modem Arab 
linguists and scholars towards Arabicization, i.e. whether foreign items should be 
incorporated into the standard language or not, are elaborated. There have been 
"two opposing camps": adversaries (e.g. Mahmoud Shukri al-Alusi, Mustafa Sadiq 
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al-Rafiei, etc.) and defenders (e.g. Abd al-Qadir al-Maghribi, Taha Hussayn, etc.) 
(see also 2.4.2 above). 
Ali (1987) provides a more comprehensive account of Arabicization as a 
method of lexical expansion than that of Stetkevych: its definition, its historical 
developments from the pre-Islamic period till the modem age, the different views 
held towards it both in the past and present. Further, within the framework of the 
traditional (Medieval) approach, the investigator differentiates between analogical 
Arabicization (full adaptation) and non-analogical Arabicization (partial 
adaptation), states the different criteria of loan form identification (e.g. sound 
patterns, initial clustering. Stress patterns, etc.), and discusses briefly the 
assimilation of non-native sound in Arabic. In doing so, Ali just explains how such 
topics have been treated by early philologists and loanword investigators such as 
Sibawayh (d. 770), Ibn Jinnyy (d. 1002), al-Jawaaliqiyy (d.ll44), al-Sayutiyy 
(d.l491), etc. with illustrative examples of loanwords borrowed from Persian, 
Greek and Latin. 
Both studies of Stetkevych and Ali concentrate on the historical aspect of 
the problem. As a matter of fact, very little attention has been given by Ali (1987) 
to the adjustments made to borrowed words (mainly from Persian and Greek) in 
order to make them in full harmony (analogical Arabicization) with Arabic 
structure. It can be deduced that attempts like these are by far prescriptive rather 
than analytic or descriptive, and the same observation holds true with other works 
(in Arabic) like Matlub (1983), al-Musawi (1992), and Khasarah (1998). 
More recently, unlike the above-mentioned studies, al-Qinai (1998, and 
2000) present some borrowing problems in a more diagnostic manner. Al-Qinai 
(1998) tackles the dilemma of transliterating foreign proper nouns into written 
Arabic as well as representing Arabic names in languages of Latinate Alphabet. 
Thus, the concern, as emphasized by the writer himself (p.284), is not with 
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loanwords that have been borrowed as a result of the lexical interchange between 
Arabic and other languages. Rather, the article focuses on the orthographical 
problems in transliterating foreign sounds which have no counterparts in Arabic or 
vice versa. In criticizing some proposals and decisions of Arabic Language 
Academies for representing foreign sounds in the language, al-Qinai proposes 
alternative symbols to replace the problematic ones (e.g. /v/ should always 
transliterated as / f instead of Cairene Academy's proposal of using /w/). 
Al-Qinai (2000) does investigate into certain morphophonemic changes that 
loanwords have undergone to conform to Arabic phonotactics and morphological 
patterns, but again in the light largely of traditional insights and implications made 
forward by Sibawayh, al-Jawhariyy, al-Jawaliqiyy, etc. Regarding, the loanword 
corpus used, the analysis draws heavily on old borrowings from Persian, Greek, 
Syriac, etc. which entered CA in pre-Islamic and Medieval periods and which 
were already recognized by the Medieval scholars. Such loans, of course, occur 
under the category of analogical Arabicization since they all have been fully 
acclimatized into Arabic and become totally undistinguishable such as kanz 
'treasure'> kanj (Persian), 'i'aqvq 'camelian' < akhatis (Greek), dina:r 'dinar'> 
denarius (Latin), §anam 'idol' < salmu (Syriac), hirba:? "chameleon' < xirba 
(Persian), etc. In comparison illustrations from modem languages like Turkish, 
Italian, French and English are much fewer. The author, in the same time, neither 
specifies the size of the data nor the method of data collection. It is worth 
mentioning that no attention has been devoted to the semantic changes of 
borrowings, neither old nor the more current ones. 
Thus, the brief overview of earlier works on standard Arabic above has 
revealed that most of these studies have been mainly normative, i.e. they only 
provide us with prescriptions and suggestions as to how arabicize the foreign 
elements entering Arabic or else to replace them altogether using the native 
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techniques of Arabic. Those attempts, which involve descriptive analysis of some 
kind, tend to be stuck to earlier borrowings adopted from Persian, Greek, Turkish, 
etc. and also to traditional methodology as viewed by Arab linguists of the Middle 
Ages. Within the same framework, some examples from European languages in 
general are usually cited. Furthermore, there seems to this date to have no study 
which has examined the semantic changes of loanwords in MSA. Prior research, 
therefore, has lacked a descriptive investigation of Arabic borrowed words in their 
modem context and within the framework of modem linguistics. Consequently, 
the present study has come to fill in this missing gap in the literature of Arabic 
linguistics. 
Unlike all previous works, loanword corpus used in our research is 
restricted to the English words adopted by MSA in the modem times and excludes 
loans from other languages. The choice is motivated by the fact that MSA has 
recently become more and more influenced by English language as the 
intemational and cosmopolitan language of today. 
In applying the principles and methods developed by modem linguistics to 
the study of lexical innovation and borrowing, English loanwords, in the next 
chapter, are analyzed phonologically to account for the adjustments made by the 
native speakers and users of MSA at both segmental and syllabic levels. In chapter 
four, we will inquire into the integration of these loans into the morphological and 
grammatical systems of MSA, especially the derivation of further parts of speech 
from the borrowed nouns, pluralization and gender inflection. Finally, in chapter 
five, the focus will be on the different types of semantic modifications such as 
restriction, extension, pejoration, and so on in addition to other phenomena that 
are related to the semantics of MSA borrowings. 
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Endnotes to Chapter Two 
1. A detailed glossary of English loans in Appendix (A) is added particularly 
to enable an inquisitive reader to know of the extent of English borrowings 
in MSA and to provide an opportunity to look for more examples of a 
particular pattern which could not be dealt with in the body of the main 
analysis. 
2. Other terms may, however, occasionally be used in the course of the 
present study. Among loanword investigators, the source language is also 
known as "lending language", "donor language", "foreign language" or 
"L2" and the recipient language as "bon'owing language", "host language", 
"native language" or "LI". Words like "model" and "incoming item" are 
also in use to stand for the term loan(word). 
3. This statement becomes much clearer when we come to know that in a 
study made on European loanwords in contemporary written Arabic, it has 
been found that bon'owings not only from English but also from French and 
Italian constitute only 1% of the vocabulary used in current Arabic writing 
(Issawi 1967: 124). The proportion of English words in Arabic is still 
waiting for fiirther statistical research. 
4. For a full account of ?Mqa:q as well as qiya:s, and naht, as native 
procedures of lexical innovation in the standard Arabic, see Stetykevych 
(1970), and Ali (1987). The method of loan translation is elaborated in 
some detail in chapter five (5.5). 
5. Mahfliz' trilogy is Bain al-Qasrain (Cairo 1956), Qasr al-Shawq (Cairo 
1957), and al-Sukkariyyah (Cairo 1957), and Idris' novel is al-Haram. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE PHONOLOGICAL 
ADAPTA TION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS 
IN MSA 
CHAPTER III 
THE PHONOLOGICAL 
ADAPTATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN MSA 
3.1 An overview of loanword assimilation theories 
3.1.1 The theoretical problem 
Having a comprehensive view of various phonological models of different 
linguistic schools seems to be necessary so as to provide an adequate and rule-
based explanation of all observations in the borrowing process. It also participates 
in overcoming the problems that may appear in analyzing loanword data. 
Borrowing, as far as methodology is concerned, serves as one of reliability 
and validity tests against various theories of phonology to make sure that whether 
a given theory will survive as a reliable Linguistic model or not. Danesi (1985c: 2) 
describes the gathering and analysis of loanwords as "one of the most revealing 
empirical procedures for testing, developing or modifying theories of phonological 
structure". Another significant role played by lexical borrowing is as "evidence for 
the psychological reality of linguistic processes" and this would mean that the 
process of Loanword adaptation "provides insights into the irmer workings of a 
phonological system and offers evidence which can be used to evaluate opposing 
theories" (Thomburg 1980: 524). 
It is generally accepted that there is no Linguistic theory or model that is 
ultimate or final. They are always subject to rejection, modification or revision, 
even those that have been proved to have a great degree of resistance against "test 
of time". 
The phonetic, phonemic and generative views are the most common 
phonological theories developed by the end of the 19"' centuiy and throughout the 
20''^  century. Each model has its own arguments and perspectives regarding 
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borrowing and loanword adaptation. Though these models seem to have elements 
of truth in them, each one fails, on its own, to provide a full account and 
interpretation of various mechanisms of Loanword assimilation. Consequently, 
they have proved to be inadequate. Nevertheless, they have not to be abandoned 
completely. 
Danesi (1985c) provides a convincingly critical account of different models 
of loanword assimilation stated above, showing on one hand, their contributions in 
the field of loanword nativization, and arguing their main shortcomings, on the 
other. He explains how such theories have been "trapped within the perimeter of 
their theoretical domains, pointing out that the main problem being that these 
models underline monolithic theories, that is, they are formulated in such a way so 
as to be accepted or rejected in toto (1985c: 12). These arguments are summarized 
in a form of a comparison between the three models as shown in table 3.1 below.' 
The convenient solution for such methodological dilemma, as it seems, is to 
bring the divergent linguistic views together and follow a very selective approach 
to them while dealing with and analyzing loanword data. In this respect, Danesi 
notes that: 
The integration of the insights of different schools of phonology is the only really 
workable modus operandi in methodology... in using an "integrated model" of 
phonology, analysts will have various theoretical alternatives at their disposal to 
account for the data. They are not enclosed within the perimeter of one particular 
theoretical domain. 
Danesi (1985c: 41) 
What we need, then, as Danesi suggests, is an integrated or convergent 
model which makes use of implications and perspectives of various phonological 
theories as far as loanword assimilation is concerned. In other words, this model 
will include elements of any theory that seem to explain a certain phenomenon 
best. It seems, therefore, the most adequate one from an explanatory standpoint. 
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Table (3.1): A comparison of the three models of loanword assimilation 
PHONETIC MODEL PHONEMIC MODEL GENERATIVE MODEL 
cn fti O H 
o. O Q 
< 
Pre-structuralistis (Hermann 
Paul 1886) and many 
structuralists 
Structuralisms (Pioneered by 
Weinreich 1953, 1957) 
Generative philologist 
(initiated by Hyman 1970, 
1973) 
H 
z UJ 
h-< 
tu a: H 
Q a^ 
O ^ 
< s 
Loanwords are explained in 
terms of physical phonetics: a 
foreign sound is replaced by 
the most closely related (i.e. 
phonetically approximate) unit 
in the native phonetic 
inventory 
Explained in terms of 
phonological system: a foreign 
sound is replaced by the closest 
phoneme that is 'felt' to 
resemble it. Reference is made 
not to phonetic facts but to 
systemic ones and not to 
phonetic substitutes but to 
substitutes reflecting constraints 
of allophonic and distributional 
nature. 
Can be viewed in terms of 
rules, which specify 
morphemic structure, and by 
rules which refer to surface 
phonetic structure. This means 
that the morphological 
categories, which were 
ignored by phonemic analysts, 
are involved in this model. 
J 
y w 
a ^ 
2 g Q OJ 
- g 13 £ 
A contrastive analysis of the 
borrowing language and donor 
language in terms of phonetic 
approximation. 
Structural phonemics and 
cognitive viewpoint of 
nativization. 
Generative phonology in 
which foreign sounds are 
perceived in terms of 
underlying forms and binary 
distinctive features. 
00 O 
5 s o u 
Di o 
x 
Has no explanation that can 
reconcile divergent patterns of 
phonetic approximation ^ 
Does not account for non-
phonological (morphological) 
phenomena in loanword 
adaptation 
Some loanword phenomena 
cannot be explained in terms 
of abstract underlying forms, 
but rather as examples of a 
strategy that maps the 
phonetic shape of the foreign 
word to its closest native 
phonetic sequence. Then we 
again have come full circle 
back to the theory of phonetic 
approximation 
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3.1.2 The Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization 
The integrated model proposed by Danesi is based on Itaio-Canadian 
loanword data from English, and consists of two main principles (1985c: 21-39): i) 
The Paradigmatic Principle and ii) The Phonological Synchronization Principle. 
i) The Paradigmatic Principle (PP) 
The foreign item is interpreted morphologically; the borrower is sensitive to 
the morphological class and function of the item to be nativized. This 
morphological class and function of the item activates specific 
phonological adjustment mechanisms (additions, deletions, modifications, 
etc.) that reshape the foreign item to confirm to the native members of the 
paradigmatic class: e.g. a noun will undergo different transformations than 
a verb and so on. 
ii) The Phonological Synchronization Principle (PSP) 
The foreign sounds of the item in question are interpreted in terms of the 
syllabic, prosodic, phonemic and phonetic patterns (as the case may be) of 
the borrowing language. 
This principle implies two basic processes: 
a. Sounds and sound patterns that are identical in both the donor and 
borrowing languages will not be modified in any way. 
b. Differences in pronunciation will activate either repatteming 
processes which are tied to the phonological system, or simple 
phonetic substitution mechanisms. 
Thus, such model is eclectic in the sense that it has incorporated the three 
basic types of adaptation mechanisms of a morphological, phonological and 
phonetic nature that are attributed respectively to the generative, phonemic and 
phonetic models. 
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The two principles stated earlier interact with each other to generate a 
nativized form which is, in most cases, indistinguishable in form-class shape and 
phonological configuration from native words. Such interaction, which occurs in 
determining the final shape of a loanword, is not a new concept. Danesi, however, 
considers the morphological adaptation mechanisms as autonomous rather than 
extensions of phonological ones. The borrower, he notes, seems to make some 
adjustments purely on the basis of the internal paradigmatic requirement of the 
native language without any reference to the phonological configuration of the 
incoming item (1985:23). 
Since the present chapter is devoted to the phonological analysis of MSA 
loanword data, the focus will be on the second principle of the integrated model, 
viz. PSP (the Phonological Synchronization Principle), in order to show its 
different phonological adaptation mechanisms and to see to which extent they 
apply to the data available so as to make English loanwords conform to the 
canonical forms of MSA. On the other hand, the implications and insight of the 
second principle, viz. the Paradigmatic Principle, will be taken into account in the 
next chapter. 
3.2 The analysis of MSA loanword data 
The foreign sounds of the source language, which have no counterparts in 
the recipient language, are most likely to create problems for the phonology of the 
latter. In facing such problems, the pronunciation of foreign items is modified in 
such a way so as to accord with the sounds and sound patterns of the recipient 
language. This modification or adaptation of loanword pronunciation clearly 
reflects the areas and effects of phonetic and phonological interference between 
the two languages in contact. 
In the course of assimilation of a foreign word in a nati\ e language the 
phenomenon of adaptation and re-shaping take place at two levels of the word 
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unit, viz. the phonetic (or segmental) level and the syllabic and prosodic level. In 
the case of the former, the syllabic structure of the word concerned may or may 
not be disturbed but in the latter case the syllabic stmcture of the foreign word is 
readjusted according to the permissible syllabic structure of the recipient language. 
It is obvious from the quick comparison between the two phonological 
systems of English (as the source language) and MSA (as the recipient language) 
in chapter one (1.2.2) that the areas of interference do exist in both the phonetic 
level and the syllabic level. The involvement of the two levels in loanword 
adaptation is natural. Wells (2000: 10) explains that in the borrowing process "the 
incorporating of a loanword from one language into another may involve not only 
the sounds (phonetic segments, phonemics), of which the word's pronunciation is 
compared, but also the positions in which those sounds are used (syllable 
structure, phonotactics), the phonetic processes they undergo (phonological rules) 
and their accompanying suprasegmental features (duration, stress/accent)". In this 
way, not only do the speakers of MSA replace the exotic English phonemes by 
familiar MSA ones, they will also reorganize the way the sounds are arranged to 
conform to MSA phonotactics. 
At the phonetic level, there are a number of sounds in English having 
phonemic status, which do not find any place in sound system of MSA, and vice 
versa. Thus, in the process of loanword assimilation the most sensitive and 
expected areas of interference among English vowels could be the central vowels 
/3:, A, 9 /, the front vowel Id, and the back vowels /D/ and /o:/. With respect to 
consonant phonemes, most of English consonants have their counterparts in MSA, 
except the stops /p, g/, the fricatives /v, 3 /, the affricate li\l and the nasal /q/ which 
definitely will undergo the phonetic and phonemic adaptations when adopted by 
the sound system of MSA. 
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Most of these areas are interpreted by PSP in terms of a number of 
phonological adaptation mechanisms that involve i) phonetic substitution, and ii) 
phonological repatteming. The latter, in turn, is made up of two sub-mechanisms, 
namely the phonemic approximation and the phonemic restructuring. In the higher 
level, i.e. the syllabic level where we come across consonant sequences (clusters), 
vowel sequences (diphthongs), stress patterns, etc., another type of mechanisms or 
repatteming is at work. This involves cluster adjustment, glide or diphthong 
simplification, consonant lengthening, etc. 
Such major adaptation mechanisms may include some specific 
phonological processes that are attested in loanword assimilation process. Among 
these are: epenthesis, metathesis, consonantal and vowel intrusion, elision, 
voicing, devoicing, change in vowel quantity and quality, prosthesis, velarization, 
syllabic disruption and so on. 
In what follows, we shall closely examine MSA loanword data and carry 
out a quite detailed analysis to account for the most significant systematic 
alterations that take place in English loanwords, either at the individual-sound 
level or with phenomena of a general character. We shall see how the foreign 
sounds of the source language have either been dropped, modified, or replaced by 
the nearest equivalents of MSA sounds. These phonological adjustment 
mechanisms will be traced at two levels: the segmental level which includes the 
consonantal and vocalic elements and the syllabic level which involves sound 
patterns and sequences of both consonants and vowels. The irregular changes, i.e. 
the modifications that do not occur in patterns, will be considered, as well. 
3.3 The segmental adaptation of English loanwords 
3.3.1 Spontaneous replacements 
This type of adaptation occurs with those foreign phonemes which are 
lacking (i.e. have no identical equivalents) in the phonological s> stem of MSA. 
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The term "spontaneous" indicates that the process is automatic and regular in the 
sense that these non-native segments are always expected to be replaced by certain 
MSA phonemes. On the other hand, the irregular substitutions of native MSA 
phonemes for the foreign sounds that have identical MSA correspondents may 
also occur ^ (see 3.3.6 below). 
The most spontaneous and regular replacements among English segmental 
phonemes include: 
a. b < /p/ 
The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ is lacking in MSA phonology and 
orthography. However, it is not regarded as an odd phenomenon. In his discussion 
on English loanwords in Yomba language, Ufomata (1991: 37) quite rightly notes 
that "in cross-language typological studies, /p/ is the marked, that is, the less 
frequent member of the bilabial stop group". In one of these studies for example, 
namely Gamkrelidze (1978) it has been proved that "in the labial group the 
frequency of the voiced phoneme is greater than the frequency of the voiceless 
one" (ibid). 
The absence of this segment, therefore, represents an "accidental gap" in 
the MSA bilabial stop inventory as pointed out by some linguists (see Thomburg 
1980). The evidence is drawn from MSA loanword data wherein the English /p/ in 
all loanwords, is assigned the feature [+ voiced], i.e. the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ 
is spontaneously replaced by its voiced counterpart b. The rule is so productive 
that it occurs in all word environments: 
(1) Initially: butrul < petrol 
balasti:k < plastics 
bawdar < powder 
Medially: subarman < superman 
diblumasi < diplomat 
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sambu: < shampoo 
Finally: fidiyu kilib < video clip 
bub < pop (music) 
mi:krusku:b < microscope 
On the other hand, the marginal or non-native /p/ may optionally occur in 
loanwords. Hiis segiuenl and other non-native marginal phonemes (such as /v/, /tj/ 
and /g/) may be pronounced with their original phonetic features, though 
orthographically written in the nearest Arabic alphabet symbols. The occun'ence 
of such foreign sounds in MSA arabicized loanwords is influenced by a number of 
factors. 
a) The Arabic general assimilation rule where by a 6 is devoiced before 
voiceless [-voiced] consonants in syllable or word final position: 
b—>i6 [-voiced], as in native Arabic words like 'Saturday' and 
tubsu.r 'a chalk' and in English loanwords such as kabsulah < 
'capsule', sibs< 'chips' and kabtin < 'captain'. 
b) Level of foreign language knowledge (particularly English): some 
Arab speakers of English tend to imitate the original sounds of 
loanwords with a feedback from their previous knowledge of the 
language. 
c) The influence of regional dialects which may, out of sluggishness of 
speech, aspirate the b b'', while others may adopt the entire 
loanword with a reproduction of its source sounds (al-Qinai 2000: 
10-12). 
The tendency of voicing is also attested in the adaptation though 
MSA phonological system has the voiceless alveolar equivalent (i.e. s). 
Distributionally, the substituting of the voiced alveolar fricative z for the voiceless 
counterpart /s/ occurs only word-medially and word-fmally in loanword corpus: 
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(2) ba.zilt < /baes3:lt/ 'basalt' 
ga:z < /gaes/ 'gas' 
fazilun < /vsesili:n/ 'vaseline' 
ka:zi:nu: < ./kesiinau/ 'casino' 
b. / < /v/ 
Similarly, the phoneme /v/ constitutes an accidental gap in the MSA labio-
dental fricative inventory. In arabicized loanwords, therefore, the voiced /v/ is 
spontaneously and automatically replaced by it voiceless correspondent / in all 
distributional positions: 
(3) Initially: fi:za <\iz2i 
fayru:s < virus 
fi:tu: < Vito {vi:tu: is also possible) 
Medially: nsi:far < reciver 
tilifizyu:n < television 
Finally: mi:kruwi:f < microwave 
The discussion of the foreign sound /p/ as a marginal phoneme in (a) above is also 
held true for the sound /v/. 
There are some other sporadic examples of the devoicing phenomenon as 
follows: 
s < /z/, e.g. - fisyulu.-Jiya: < /fizfolsd^i/ 'physiology' 
-bilha.risiya: </bilha:zi8/ 'bilharizia' 
(This is a contrary process to the voicing process in (2) above) 
t < /d/, e.g. -kart < card 
s < /d3/, e.g. -jara:s < garage 
c. s < /tj/ 
(4) si:k < cheque 
Mbs < chips 
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?ins < inch 
wins < winch 
samba:nzi< chimpanzee 
The English affricate Ity is replaced by MSA fricative L In some cases, 
however, lt]l can be presented by two separate MSA phonemes, i.e. r + 5 as in 
sandawits < 'sandwich' and Tiskits < 'sketch.' 
d. 1. j < /g/or /3/ 
(5) ja:lu:n < gallon 
jita:r< guitar 
ju:nayh < guinea 
masa:j </m3esa:3/'massage' 
The MSA affricate j is usually the phonological correspondent of the 
English affricate /d3/, hence the "legal" substitute in loanwords like jinara.i < 
'general (an army officer)', Tajindah < 'agenda', etc. The English velar stop /g/ 
and palato-alveolar fricative 73/ are unknown to MSA phonolog}' and therefore 
replaced by the MSA affricate j as shown in the examples in (5). The word masa:j 
from 'massage' is the only example found in English loanword data of MSA 
containing the 73/ j adaptation 
Further, the velar stop g does exist in the Arabic dialects of Cairo and Aden 
(in Yemen) as a distinctive phoneme instead of the affricate j. What we would like 
to stress here is that if /g/ or even 73/ are ever used in MSA they are only marginal 
non-native, or so to speak, allophonic variants of MSA j and of dialectical 
background. The native word for 'mountain', for instance, can be pronounced as 
jabal, gabal or ^abal which ultimately denote the same meaning in both MSA and 
also other Arabic dialects, with the first being the most typical one. 
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2. ^ < /g/ 
(6) ga:z< gas 
gurilla < gorilla 
magna:siyu:m < magnesium 
At this point, it is important to note that apart from its alternative 
occurrence as MSA j~g (see 3.3.5 below), the English /g/ is separately replaced 
either by MSA j as in (5) or as MSA uvular fricative g as in (6). 
e. n < /q/ 
(7) bank < 'bank' 
zink < /ziQk/ 'zinc' 
kangar < /kaeQgru:/ 'kangaroo' 
?istarli:niyy < /st3:Iir]/ 'sterling' 
Here, the English velar nasal /q/ is typically substituted by MSA alveolar nasal n. 
However, the English /q/ may be maintained in loanwords as an allophone of 
MSA n when it is followed by the velar stop /k/, the uvular fricative g or the 
uvular stop q. So, the first three loanwords in (7) may optionally pronounced as 
baijk, ziijk and kaijgar in MSA (no loanwords with the sequence /nq/ are atterted in 
the data). Like /t|/, the English /q/ is usually rendered as n + j in word final 
positions as in tanj < /tsei]/ 'tang', and bu.ymj < ./boiQ/ 'Boing (plane)'. 
f. Central Vowels 
As stated earlier in 3.2 that the English central vowels /a/, /A/ and /s:/ are 
found to be replaced by a number of MSA vowels because MSA has no central 
sound class in its sound system. 
1. The schwa 
(8) u < /a/ (or its long counterpart «;) 
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kumbiywtar </kampju-.te/ 'computer' 
mara6u:n < /mseraBan/ 'marathon' 
kumunwiW < /kDm8nwel9/ 'commonwealth' 
a < IbI (or its long counterpart a:) 
ba:lu:n < /balu:n/ 'balloon' 
Tintarnit < ImXBnQl I 'internet' 
filtar< /filta/'filter' 
/ < /9/ (or it long counterpart /;) 
kunfirins </kDnf8r8ns/ 'conference' 
kirismis < /krismas/ 'Christmas' 
?uksiji:n < /Dksid39n/ 'Oxygen' 
The alteration of English short central vowel /e/ (i.e. the schwa), which 
essentially occurs in unstressed syllables, into either MSA back vowel u or front 
vowels a and i is abundantly attested in the data. The multiplicity of MSA 
equivalents for the English /a/ is, in most cases, referred to the spelling-based 
influence. For instance, when the schwa /a/ is realized by the English letter 'u ' and 
'o ' , they are copied or transliterated as w in MSA loanwords. Similarly, when it is 
realized in the spelling by the English letter 'a ' , it is copied as MSA a as it is clear 
in the first two groups of examples in (8). 
2 . a < / a / 
(9) mnn < /tAn/ 'ton' 
bambah < pAmp/ 'pump' 
?i:rba:^ < /eabAs/ 'airbus' 
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These are the only three loanwords containing the English short central vowel /A/ 
cited in (9) in which /A/ is changed into MSA front vowel a (or a:). The words 
tann and bambah are alternatively pronounced as tunn and bumbah, i.e. /A/ —+ u, 
and this is again due to the effect of English spelling. 
3. u: or a < /3:/ 
The English long central vowel /3:/ is either replaced by MSA long back 
vowel u: as in hambu.rjar from /haembs.'ge/ 'hamburger' or by MSA short front 
vowel a as in ?istarli:niyy from /st3:liQ/ 'sterling'. Note that the second example 
can be alternatively uttered as ?itirti:niyy and in both processes, i.e. b'J a and 
/3:/ ^ i we have reduction in vowel quantity, 
g. Back Vowels 
1. u: < /D/ 
(10) </dDl8/ 'dollar ' 
lu:bi<l\Dhy 'lobby' 
?ilikturu:n < li[tk\xx:>x:d 'electron' 
burutuku.-l < iTptQuXokDV 'protocol' 
The English short open back vowel /D/, which attested in initial and final 
syllables in loanwords cited in (10), is always altered into MSA long close back 
vowel u: in a dozen of loanwords. The process also involves a change in vowel 
duration. There is only one instance in which English /D/ is changed into MSA a, 
1.e. in wa:t from the English /wDt/ 'watt'. 
2. u: < h-J 
(11) huluku:st </holokoist/ 'holocaust' 
mu:rfi:m < /mo:fi:m/ 'morpheme' 
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lu:rd < /lD:d/ 'lord' 
In these few examples, MSA close back vowel u: replaces the English half-
close vowel /d:/, while in ha:zilt from the English /bassoilt/ 'basah', the English 
/o:/ is replaced by MSA front vowel i as an exceptional case, 
h. The Front Vowel /e/ 
i < Id 
(12) binzi:n < /benzi :n/ ' benzine' 
tinis < /tenis/ 'tennis' 
binta:^:n < /pentagan/ 'Pentagon' 
ka:sit < /kaset/ 'cassette' 
jili < /d3eli/ 'jelly' 
The adaptation process /e/ ^ i is so spontaneous that whenever the English 
Id occurs, it is replaced by MSA i in more than fifteen MSA correlates of English 
items (or sometimes by its MSA long counterpart /; in a couple of loanwords, i.e. 
sz'.A; and hUukubtar from English /tjek/ 'cheque, check' and /helikopta/ 
'helicopter', respectively. Although it is generally classified as half-close vowel, 
the position of English short front vowei Id (in the English vowel chart) is 
precisely designated as a half-way between the half-open and half-close position 
(Cruttenden 1994: 101-102). It is, therefore, opener (lower) than MSA short half-
close front vowel I'll which is the only substitute for the English Id since it is its 
nearest equivalent. 
The spontaneous replacements of English sounds in (a-h) above represent a 
major application of Danesi's (1985c) PSP with regard to "phonetic substitution 
mechanism" (PSM) (a, b, e, gl-2, and h) and "phonemic approximation 
mechanism" (PAM) (c, dl-2, and fl-3). In the former, all the adaptation processes 
are in line with Danesi's constrained PSM. Danesi (1985c: 31) claims that 
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phonetic substitution can be constrained if it is seen to occur only in terms of one 
"differential" PA (point of articulation) feature. This would mean that a foreign 
segment is placed by one belonging to the same segmental category as defined by 
MA (manner of articulation), but which differs from it by one feature referring to 
PA. All alterations of English segments in (a, b, e, gl-2, and h) operate within one 
differential feature of PA or within one differential source feature while the 
category of each segment is still intact."* Table 3.2 illustrates, in terms of 
distinctive features, the changing features involved in each adaptation process: 
Table (3.2): PSM of some spontaneous replacements 
ADAPTATION 
PROCESS 
DIFFERENTIAL CHANGING PA 
FEATURE 
CATEGORY OF BOTH 
SEGMENTS 
/p/> b [+voiced] Stop 
/v /> / [-voiced] labio-dental 
/Q/> n [+coronal] nasal 
/ D / > u: [+high] back 
h:/> u: [+high] back 
IqI> i [+high] front 
On the other hand, the borrower may resort to the latter mechanism (i.e. 
PAM) in case PSM fails to operate on the same segmental axis. Then PAM "scans 
the segments in different categories (i.e. MA or manner of articulation) to replace 
the incoming phonemic" (Daneis 1985c: 34). In other words, the changing feature 
in this case is a feature refemng to MA rather than to PA. For instance, the 
adaptations of /tj/ —>• s and /g/ ^ g in (c) and (d2) involve the changing feature 
[+continuant]. According to Chomsky and Halle (1968: 317), the affricate /tj/ and 
the plosive /g/ belong to the larger sound category of stops, hence both are 
assigned the feature [-continuant]. In assimilating these two phonemes into MSA 
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phonology, they are replaced by MSA fricatives s and g which have the feature 
[+continuant] as the adapted feature of the process. On the contrary, in the 
alteration 73/ j in (dl), the changing feature is [-continuant] where the English 
fricative is altered into MSA affricate /jV. The other adaptation in (dl), i.e. /g/ 
j, may be argued to belong to PSM, since the process does not involve change 
in the category of the segment. The English plosive /g/ and MSA affricate j both 
have the feature [-continuant] because these two categories belong to the same 
class of stops as stated earlier. The differential feature, then, is related to PA which 
is [-back] that characterizes the MSA affricative j. With respect to English vowels 
/a, A, 3:/, their adaptations into MSA loanwords include change in their categories 
from central into back as in Id/ u, from central into front as in /A/ —> a, and /3:/ 
a, and so on. 
3.3.2 Emphasization phenomenon 
MSA emphatic consonants d, d, and q, traditionally described as the 
"strong" characters, are more preferable by Arabs than their non-emphatic or 
"weak" counterparts t, s, d, 6, k. Therefore, they usually try to replace the non-
emphatic phonemes which occur in loanwords by their emphatic equivalents as the 
replacement of English non-emphatic /tJ, Is/ and fkJ by MSA t, ^ and q respectively 
in (13) a-c, though MSA has the sounds t, s, and k in its phonemic inventory. 
(13) a. t< m 
tann < ton 
wa:t < watt 
?untulu:jiya < ontology 
b. ^ < /s/ 
^a:lu:n < saloon 
ba§ < bus 
^u:diyum < sodium 
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c. q < l\J 
qun§ul < consul 
tiknuqra.-fiyyah < technocratism 
Emphasization (or phanyngealization) in Arabic phonology involves the 
back or root of the tongue being retracted as a secondary articulation that 
accompanies a primary articulation at another point in the vocal tract, (see Younes 
1993, and Davis 1993). Emphatic consonants are further described to be produced 
with a concave slope in the middle of the tongue (Hijazi 1998: 58). It is obvious 
that the distinctive feature [+emphatic] takes place due to "tongue backness", 
which is the only "differential" feature in the replacement of English /t, s, k/ by 
MSA /, and q: 
(14) English MSA 
{t, s, k} -> {/, q) 
[-back] [+back] 
The adaptation in (14) is a clear manifestation of Danesi's constrained 
mechanisms of phonetic substitution (see section 3.3.1 above) where phonetic 
substitution can be seen to occur only in terms of one "differential" PA (point of 
articulation). In the emphasis phenomenon, a foreign segment is placed by one 
belonging to the same segmental category as defined by MA (manner of 
articulation), but which differs from it by one feature referring to PA. In this case 
[+back] is the only differential PA feature involved in designating the feature [+ 
emphatic] to English /t, s, k/ in MSA examples cited in (13). 
The emphasis process can be also argued from a sociolingiustic point of 
view. It is needless to say that Arabic possesses a number of salient linguistic 
features which distinguish it from other languages. While accepting the incoming 
items into their language, Arabs always tiy to bring them as close to these features 
as possible. In other words, they have the tendency to bestow the Arabic "flavour" 
and character upon the alien borrowings. Emphasis, in this respect, is looked at as 
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one of the most characteristic features that definitely participate in serving this 
purpose. As stated earlier, it is a matter of preference on the part of Arab speakers 
to displace the non-emphatic sounds that are common to most languages of the 
world by the emphatic ones which are a sign of the uniqueness of Arabic, al-
Sheikh (1977) points out that "whether Arabs consciously or subconsciously 
velarized the /s/, /d/, /t/ and /k/, their aim was to exploit the phonological 
potentials of the language in order to give loanwords an Arabic characteristic" (al-
Qinai 2000: 7). 
This mechanism is commonly attested in old as well as in new Arabic 
boiTowings. It is described as the irregular (i.e. unmandatory) substitution by 
earlier Arab linguists and philologists as opposed to regular (i.e. mandatory) 
substitution discussed in 3.3.1 above. It is "irregular" because it operates only 
within a number of Arabic sounds that substitute foreign sounds whose Arabic 
correspondents are also available. As compared to early borrowings, recent 
borrowings of the modem time in general and those from English in particular into 
MSA do reflect less degree of tendency towards the substitution of emphatic 
consonants for the plain ones. The rapid advances in telecommunication and 
media technology which has brought the widely remote parts of the world all 
together as a small village is the main factor behind this linguistic development. In 
effect, it has made the exposure to foreign languages, especially English and 
French, both spoken and written forms alike, easier and more accessible nowadays 
than ever before. The second factor in this regard is that in translating English 
written texts, for example, into MSA "newly introduced borrowings are often 
accompanied by their original English models which makes it easy for the reader 
to familiarize himself with the actual sounds constituting the word underlying the 
loan fomi" (Ali 1987: 111). This was made easy partly by a rule passed by Arabic 
Language Academy in Egypt. It stipulates "the Latin spelling of a new loanword 
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should be written next to its Arabic transliteration until the latter becomes well 
established" (al-Qanai 1998: 304). 
3.3.3 Glottal stop insertion 
The glottal stop P is a peculiar sound to MSA and unknown to English. In 
MSA loanword data the following cases of glottal stop insertion are attested. 
One of the clear-cut constraints in MSA phonology is that words/syllables 
never initiate with a vowel sound. The rule is so strict that all English loanwords in 
MSA, which have initial vowels, are arabicized so as to start with a prosthetic 
glottal stop ? which is placed before that vowel. The following examples will 
suffice: 
(15) ?ulbu:m < album 
?asfalt< asphalt 
Fulumbiyy < Olympic 
Fanjulu ?imri:kiyy < Anglo-American 
?intarnit < internet 
The glottal stop, then, serves as the onset of the initial syllable and be in harmony 
with the paraphrased MSA phonological rule which states that a word/syllable 
should begin with a single consonant. 
Few examples, in the data, exhibit the insertion of the glottal stop in the 
penultimate and last syllables as in ku:ka?i:n < 'cocaine', and sinama:?iyy < 
'cinematic'. These examples show that the glottal stop occurs only 
intervocalically (i.e. between two vowels) in the sequence /-V?V-/ where it is 
inserted in order to break the vowel sequence which is not permitted in MSA 
sound system. This role of the glottal stop comes most probably in analogy with 
native words like savja: ?il 'liquids', masa: ?iyy 'pertaining to evening', etc. 
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The glottal fricative /h/ of the source language is sometimes replaced by the 
glottal stop ? of MSA, though MSA has the fricative counterpart in its phonemic 
inventory. This change occurs in words like ?alu: < 'hello' which is mainly used 
in the spoken form of the language and only in telephone conversations, and in 
?i:druji:n < 'hydrogen' (the form hi:druji:n is also common). Just the opposite of 
phonetic substitution, the mechanism involved in this replacement is called 
phonemic approximation which "operates in changing the MA (manner of 
articulation) of the incoming segment" (Danesi 1985c: 34); the change, here, 
occurs in the category of the phoneme from fricative /h/ [+ continuant] to stop ? [-
continuant]. 
The final case of glottal stop insertion is the addition of the prosthetic 
sequence ?i- which consists of the glottal stop /'plus the short vowel i into foreign 
items that start with "certain types" of consonant clusters. The rule is veiy regular 
and productive. This case will be clarified in details when we discuss the 
mechanism of declusterization in 3.4.1 below. 
3.3.4 AUophonic re-adjustment 
The third adaptation mechanism in Danesi's methodological framework of 
loanword phonology (in addition to the phonetic substitution and phonemic 
approximation discussed earlier) is the so-called phonemic re-structuring 
mechanism. Its function is to "reinterpret the distributional structure of specific 
incoming phonemes by reducing, eliminating, increasing or redistributing the 
allophonic variants of foreign phonemes" (Danesi loc. cit.). In the context of MSA 
loanword data, this mechanism can operate within two broad allophonic 
variations: (de-)velarization and (de-)aspiration. 
In English the lateral /I/ has two allophones, viz. the clear (or non-
velan-ized) [1] and the dark (or velarized) [1]. The fonner occurs before vowels and 
the semivowel /y/ and the latter occurs in all other positions. One of the 
occurrences of [t] is in syllable or word final position. In this case, the 
restructuring mechanism will eliminate the English variant occurring in this 
position and to be replaced by MSA non-velarized /. This can be put in the form of 
a re-distributional rule in (16) which is followed by the examples in (17). 
(16) English/I/ [1]/ # 
MSA / [d in the same environment. 
(17) Examples: 
kunturud < [kontraul] 'control' 
sintira. l < [sentrei] 'central' 
fult < [vault] 'volt' 
butru.i < [petral] 'petrol' 
It is worth noting that MSA has the allophonic variant [/] ^vhich occurs in 
the neighborhood of the Arabic emphatic consonants t, d and d (Ferguson 1956: 
448). So, in some Arabicized loanwords that contain emphatic sounds, [/] may 
occur. The restructuring mechanism operating here is supposed to add the MSA 
velarized [/] to English non-velarized [I]: 
(18) a. .j'a/w.T? < saloon 
qun§ul < consul 
b. salatah < salad 
§andal < sandal 
From the examples in (18 a-b), the occurrence of [/] in loanv/ords is 
distributionally conditioned: in (18a), in order to be velarized, the I should be 
"preceded" by an emphatic consonant and separated from it by "one vowel". In 
(18b) the spread of velarization is blocked because in the word salatah, the 
emphatic f comes after not before the lateral I and in §andal, I is separated from the 
emphatic /s/ by more than one vowel. 
Similarly, in English the aspirated stops allophones k^ and i ' occur in 
stressed syllables or word initial positions. When such variants occur in MSA 
loanwords the restruct^iring mechanism eliminates, or more precisely, reduces the 
aspiration of these sounds in the given position; 
(19) ku:bu:n < [kVipDn] 'coupon' 
ku:ka ku:la < [k'^auka k'^aula] 'Coca Cola' 
ta:ksi< [t'^aeksi] 'taxi' 
tu:nah < [tV :na] 'tuna' 
and we get the following re-distributional rule in (20) 
(20) English {k,t} {k'',t''}/# V 
I 
MSA {k, f} —> {k, t} in the same environment 
3.3.5 The phenomenon of sound alternation 
One of the interesting phenomena attested in English loanwords into MSA 
is sound alternation. It refers to a situation in which a foreign sound in a loanword 
may be represented by two (or more) native Arabic characters. 
This phenomenon emerges due to the fact that the majority of English 
loanwords (particularly those of scientific and technical nature) have recently 
entered the language, not through the spoken medium, but through the written 
fonn of the source language. In other words, Arabic-speakers primarily encounter 
with foreign vocabulary in writing rather than from hearing. At this stage comes 
the task of transliteration whereby the pronunciation of the source language (i.e. 
English) words is rendered by means of the recipient language (i.e. NSA) 
graphological symbols. It is implemented by the several Arabic language 
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Academics in the Arab world (pioneered, as being the oldest to be established, by 
the Arabic Language Academy in Cairo) and by individual linguists and writers. 
One of the results of this process is that a foreign sound may be presented 
by several MSA characters. The multiplicity of MSA equivalents to certain 
English sounds can be justified by a couple of observations: first, "Arabicization 
as a form of transliteration is basically a process of phonological rather than 
graphological equivalence" (al-Qinai 1998: 295). In effect, however, 
transliteration process usually disregards the significance of phonetics and 
phonology and focuses on the written (i.e. spelling) form of the loanwords. An 
example of point at issue is the Cairene Academy's proposal by which the foreign 
character 'x ' can be realized in MSA orthography as s, k, x (i.e. xa: r), or kz (see 
ibid: 299, 305). 
Second, the alternative uses of some foreign sounds can be regarded as 
examples of the absence of full co-ordination among different Arabic Language 
Academies which is felt not only at the lexicon level but also at the level of 
foreign segments. In his discussion of loanwords in Yemeni press, al-Susuwah 
(1989:229) attributes the j g alternation of the foreign /g/ in the loanwords to the 
indirect adoption of loanwords containing such sounds from ^A'o different sources, 
namely the Egyptian press and the press of Syria and its neighboring countries (i.e. 
•Jordan, Palestine and Lebanon). Loan fonns with j sound are transferred from the 
Egyptian source and Loan forms with g sound from the second source. 
The most common cases of sound alternation encountered in MSA 
loanword data are as follows: 
a. /g/ > j ~ g 
(21) Congress (of US) > kunjiris ~ kungiris 
telegraph > tilijra:/ - tiligra:/ 
Pentagon > binta:ju:n ~ bmta:gu:n 
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Here, the English velar stop /g/ has two substitutes in certain MSA Arabicized 
words, namely the lamino-palatal affricate j and the uvular fricative g. '"The 
Cairene Academy sanctioned that both j as well as g are merely approximations" 
(al-Qinai 1998: 296). The expression "merely approximation" is misleading, 
however. Phonetically speaking, the phonetic features of /g/, are totally different 
from those of j or g in terms of both point and manner of articulation. We believe 
that there should be some other explanation for such substitutions. 
The /g/ J replacement is most probably due to the twofold influence of 
both Arabic dialects and spelling. It is a well-known fact that the Egyptian dialect 
has only the velar stop g like that of English and no room for the affricate j in its 
phonetic inventory. Because of the dominance of Egyptian media (either the seen, 
written or heard) in the Arab World, and the influential role of the Arabic 
Language Academy in Cairo, the foreign sound /g/ in many Loanwords is replaced 
by its identical equivalent in the Egyptian dialect. When such loanwords are used 
in MSA, the Egyptian sound g is transliterated as "y/.-w" (i.e. j) in the orthography 
and consequently is read (i.e. pronounced) as j, since MSA has not the velar stop 
/g/-
For /g/ —> g, it might be argued that this kind of substitution in MSA comes 
as an analogical assimilation of earlier Arabic loanwords from Greek and Latin 
and other ancient languages with which Arabic had come in contact. In such 
Loanwords Arabs used to replace some foreign sounds like /g/, /k/, etc. by the 
Arabic uvular fricative g as in the following words reported by Abdulrahim (1991: 
162-163,221): 
Arabicized form Meaning 
migna:ti:s 'magnet' 
girhail 'cribble' 
girna:tah 'a city in Spain' 
ganagara:ya 'gangrene' 
Source language 
Greek 
Latin (=cribellum) 
Spanish (^Granada) 
Greek 
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b. m > t ~ t 
(22) volt >fult 
watt > wa:t ~ wa :t 
fantasy > fanta:ziya ~ fantaziya 
Although the Arabic Language Academy in Cairo has sanctioneu thai all 
newly Arabicized words (having the sound Ixl) should be transliterated with t (al-
Qinai 1998: 296), the MSA emphatic t is alternatively used in words like in (22). 
This alternative substitution, again, reflects the Arabs' tendency to impart the 
Arabic flavour to the foreign items entering the language. 
c. /z/ > Z~s 
(23) /d3i:nz/ > ji:nz ~ ji :ns 'jeans' 
/k9ma:nd8Uz/ > ku:ma:ndu:z ~ ku:ma:ndu:s 'commandos' 
/ m8ri:nz/ > ma:rinz ~ ma:rins 'marines' 
In this case, the English voiced alveolar fricative Izl is either represented by 
its MSA identical equivalent z or by MSA voiceless counterpart s. The /z/-^ s 
replacement takes place by means of phonetic approximation and most likely due 
to the spelling based influence. It is also important to note that this type of 
alternation occurs only with English loanwords borrowed into MSA in their plural 
fonns that end with the English plural marker '-s' . 
3.3.6 Irregular alterations 
It has been alluded to such irregular changes phenomenon in the discussion 
of regular adaptations in 3.3.1 and the emphasis strategies in 3.3.2. In fact the 
consideration of these changes as irregular as compared to regular ones depends 
upon two criteria: i) the degree of prediction and ii) the frequency of occun'ence. 
The in-egular alterations apply only to foreign sounds that have identical 
equivalents in MSA phonetic inventory. In this case the adaptation is not 
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mandatory, occurs due to non-phonological or extra linguistic factors (see below). 
As far as the frequency of occurrence is concerned, they only operate within a 
very limited range of cases (usually not more than two examples) in the corpus. 
The adaptations /v/ (velar fricative) m' (bilabial glide) and lx\l (affricate) —> t 
(stop) in the arabicized words warni:s, and kankati:r adapted from English 
'vamish' and 'caricature', respectively, are considered irregular in comparison 
with most frequent adaptations of /v/ —>'/(12 cases) and /tj/ i (10 cases). Some 
other non-systematic alterations can be stated below: 
a. t < /9/. The English dental fricative /9/ is replaced here by MSA denti-
alveolar stop /t/ in a couple of examples: difti:riya: < 'diphtheria', and tirmu:mitr 
< 'thermometer' 
b. d < /d/. In the arabicized word ?u:r9u6uksiyyah from English 'orthodoxy', 
and just opposite to the replacement in (a), the English alveolar of the stop 
category is adapted to MSA interdental of the fricative category. 
c. y < /w/ . The MSA palatal glide y is substituted for the English bilabial 
counterpart /w/ as in hulyu:d from the English 'Holywood' 
d. Segment addition: There are two typical cases in which a consonantal 
segment is inserted into MSA loanword as stated in (24): 
(24) /-insertion as in fulkulu.r from /feukb:/ 'folklore' 
A-insertion as in fahrinhayt from /fseranhait/ 'fahrenheit' 
e. Segment deletion: As the deletion of the second member of the initial 
consonant cluster from English 'flannel' (i.e. the English lateral /I/), and we get the 
arabicized form fanilla, and the coda of the final consonant cluster from 'milliard' 
(i.e. the English stop /d/) giving the MSA form milya:r. 
f. Metathesis: The process of metathesis, in which the order of successive 
sounds is changed (Mathews 1997), is only found in one case, i.e. in the loanword 
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balanti from the English 'penalty (football)', where the successive /nl/ is altered 
into In. This word is mostly used in the spoken form of the language including the 
various Arabic dialects. 
In short, all cases like these can be described as "'incidentar' because they 
have no pattern or phonological environment that can be put forward for these 
changes. It may, however, be said that these "non-systematic" replacements and 
alterations might have taken place mainly under the influence of certain non-
phonological factors such as orthography, (false) analogy, time distortion, indirect 
adaptation, etc. (Paradis and Lebel 1994: 75). In (d) above the influence of the 
orthography of the source language is apparently observable. That is, the insertion 
of / and h, which are unpronounced (silent letters) in the foreign language, is due 
to the exposure to the written form of that language. Similarly, the existence of 
the combination 'th' (which stands for the English phoneme /9/) in loanwords like 
those in (a) leads the Arab scholars while transliterating such items to consider the 
first symbol (i.e. letter) of the combination (i.e. /t/) and ignore the second one (i.e. 
/IV). 
There is one more important factor that can be added to the list of Paradis 
and Lebel above. It is the borrower's sociolinguistic tendencies and attitudes 
towards the foreign items in his language. The socio-linguistic factor can be felt in 
the deliberate emphasization of the English 1x1, /s/, and /k/ (though their identical 
con-espondents are available in MSA phonology) into MSA t, § and q. The 
tendency to do so is related to the belief on the part of the Arabs that such 
emphatic sounds constitute one of the Arabic salient characteristics that do not 
exist in all other languages of the world (see 3.3.2 on the process of emphasization 
in MSA). 
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3.4 The syllabic adaptation of English loanwords 
The discussion in 3.3 has focused on MSA assimilation of English 
segmental phonemes. Now, we consider the adaptations that may take place in the 
higher level of syllabic (or prosodic) and sequential stnicture of English 
loanwords. 
The sketch in 1.2.2.2 of Chapter One has shown that the syllabic patterns of 
both MSA and English are comparatively different. Consequently, the syllabic 
structure of English loans in MSA will be drastically disturbed. In his analysis of 
Perso-Arabic loanwords in central Pahari language, however, Sharma (1980) 
points out that the syllabic units may "fall under two patterns or categories: i) 
those which do not undergo any syllabic transformation (i.e. the ones conforming 
to the syllabic structure of the borrowing language) and ii) those which have to be 
syllabically re-adjusted (i.e. the ones which do not conform to the permissible 
syllable structure of the language)." He adds, "this principle is more or less 
applicable to all the languages with regard to their loanwords" (1980: 60). 
In the Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization, the adjustments to 
syllable structure of incoming words are an example of phonological repatteming 
(Danesi 1985c: 37). This fact manifests itself clearly in a number of sub-
mechanisms that operate within this framework and which include the following: 
declusterization, syllabic consonant conversion, consonant lengthening 
(gemination), syllable deletion, monophthongization, and change in vowel 
duration (i.e. quantity). As can be seen below, these sequential and prosodic 
modifications in syllabic structure of English loans show a high degree of 
regularity. 
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3.4.1 Declusterization 
One of the clear-cut phonotactic constraints in MSA phonolog>' is that 
consonant clusters (CCs) exist only word-medially and word-finally but never 
word-initially and they are always made up of two elements. Therefore, in the 
context of arabicized loans, the English initial consonant clusters (ICCs) will 
subject to the process of cluster split or Declusterization. It is made possible by 
means of two repatteming methods or mechanisms: i) the anaptatic vowel 
insertion and ii) the prefixation of the prosthetic syllable ?i-. 
The anaptactic vowel insertion is the most frequent mechanism whereby an 
anaptactic vowel is placed after the first member of English ICCs and after the 
second member of English medial consonant clusters (MCCs) that consist of three 
elements. The examples in (25 a-b) will suffice: 
(25) a) ICCs: 
kiri:m < cream 
kiristal < crystal 
firiizar < freezer 
fulu. r < fluorine 
bulu:tu < Ploto 
burunz < bronze 
b) MCCs: 
kuntuml < control 
kumbiyuitar < /k8mpju:t8/ 'computer' 
?ilikturu:niyy < electronic 
In the case of the three-element sequences across word boundaries, the vowel is 
inserted after the first element of the sequence as in the loanword Taysikrim from 
/aiskri:m/ 'ice-cream'. The consonant sequence may, however, remain as it is as in 
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banknu:t from English 'banknote' because the syllable structure of this compound 
is in line with that of MSA phonology. That is, the syllables /CVCC/ plus /CVC/ 
of this word are permissible in MSA. 
As can be observed in (25 a-b) above, the phenomenon of sound harmony 
(i.e. the spreading of the following vowel or the following glide) in this 
mechanism is clearly manifested. That is, the quality or category of the intrusive 
vowel is always determined by the quality of the vowel occurring in the 
subsequent syllable. At this point, it may be appropriate to note that such 
phenomenon seems to be general in languages which do not admit ICCs in their 
phonological structure (see for example Paradis and Lebel 1994: 82 on Fula (a 
western African language), and Sharma 1980: 83-84 on Central Pahari Language 
in India). 
It should be also noted that the intrusive vowel is usually short as i and u in 
(25 a-b). The short vowel a, however, might be used as an anaptactic vowel, but it 
optionally alternates with i in loanwords like in (26) below: 
(26) tara:nzi:t ~ tira:nzi:t < transit 
bala:zma ~ bila:zma < plasma 
fala:s ~ fila:s < flash 
balasti:k ~ bila:sti:k < plastics 
bala:ti:n ~ bila:ti:n < platinum 
The vowel harmony is also maintained here because a and i still belong to the 
same category, i.e. both are front vowels. 
Now, we turn to the second mechanism of declusterization, i.e. the 
prefixation of the prosthetic syllable ?i-. It is so striking but less frequent. The 
mechanism strictly applies to the English ICCs that start with the sibilant /s/, e.g. 
/str-/, /st-/, /sk-/, etc. To split such consonant sequences, the prosthetic syllable ?i-
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(i.e. the glottal stop ? + the short front vowel /) is prefixed before the cluster 
constituting, with the first element of the cluster, a new syllable of the type /CVC/: 
(27) ?istira:ti:jiyyah < strategy 
?istarli:niyy < sterling 
Tiskits < sketch 
?isti:nyu < stereo 
?ista:ti:kiyyah < statics 
?iskuwa:s < squash 
The break of the ICCs in this way makes the syllabic structure of English 
loanwords peiTnissible to MSA phonology: in the new created syllable, the first 
/C/ (i.e. r) performs as the onset of the syllable, the fW! (i.e. i) as the nucleus and 
the first element of the consonant cluster as the coda. Needless to say that the use 
of the glottal stop ? is necessary here in order to conform with MSA phonological 
rule which states that syllables should always start with a consonant. In the case of 
the fist example in (27), i.e. ?istira:ti:jiyyah, the two mechanisms are involved, i.e. 
the prefixation of ?i- and the insertion of the anaptactic i after the second element 
of the three consonant cluster as the nucleus of the second created syllable (i.e. /-
tr-/). The prosthetic ?i- might be prefixed to some loanwords that do not have 
initial clusters like ?ismant from English 'cement.' This case can be accounted for 
as a case of false analogy. 
There are some cases in the data where the two declusterization rules may 
alternatively apply as can be seen in (28): 
(28) a. Vowel Apantyxis b. /7-Prefixation 
ki}i:ni:kiy ?ikli:ni:kiy < clinical 
bila:ti:n ?ibla:ti:n < platine 
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bila:zma ?ibla:zma < plasma ^ 
In other borrowings, the alternative application of declusterization 
mechanism in (28b), however, is infrequent and in many other cases seems to be 
unacceptable by MSA speakers.^ It would be very odd, for instance, to encounter 
loan forms like the ones in (29): 
(29) * ?ikrista:l to refer to English 'ciystal' 
* Tibrunz to refer to English 'bronze' 
* ?ifla:s to refer to English 'flash', etc. 
The discussion of the ICCs being split in English loanwords of MSA gives 
rise to a very important and controversial point which calls for some comment and 
clarification. 
Some Arab linguists (see al-Qinai 1998 & 2000) claim that MSA terms in 
modem times (than ever before) tend to maintain the initial clusters of foreign 
vocabulary. al-Qiani, for instance, supportively quoted al-Shihabi (1955) who in 
turn notes that: 
This rule (i.e. the rule of ICCs declusterization) has become somewhat out dated 
in Modem Standard Arabic wherein the flux of loanwords has made initial 
clusters of two consonants permissible without the need to insert any short or 
long vowels. 
(al-Qinai 1998:299). 
To provide an evidence to his view, al-Qinai argues that words like the French 
'stade' (i.e. stadium) can be either adapted as ?ista:d or sta:d in Arabic and the 
English item 'tramway' as tra:m (ibid). Note that the statement concerning the 
English loan tram contradicts with al-Qinai's notation in his article of 2000, p. 21, 
where the MSA correlate of the English 'tram' is transcribed as tira:m, i.e. with 
the break of English ICC. 
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In fact we don't agree with such point of view for many reasons. First of 
all, it can be argued that al-Shihabi's earlier observation may hold true only with 
regard to many Arabic regional dialects, which permit initial clusters in their own 
syllable structures like dialects spoken in Al-Sham and Al-Maghrib countries. This 
phenomenon can be accounted for by the fact that such dialects were largely 
influenced by foreign languages during the colonization era, especially by the 
French language and culture. For MSA, the case is totally different and as we 
discussed above that the rule is so strict that all foreign ICCs should be 
declusterized. In case of any anomalies occur (see al-Qinai 2000: 15) they have to 
be considered as exceptional cases that are highly influenced by the indigenous 
dialects and by the level of education as well. The second argument is that there is 
a linguistic evidence against such claim. If we want to apply the MSA 
morphosyntatic rule of " ?a/-prefixation" (where ?al- is the definite article 
meaning 'the') to the loanword sta:d stated by al-Qinai, we get the unacceptable 
word *?al-sta:d, and of course the correct alternative is ?al-?ista:d, i.e. by 
prefixing the prosthetic syllable ?i- to the word before adding ?al-. 
Thus, it can be infen-ed that accepting ICCs in MSA borrowings may cause 
many problems which, in turn, may lead to linguistic complexity. Another 
linguistic support drawn from my personal observations is related to the fact that 
English vocabulary with ICCs represents areas of interference to untrained Arabic 
learners of English in most Arab educational institutions. They usually and 
unconsciously insert a short vowel and break the ICCs of many English words. 
Finally, it can be concluded that the non-existence of ICCs in MSA native syllable 
patterns is marked as one of its language-specific characteristics. Consequently, 
the repeatedly ICCs split of English loanwords in MSA is a matter that is related 
to the very phonological and moiphological structure of Arabic (i.e. MSA), the 
change of which becomes impossible. Despite the fact that MSA has already 
incorporated a lot of foreign items into its lexicon as a response to the need-filling 
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motive, to use Hockett's (1970) terms, this should not be utilized as a justification 
to modernize the language by wrong means, i.e. by altering or modifying its basic 
structure. The natural reaction towards the incoming items is rather to adapt them 
so as to conform to MSA morphophonemic structure. 
3.4.2 Syllabic consonant conversion 
Vowels in English (both pure and diphthongal) are typically behave as the 
nuclei (i.e. peaks) of the syllable and are assigned the feature [+syllabic]. 
Furthermore, the sonorants /I/, Ird and lx]l may also constitute the peaks of some 
types of final syllables as in English words like 'little', 'racism' and 'mutton', 
respectively. These consonants become [+syllabic] and labeled as syllabic 
consonants. In the context of MSA syllables, however, [+syllabic] is only granted 
to the vowels and never to consonants which, as a result, never occur as syllabic 
consonants. 
The syllabic consonants found in some English loanwords are, therefore, 
converted into non-syllabic ones. In other words, each syllable whose peak is a 
syllabic consonant is changed to a syllable with a vowel as the syllable nucleus 
and the syllabic consonant as its coda margin, as in (30) below: 
(30) a. J/.-2//</di:zl/'dieser 
ni:kil < /ni:kl/ 'nickel' 
ka:bil </keibl/'cable' I 
mu:di:l < /modi/ 'model' 
b. dijital < /d3iditl/ 'digital' 
Randal < /saendl/ 'sandal' 
kirista:l </kristl/ 'ciystal' 
c. </ka:tn/ 'carton' 
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The epenthetic vowel is either /, as in (30a), a as in (30b), or u as in (30c) whose 
quality is influenced by the spreading vowel in the preceding syllable, hence the 
vowel harmony occurs as in (30a-b) (both vowels in each case are front) except in 
mu:di:l (30a) and kartu:n (30c). The influence of English orthography (i.e. 
spelling) is evident, particularly in (30 b-c) wherein the quantit}' of the intrusive 
vowel is affected by the vowel letters of English final syllables. 
The process of English syllabic consonant conversion can be couched in the 
form of a general rule in (31), (C refer to the syllabic consonant): 
(31) Eng. MSA 
(C} - {VC} 
Among the total number of the adapted syllabic consonants (8 cases as in (30)), 
the sonorant /I/ constitutes the sizeable number (7 cases (30a-b)) with only one 
case of the sonorant /n/ (30c). The syllabic sonorant Iml is attested in one word, 
viz. ru:mati:zm from the English /ru:m8tizrn/ 'rheumatism'. It is, however, an 
exceptional case to the rule in (31) where the syllabic Iml is somewhat maintained 
and partially dealt with as a final consonant cluster, i.e.-^m. Alternatively, the 
English syllabic Iml is deleted so that we get the loan form ru:mati:z. 
3.4.3 Consonant lengthening 
The technical term for consonant lengthening or doubling is usually known as 
"gemination". Blanc (1952) defines it as "the prolongation of the continuants and 
a longer closure of stops" (quoted by al-Ani 1970: 77). As it has been discussed 
earlier that geminates are so abandunt in MSA and occur word-medially and word-
finally with the former being the most frequent (see Chapter One (1.2.2.2) for 
examples and further details). 
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In MSA loanwords, the geminates usually occur word-medially and, of 
course, intervocalically. The lateral /, and the semi-vowel y are the only geminates 
found in MSA loanword data as can be seen in (32): 
(32) gurilla < /garlls/ 'gorilla' 
fanilla < /flaenl/ 'flannel' 
millimitr < /milimirta/ 'millimetre' 
millilitr < /mililiita/ 'milliletre' 
/i//a/v///a</vil9/'villa' 
Tayyun < /aiDn/ 'ion' 
There is one case in which the geminate n occurs word finally. It is the loanword 
tann from the English 'ton'. The gemination taking place here is in analogy with 
native words like hadd 'boundary, limit, penalty', pll 'drizzle, dew'. 
It is convenient here to point out that consonant lengthening is treated as a syllabic 
phenomenon by many linguists. al-Ani (1970: 77) refers to it as "identical 
clusters", and in Danesi's Model of Loanword Nativzation it is classified as one of 
the syllabic repatteming mechanisms. Danesi (1885c) provides a phonological 
evidence to such classification. Referring to Ingria (1980), Lefen (1980), and 
Stemberger (1984), he argues that: 
In terms of syllable structure, the doubling process (i.e. gemination) can be 
explained by positing that length is a nonsegmental feature . . . It belongs to what 
Clements and Keyser (1984) call the CV-tier. The double consonants are, it 
would seem, ambisyllabic constituents filling two non-nuclear positions in a 
syllabic tree. 
(Danesi i985c: 37) 
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The following metrical tree in (33) is given by Danesi for the English loanword 
'fatto' fact' in Italo-Canadian, an Italian variety spoken in Canada ($ = syllable 
boundary): 
(33) 
$ 
V 
o 
CV-tier C V C 
Seemental tier f ^ t: 
In loan forms, and also in native words, a geminate occurs within a single 
morpheme, and is, therefore, called, in Hayes' terminology, "true geminate" as 
opposed to "fake geminate" which takes place across morpheme boundary. 
Moreover, true geminate cannot be broken up by epenthesis or metathesis rules 
(Hayes 1986: 327). The split of the geminate -II- in fanilla, for instance, by an 
epenthetic vowel results in the unacceptable *fanilila. The true geminate like -II-
in loanwords can be presented as in (34). 
(34) C C 
However, where the syllable boundary is concerned, the first member of the 
doubled consonant occurs as a coda of the preceding syllable, and the second 
always as an onset of the following syllable. 
The syllabic repatteming mechanism in English loanwords may be 
illustrated by analyzing two arabicized items, i.e. gurilla and ?ayyu:n cited in (32) 
above in terms of metrical trees as can be seen in (35) below: 
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(35) a. gurilla < gariid 
English Form 
$ $ $ 
c V C V C V 
g 8 r I 1 8 
Arabicized Form 
C V C V C C V 
g u: r i I: a 
b. ?ayyu:n<dl'C)r\ 
English Form 
$ 
/ 
V V 
ai D 
Arabicized Form 
C V C C V C 
? a y: u: n 
The fact that germinates in Arabic performing a morphological and 
semantic function has nothing to do with geminates in loanwords. An explanation 
for the point could lie in the fact that these functions are related to gemination that 
is pertained to certain morphological patterns of native morphemes that do not 
follow in the available loanword data. As a sort of example at point is the doubling 
of the second consonant of MSA tri-consonantal verbal root fa ?al- or/and the 
doubling of the second consonant plus the lengthening of the second vowel (vowel 
geiTnination) of the same pattern. This yields the morphological patterns fa TTal-, 
and fa TTa:l, respectively. The output is so productive as can be observed in (36) 
and which is not applicable to loan forms: 
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(36) fa ?al-
?akal-
'to eat' 
rasam-
'to paint' 
dahak-
faTTal fa??a:l 
?akkal- ?akka:l 
'to feed' 'one who eats much' 
rassa:m 
'a painter' 
dahhak- dahha:k 
'to laugh 'cause to laugh' 'one who laughs/makes others laugh much' 
jamad- jammad-
' to freeze' ' cause to freeze' 
Thus, the presence of the germinates in loan words of MSA is merely stimulated 
by the tendency on the part of Arab speakers to assign such characteristic to loans 
as a mechanism of nativization. 
3.4.4 Syllable apocope 
(37) kulu.T < /klo:ri:n/ 'chlorine' 
fulu:r < /flo:ri:n/ 'fluorine' 
balatin < /plaetinam/ 'platinum' 
?ukru:ba:t < /aekrabaetiks/ 'acrobatics' 
The few loanwords cited in (37) show the loss of final syllables or what is 
known as syllable apocope. Heath (1989: 84) refers to such phenomenon in 
borrowing adaptation as "truncation" which simply means "the lopping off of 
segments and syllables". 
In some other cases, however, the same (or similar) syllables are 
maintained, as it is clear in (38) below: 
(38) ^w/w.T/;J</kb:raid/'chloride' 
ka:lsiyu:m < /kaelsiam/ 'calcium' 
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ma:gni:siyu:m < /maegni:si8ni/ 'magnesium' 
yu:ra:niyu:m < /juremism/ 'uranium' 
Out of ninety-two chemical elements listed in Shahin (1986: 297-300) (most of 
which are adapted into MSA lexicon, though some have Arabic equivalents), we 
find the following: i) all elements ending with the sequence /-i:n/, this sequence is 
deleted except in ?ista:ti:n from 'astatine' attested in Shahin's list. Though 
systematic, it is considered to be arbitrary because there is no linguistic evidence 
for such apocopate, and ii) the sequence /-(i)am/ is always maintained in all 
elements except the third case mentioned in (37) above, and the element /kuru:m/ 
from the English 'chromium' listed in Shahin (1986). 
3.4.5 Diphthong simplification (Monophthongization) 
The issue whether MSA has vowel diphthongs or not has been recently 
investigated by many linguists (see Omar 1976, al-Matlabi 1984, Ferguson 1997, 
and Mahadin 1996). Before handling the English diphthongs occurring in MSA 
loans, the piece of discussion below will be devoted to through some light on such 
controversial question. 
To start with, it is generally accepted that Arabic (both CA and MSA) 
retained the Proto-Semitic diphthongs ay and aw (al-Matlabi 1984: 229 and 
Mahadin 1996: 58) in words like bayt 'house' and nawm 'sleeping', respectively. 
Deciding whether they should be treated phonologically as wholly phoneme units 
or not will be elaborated shortly. Other vocalic sequences are either the rising 
diphthongs wi, yu, wa, etc. or the failing ones iw, iy, uw and uy. They only appear 
in the underlying forms with the exception of some rising sequences. The MSA 
phonological system manipulates them in various ways. It may deal with each 
diphthong as a sequence of two separate sounds: a consonant (i.e. the semi-vowel) 
plus a short vowel. This is the case with most rising diphthongs (al-Matlabi loc. 
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cit.) as in wizr 'a sin' and yumn 'fortune', where the vowel is the nucleus of the 
syllable and the semi-vowel is its onset. The other way of treatment holds for the 
falling sequences in addition to some rising ones, in which they are assimilated 
into one of MSA long vowels, a:, u: or i: which are considered the surface 
represeniations of the underlying diphthongs/ 
The assimilation process of native vocalic sequences is achieved by means 
of several phonological rules of MSA such as the following two stated by 
Mahadin (pp.41-42) and rephrased in (39) below: 
(39) a. The monophthongization rule (vocalic assimilation), e.g. 
-ly 11 i:, as m: 
diyk diik di:k 'rooster' from the root d-y-k 
-wa —> aa —* a:, as in: 
maqwal maqaal maqa:l 'article' from the root q-w-l 
b. Glide deletion rule, e.g. (G-= glide) 
-aGa —y a ^ a:, as in: 
nawama —> naama ^ na:ma 'he slept' from the root n-w-m 
-uGu uu u:, as in: 
yad Tawa —> yad ?uu ^ yadTu:'he invites somebody' from the 
root d- T-w-
Such rules are typically inherited in MSA phonology and repeatedly applied to 
obey the syllable structure constrains in MSA. Moreover, the rule in (39a) seems 
responsible for assimilating most of English glides into MSA long vowels (see 
below). 
We return now to MSA falling sequences ay and aw. All studies on MSA 
vowels cited earlier agree that these two diphthongs do exist in MSA.^ They are 
the only diphthongs that are retained at the surface level.' The point of debate, 
however, lies in the following questions: how does MSA phonology view such 
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kind of sequences? Do they behave as any "real" diphthongs as those in English, 
for example? In other words, do they function as separate phonological phonemes? 
This issue, in fact, has been examined in some details by some Arab-
linguists (see Omar 1976: 353-55 and al-Matlabi 1984: 228-35). They, more or 
less, attempt to address the same questions raised earlier. The discussion of 
different views leads them to conclude that ay and aw are both looked at 
differently on the part of MSA phonetic system, on one hand, and its phonology, 
on the other. That is, the two sequences, they argue, are felt as diphthongs 
phonetically, but at the phonological (i.e. functional) level they do not behave as 
such, i.e. they are not recognized as single units or phonemes. In this sense and as 
opposed to the long mid vowels e: and o: found in some modem Arabic varieties 
like Damascus Arabic, Ferguson describes MSA ay and aw as "diphthongs", but 
he stresses that such term should have "no technical meaning beyond it" (1997: 
115). Similarly, Ayyub (1963) is quoted to say: 
There are Arabic words that contain diphthong vowels. In phonological analysis 
it is more reasonable, however, to deal with each sequence as to consist of two 
separate sounds, though they phonetically do not differ from what are termed as 
diphthongs in English. 
(quoted by Omar 1976: 354) 
In fact ay and aw, in particular, have rather similar phonetic and acoustic 
features of English /ai/ and /au/, respectively, and become, though not always, 
their nearest substitutes in MSA loanwords (see points b, c, and g below). 
The strong evidence for our argument can be derived from MSA 
moiphoiogy. In changing from one morphological form to another, each diphthong 
{ay or aw) "can never be analyzed but as two completely separate units" (al-
Matlabi, p. 234), i.e. as the short vowel a plus the glide (y or w). Furthermore, the 
non-presence of phonemic contrast between these two diphthongs and other MSA 
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pure vowels is a supportive evidence that this kind of sequences is not treated as 
separate phoneme units (or phonological phonemes) by MSA phonology. 
In the context of MSA loanwords from English, all the eight English 
diphthongs, viz. /ei, ea, ai, au, IG, au, oi, ua/ are attested. Putting in mind the fact 
that MSA has no diphthongs except ay and aw which are available in the language 
for purely phonetic considerations, one may predict that these glides will subject 
to the monophthongization (or vocalic assimilation) rules of MSA which, in most 
cases, if not all, alter them to one of the MSA long (pure) vowels. Again, the 
spelling-based factor has an important role to play here too, especially with many 
scientific and technical tenns that enter the language through the work of 
translation and transliteration carried out by the various Arabic language 
academics within the framework of Arabicization process. 
The following account (a-h) shows how English diphthongs have been 
simplified to accord with MSA vowel system. The points are arranged according 
to the frequency of occurrence of the foreign glides in MSA borrowings: 
a. u: < IbuI 
Being the most frequent, the glide /au/ is adapted into u: in nearly 53 cases 
in its MSA correlates. Of these are the following examples in (40): 
(40) tilisku:b < /tiliskaup/ 'telescope' 
fitu:/vi:tu: < /vi:tau/ 'veto' 
diblu:ma:siyyah < /di:plaumasi/ 'diplomacy' 
?u:zu:n < /auzaun/ 'ozone' 
?u:bik < /aupek/ 'OPEC 
ku:ka ku.ia < /kauka kaula/ 'Coca Cola' 
This includes, in some cases, the replacement of /eu/ by the MSA short vowel u 
like in (41) below: 
(41) mutu:r < ImBHiQl 'motor' 
?idii:mbiya:d < iQiiWxaplse&l 'olympiad' 
burutuku:l < /prautekol/ 'protocol' 
b. i: or ay < Isiil 
In the total of 40 cases, the English glide /ai/ is invariably substituted by 
either i: (26 cases) or its similar correspondent ay (14 cases). This indicates the 
language's tendency towards diphthong simplification. The examples in (42) will 
suffice: 
(42) di:na:mi:t < /damamait/ 'dynamite' 
mi:krufu:n < /maikrafaun/ 'microphone' 
?inzi:m < /enzaim/ 'enzyme' 
?idyulu:jiyyah < /aidl'oladsi/ 'ideology' 
mi:jabayt < /megabait/ 'megabyte' 
satalayt I ' s a t e l l i t e ' 
naylwn < /nailDn/ 'nylon' 
c. a: or /: < /ei/ 
The English falling glide /ei/ is assimilated into either one of MSA long 
front vowels a: or i: in 10 and 5 cases, respectively out of 18 cases. Here are some 
examples. 
(43) na:tu: </neit8U/ 'NATO' 
dikta:tu:r < /dikteita/ 'dictator' 
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fusfait < /tbsfeit/ 'phosphate' 
?;.Y/z</eidz/ 'AIDS' 
di:ku:r < /deiko:/ 'decor' 
In the remaining three examples, the foreign glide /er/ is replaced by MSA falling 
diphthong ay as in (44) below: 
(44) /qyzar </leiz8/'laser' 
kayk </keik/ 'cake' 
bayjar < /beid38/ 'pager' 
As compared to the technical and abstract terms as those in (43) whose adaptation 
is influenced by the written form of English, the loanwords in (44) are common 
ones and most probably enter the language by the rout: spoken English —> spoken 
Arabic dialects standard Arabic. One possible account for the ei ay 
adaptation is as follows. According to the English diphthongization rule (Chomsky 
& Halle 1968: 183), a "high" glide (y or w) inserted after any "tense" vowel, 
hence, Chomshy and Halle make use of symbols like /6e:y/, /e:y/ and /i:y/ to stand 
for English /ai/, /ei/ and /la/, respectively. It can be inferred, therefore, that 
English /ei/ resembles Arabic ay in terms of features (i.e. tenseness and highness). 
That is, each diphthong consists of a tense vowel plus a high glide (i.e. y). Thus, in 
hearing the English /ei/ by speakers of ay-Arabic dialects", it is adapted into 
Arabic ay as its nearest equivalent. Since MSA has the same dialectal sequence ay, 
it is maintained in such loans that enter MSA through the rout: /ei/ a y a y . 
d, /; < /la/ 
(45) bakti:nya<lhee:kii9n9l 'bacteria' 
kafiti:ri:ya < /kaefatiaria/ 'cafeteria' 
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bi:ra </bi8 'beer' 
In addition to the monophthongization of /la/ into /;, the English /la/ 
occurring in final syllables of multi-syllabic words, usually undergoes the vocalic 
glide inversion rale (see 3.4.7 below) and is changed to the sequence /VGV/ 
(vowel + glide + vowel), as can be seen in the first two cases in (45). The rule can 
also be applied to the medial /la/ as in ba:triyu:t from English /peetriat/ 'Patriot, a 
trade name of American missiles.' 
e. u: < /ua/ 
(46) /w/wr</fluari:n/'fluorine' 
karikatuT < /kaerikatjua/ 'caricature' 
f. i: < /ea/ 
(47) ?i:rba:s < iQObKsl 'airbus' 
?ambi:r < /aempea/ 'Ampere' 
In the loanword mala.riya from English /malearia/, the diphthong /ea/ is 
assimilated into the long vowel a:. 
g. aw < /au/ 
(48) bawdar < /pauda/ 'powder' 
maws < /maus/ 'mouse (of the computer)' 
In the corpus of MSA loanwords, the English /au/ is only attested in two 
cases as stated in (48) above and substituted by its MSA equivalent diphthong aw. 
h. u: < hi/ 
(49) tayfu:d < /taifoid/ 'typhoid' 
^u:ya < /sola/ 'soya (beans)' 
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In the analysis of English diphthongs (a-h) above, the MSA vocalic 
assimilation rule is straightforward; the glides whose first element is either the 
English "front" vowel /ae/, Id or 1x1 are assimilated to the MSA long "front" vowel 
i: (b, c, d & f) or to MSA long "front" vowel a: (f); similarly, those English 
diphthongs having either the "back" vowel /u/ or /o/ as one of their constituents 
are monophthongized to MSA long "back" vowel u: (a, e, & h). Though English 
/au/ in (g) contains the back vowel /u/ as its second element, it is replaced by its 
MSA counterpart aw rather than by u:. 
In addition to the two-vocalic sequences (i.e. diphthongs), we may come 
across three vocalic sequences which consist of a "diphthong + a". This sequence 
is veiy common in English. It occurs with the English diphthongs /ei/, ai/, /oi/, 
/au/ and /au/. All may be followed by the schwa /a/ within the word as in English 
words: layerVleia/, 'fire-/faia/', 'employer-/impbia/', Noah-/naua/' and 'tower-
/taua/', respectively (Cruttenden 1994: 128). Out of these, the only English 
sequences found in MSA loanwords data are /aia/ and /oia/ as can be seen in (50). 
(50) faym:s >/vaiaras/ 'virus' 
daylikti:kiyyah < l&diiQ\&k\ik\izQml 'dialecticalism' 
su:ya < /soia/ 'soya(beans)' 
The third element of the sequence (i.e. the schwa /a/) is either deleted from 
MSA loanwords as the first two cases in (50) or adapted into a longer vowe! of 
MSA after inserting a vocalic glide to separate the two-vowel sequence (resulting 
from diphthong simplification and /a/ adaptation process) which is not pemissible 
in MSA as the last case in (50). 
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3.4.6 Quantitative changes in vowels 
So far as vowels are concerned, length is explicitly phonemic in MSA 
phonology, where the short vowels contrast with their long counterparts as, for 
instance, in full 'Arabian jasmine' and fu.i 'broad beans'.'^ 
The quantity of a vowel is normally affected by many phonological factors 
as: 
a) Syllable structure (type and number of syllables in the word), 
b) Accentuation (i.e. stress), and 
c) The adjacent consonant that precedes or follows the vowel. 
As an example of the last factor, in English, vowels are generally shorter 
before voiceless consonants than before voiced consonants or pause. The English 
/i:/ in ^i : t / 'beat' is only about half as long as the /i:/ of /bird/ 'bead' or ^ i : / 'bee' 
(see Cruttenden 1994: 52, 92). 
In MSA loanwords, however, the first two factors seem to be more 
operative and influential. Broadly speaking, it is a general tendency of MSA to 
lengthen the English short vowels like /i/, /s/, Id/ etc., as a result of the inevitable 
change of their quality. 
To illustrate the impact of the first factor on vowel length in MSA loans 
from English, consider the following examples in (51): 
(51) a. kabi:nah </kEehin/'cabin' 
?amri:ka < /amerika/ 'America' 
?istarli:niyy < /st3:liQ/ 'sterling' 
b. ?aspiri:n < /aesprin/ 'aspirin' 
tira:nzi:t < /traensit/ 'transit' 
balasti:k < /plaestilc/ 'plastic' 
In more than 16 cases, the English III is regularly lengthened when it occurs in 
penultimate open syllables (as in 51a) or in final close syllables (as in 51b) of 
polysyllabic MSA correlates. The adaptation also involves, of course, a change in 
vowel quantity from English lax III to MSA tense i:. 
There are few exceptions to this rule. The vowel III is lengthened in words 
like ji:ta:r from /gita:/ 'guitar', though it occurs in the initial syllable and is 
maintained in words like su:barmakit from /su:pamD:kit/ 'supermarket' though it 
is a multi-syllabic loanword. 
The effect of accentuation on vowel quantity is partially manifested in the 
adaptation of English schwa /a/ into MSA a as can be seen in (55): 
(52) ka:sit </k8set/'cassette' 
ku:ras </ko:r0s/'chorus' 
ra:da:r < /reda.-r/ 'radar' 
Changing lei into a longer vowel emerges from the fact that in English, any 
syllable contains /a/ as its nucleus is always unsti'essed; since all syllables in MSA 
are stressed, either by the primary or secondary stress'^ (though stress in MSA is 
predictable and a phonemically non-distinctive feature of the language), the 
English /a/ is bound to be lengthened in its MSA correlates. 
On the other hand, the adaptation in quantity may involve reduction of the 
duration of some English vowels. The English long front vowel leel, for example, 
is shortened into MSA a in a sizeable number of loanwords (28 cases) when 
occuiTing in the initial syllable of most disyllabic and polysyllabic MSA 
con-elates. Examples in (53) will illustrate the point: 
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(53) satalayt < /sastalait/ 'satellite' 
kabsu:lah < /kaepsju:]/ 'capsule' 
Tasfalt < /aesfaelt/ 'asphalt' 
takti:k < /tsektik/' (.aciic 
karamil< /kaer9mel/ 'caramel' 
In some other disyllabic and multisyllabic loanwords (10 cases) the quantity of 
/ae/ is somewhat maintained, however, as in ta:ksi, ka:btin, fa:zili:n from English 
/taeksi/ 'taxi', /vassilirn/ 'vaseline', and /kaeptin/ 'captain', respectively. 
In terms of quantity too, it can be noted here that diphthongs in English are 
equivalent in length to the long (pure) vowels (Cmttenden 1994: 119). The same 
holds true in MSA with regard to the diphthongs ay and aw as compared to the 
long vowels a:, i: and u: (see al-Matlabi 1984: 234 & Mahadin 1996: 46). Since 
most of English diphthongs are assimilated into one of MSA three long vowels, 
the quantity hardly matters. In other words, the length is more or less maintained, 
though, as can be inferred from Mitleb (1984: 231), English long vowels 
(including diphthongs) have not the same duration as those of MSA; the former 
are somewhat longer than the latter. This implies a slight reduction in the quantity 
of English diphthongs. In sum, what is mainly adapted in the (a-h) account of the 
previous section in 3.4.5 is only the quality of English vowels. The quantity 
remains marginal. 
3.4.7 Vocalic glide insertion 
MSA disallows the combination of two (or more) different vowels in its 
phonotactics; this constraint suggests that a nucleus of MSA syllable is always 
composed of a single vowel and never be a sequence of different vowels. 
The expression "different vowels" in the previous paragraph should not be 
understood as to otherwise state that a sequence of two "similar vowels" might 
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exist in MSA syllable structure. Rather, the only implication the expression may 
have is that "long vowels (in their underlying forms) can be considered as 
sequences of two identical vowels" (Mahadin 1996: 44-5). 
To avoid the occurrence of two (or more) vowel sequences in MSA 
boiTOwings from English, MSA resons lo a phonological rule at work in order to 
alter such unacceptable sequences to acceptable ones; that is the rule of vocalic 
glide insertion. 
Vocalic Glide Insertion Rule: 
The types of vowel sequences that found in English loanwords, and which 
are subject to the rule of vocalic glide insertion are mentioned in (54) below: 
(54) a. two pure vowels such as /ID/, /ue/ /ise/, etc., 
b. a diphthong such as /la/, oil, etc and, 
c. a diphthong + a vowel such as /leu/, aio/, etc.''' 
Now, consider the following examples: 
(55) a. ?ulu:mbiya:d < /aullmpiaed/ 'Olympiad' 
jiyu:lu:jiya < /d3i'Dl8d3i/ 'geology' 
Tinfiluwanza < /mflu'enze/ 'influenza' 
kalsiyu:m < /kselsiem/ 'calcium' 
b. ra:diyu: < /reidlGU/ 'radio' 
malu:riyu < /malearia/ 'malaria' 
fi:diyu:< NxAiqu! 'video' 
kafiti:riya < /kaefetiariQ/ 'cafeteria' 
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The vocal glide insertion rule is applied in a total of 28 cases in the 
loanword data. The intrusive glide is either y (the most frequent=26 cases) or w 
(very rare = 2 cases), and that is determined by the spreading o the preceding 
vowel, i.e. it is a back glide w after a back vowel as the last example in (55a) and a 
front guide y after a front vowel as the rest of examples in (55). 
The split of vowel sequences by means of a vocalic glide in English 
loanwords can be couched in a form of a rule in (56). 
(56) English MSA 
{VV} {VGV} G = the glide >> or H-
The intrusive glide should not be treated as a member of a diphthong. If we 
analyzed it as such, we would have a sequence of two vowels (the created 
diphthong plus a vowel, preceding or following it). The alternative and adequate 
analysis is that the glide of the rule in (56) can safely be considered as a separate 
consonant (i.e. semi-vowel) whose function is to break the unpermitted vowel 
sequences in MSA loans. 
This observation also operates in some cases where the vocalic glide 
replaces the first element of the English vowel sequence as in ?i:dyulu:jiyyah from 
/aidi'Dladsi/ 'ideology' and fisyulujiya from /fizi'Dladsi/ 'physiology' or 
sometimes substitutes a diphthong as in hirwi:n from /herauin/ 'heroin'. 
The glottal stop /'and the glide h may have the same function of the vocalic 
glide as stated by the rule in (56). The former may be inserted to break vowel 
sequences within words (see 3.3.3), while the latter is inserted when the MSA 
bound plural morpheme -a:t is suffixed to singular loanwords ending with the 
vowel u: as in si:na:riyu:-ha:t (pi.) 'scenarios' and sa:mbu:-ha:t (pi.) 'shampoos' 
(see 4.4.1 in the next chapter). 
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Endnotes to Chapter Three 
1. For further details, the reader is refen-ed to Danesi (1985c: 9-12). 
2. For example, the phonetic approximation theory cannot explain why 
English loanwords containing /9/ are borrowed with /s/ [+ strident] in 
French while in Serbo-Croatian such English loanwords are borrowed 
with N [-continuant], despite the fact that both French and Serbo-
Croatian have /s/ and N in their phonemic inventories. 
3. A similar classification had been held by early Arab loanword 
investigators. They group the Arabic phonemic substitutes for foreign 
sounds as mandatory (i.e. regular) and unmandatoty (i.e. irregular) 
changes. In the case of the regular replacements, al-Jawaaliqiy}', for 
instance, observes that "the substitution (of foreign sounds) is 
conditional lest they (the Arabs) should include in their speech what is 
not part of the their (inventory of) sounds." (see Abdulrahim 1990: 65 in 
his introduction to al-Jawaaliqiyy's ?al-mu Tarrab). 
4. Paradis and Lebel (1994) hold a similar distinction of Danesi's (1985c) 
between PSM (of PA) and PAS (of MA). Instead of 'PA' and 'MA' 
features, they refer to these as "an articulator node feature" and "a root 
node feature", respectively. In this regard also, both sides keep the viev/ 
that the adaptation mostly takes place with the marked (less significant) 
PA (articulator node feature). In their analysis of French loanwords in 
Fula, Paradis and Lebel justify, for instance, the adaptation of French 
non-anterior fricative /J/ into Fula anterior fricative /s/ as follows: 
Delinking of [-anterior], instead of [+continuant], is explained by the fact 
that [continuant] is a root node feature in all feature geometry nodes, not 
an articulator node dependent such as [anterior]. The feature [continuant] 
is more important than [anterior] because it establishes a major 
distinction among segments - it differentiates stops from fricatives -
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while [anterior] establishes only a minor distinction within a specific 
class of consonants, the coronal ones. 
(Paradis & Lebel 1994: 79-80). 
5. The last two examples in (28) are also reported in Shahin (1986: 322). 
6. In older loanwords from Greek, Latin and other languages, the 
mechanism in (28b) is the most frequent and is followed in loanwords 
like (see Ah 1987: 108). 
?qfla:}u:n < 'plato' (Greek) 
?is{abl < 'stable' (Latin) 
?u§tu:l < 'fleet' (Greek), etc. 
7. At this point, it is interesting to note that while all Arabic long vowels 
(according to Mahadin 1996) are treated as surface representation that 
are derived from underlying diphthongs (or rather sequences of a short 
vowel plus a glide), English diphthongs are said to be principally 
derived from earlier pure vowels (Cruttenden 1994: 119). 
8. In modem spoken dialects like Damascus Arabic, we have the mid-
vowels e: and o: which correspond to MSA ay and aw in certain 
positions (see Mahadin 1996, & Ferguson 1997). So, the MSA bayt and 
nawm are pronounced as be:t and no:m in the colloquial. This suggests 
that there is no contrast between the two sets of sounds and "one might 
be able to regard e: and o: as sub-phonemic stylistic variants of ay and 
aw, respectively, or vice versa" (Ferguson, p. 120). 
9. In some certain environments particularly in final position, MSA ay and 
aw are alternatively assimilated into the long vowel a:, hence prove to 
be unstable. In native words like ?ilay and ?alay, y of ay is assimilated 
into a, so we get ?ila: 'to' and Tala: 'on, above'. Mahadin (1996: 58) 
argues that assumption that such words have the diphthong ay is that 
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when they have cliticized pronouns, the gHde is retained as in Talayka 
'on you' and Filayka 'to you'. 
Such instability is also applicable to English glides which are 
"susceptible to variations in different regional and social types of 
speech, even within RP (Received Pronunciation) where considerable 
variation is possible in both elements (of English diphthongs)" 
(Cruttenden 1994: 119). 
10. There is another example that can be added to this list. That is the 
alternative use oika:bil (from /keibl/ 'cable') as kaybal. 
11. The dialectical influence of some qy-colloquials like Yemeni and Iraqi 
Arabics (See al-Ani 1970: 35) can also be felt in the alternative 
adaptation of English /i:/ in words like /di:zl/ 'diesel', and /ni:k8l/ 
'nickel' into ay of MSA loanwords di:zil and ni:kil, giving the loan 
forms dayzal and nayakal. 
12. Similarly, length is pertained to all consonants when they are 
geminated. Then the geminated (or doubled) consonants are said to be 
long, and opposed to their (short) ingeminated correspondents 
13. Some linguists look at stress in Arabic to be distinguished at three 
levels: primary, secondary, and weak (seek al-Ani 1970: 87). 
14. Sometimes one-vowel element is omitted to avoid the two-vowel 
sequences. The case at point is the omission of /a/ in the English 
sequence 'diphthong +8' like /aia/ and aua/, etc. (see examples in (50) 
above). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE MORPHOSYNTA CTIC 
INTEGRA TION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS 
IN MSA 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MORPHOSYNTACTIC 
INTEGRATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN MSA 
4.0 Introduction 
In the realm of linguistic boiTOwing, a loanword is assimilated more or less 
rabidly into the phonological, grammatical and semantic systems of the recipient 
language. "Grammatically, the borrowed form is subject to the system of the 
bon-owing language, both as to syntax and as to the indispensable inflections and 
the fully current, "living" constructions of composition and word-formation" 
(Bloomfield 1996[1933]: 453). In this sense, the study of morphosyntactic 
adaptations of loanwords becomes as significant as that of modifications and 
adjustments made to loanwords to conform to the sound patterns of the recipient 
language. 
No doubt that the variation aspects of phonological and grammatical 
structure of MSA, as a Semitic language, are radically different from many of the 
well-known languages of Europe including English. 
The proper aim of this chapter, therefore, is to inquire into the treatment of 
English loans by MSA morphological and grammatical systems. First, in the light 
of observations and arguments put forward by different linguists in the area of 
grammatical borrowing, the occurrence of morphosyntactic borrowings in MSA, if 
any, is investigated (section 4.1). Second, in applying the Paradigmatic Principle 
(PP) proposed in the Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization (Danesi 1985c), 
an attempt is made to detennine the possible morphological mechanisms at work 
that participate in reshaping or remodeling borrowed elements in accordance with 
MSA moiphological patterns (section 4.2). In the remaining three sections the 
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question of the morphosyntactic integration of English borrowings is addressed in 
terms of MSA derivational morphology (section 4.3), nominal morphology 
(pluralization and gender assignment) (section 4.4), and compounding process 
(section 4.5). 
4.1 The nature of morphosyntactic borrowing 
Morphosyntactic bon'owing, when occurs, may refer to the transferability 
of parts of speech and grammatical features of the source language into the system 
of the recipient language. 
In a language-contact situation, languages relatively diverge in their 
receptivity of the various form classes (parts of speech) of loanwords. The 
predominance of the grammatical category of nouns over other loanword classes 
has gained an absolutely full consensus in the literature. Function morphemes 
(such as pronouns, articles, prepositions etc.) have a secondary position on the 
hierarchy scale of borrowability after content words (i.e. nouns, verbs and 
adjectives). Bound morphemes (such as affixes, inflections, etc.) even face worse 
fate; they, together with syntactic rules, always occupy the ultimate position of the 
scale. 
The adoption of bound and structural morphemes has been among the most 
resistant features of language to contact-induced change. The transfer of these 
elements has been described to be "extremely rare" (see Haugen 1950; Weinreich 
1966; and Hockett 1970). This conclusion basically relies on the criterion of 
integration of different morphological elements. Weinneich (1966: 35), for 
instance, states, "the fuller integrated (i.e. structurally coherent or bound) the 
moipheme, the less likelihood of its transfer". Haugen (1950: 225) fiirther notes, 
"in the lexicon, foreign patterns may actually predominate over the native, but the 
structural elements persist". 
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4.1.1 Form classes of English loanwords in MSA 
In terms of morphology, a statistical analysis has been followed to find out 
the categories of English loans involved in MSA loanword corpus. The process 
excludes all the derivatives, i.e. the indirectly borrowed items and is limited to 
what is called or thought to be the borrowing proper, i.e. the base forms or directly 
borrowed elements'. The result is that out of approximately 542, we get 417 
loanwords. As table 4.1 explores, the proper loanwords only fall into three 
categorical forms of the following order: nouns (98.6%), adjectives (1.2%) and 
interjections (0.2%) with no room for other form classes such as verbs, adverbs, 
etc. 
Table (4.1): Number and percentage of each form class of the borrowing 
proper 
FORM CLASS NUMBER OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
Nouns 411 98.6% 
Adjectives 5 1.2% 
Interjections 1 0.2% 
Others 0 0 
Grand Total 417 100% 
The fact that the striking majority of English loans in MSA are nouns is 
consistent with the results of loanword studies in many other languages in which 
"the items for which new designations were needed have been, to an 
ovei-whelming degree, such as are indicated by nouns" (Weinreich 1966: 37). The 
present analysis may also work as a supportive evidence for Poplack et al.'s 
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(1988:64) view that nouns have a particular propensity to be borrowed over and 
above their frequency of occurrence in the recipient language. 
With respect to the hierarchies of borrowing in MSA, the order of nouns 
followed by the class of adjectives as indicated in table 4.1 is in line with those of 
Muysken (1981) on Quechua and Singh (1981) on Hindi (see Appel & Muysken 
1987:170); and cf Haugen (1950: 224) on American Norwegian and Poplack et al. 
(1988: 63) on Canadian French.^ 
4.1.2 MSA resistance to morphosyntactic borrowing 
The absence of verbs, function words and bound morphemes from MSA 
loanword corpus is a strong evidence for MSA great resistance to morphosyntactic 
borrowings.^ No doubt that clear cases of this kind of transfer have been attested 
in the literature in many languages, though limited and minor ones. McCarthy 
(1985:13), for example, notes that "Arabic and Persian grammatical rules were 
brought into Turkish". Among others, he provides the example of Arabic endings 
for feminine gender and dual number, which had to be attached to Turkish 
adjectives to make it agree with the noun, despite the fact that Turkish did not 
have such grammatical suffixes. Yet, the situation in MSA is totally different. 
In effect, Appel and Muysken (1987) suggest that there are five ways or 
"scenarios" in which grammatical borrowing could potentially take place. They 
are repeated in (1) for convenience: 
(1) Through gradual convergence due to prolonged coexistence 
Through cultural influence and lexical borrowing 
Through second language learning 
Through relexification 
Through imitation of prestige patterns 
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The first and second scenarios seem to be mainly responsible for the 
influence of western languages (especially English and French) on MSA during 
the colonial and post-colonial eras. This entails the hypothesis that MSA should 
have been morphologically and syntactically affected by the grammatical system 
of these languages. Amazingly enough, the morphosyntactic analysis of MSA 
loanword data has proved that nothing of this has occurred. The foreign 
borrowings into the language are only restricted to the lexical level, whereas the 
grammatical influence is completely absent. This is due to the fact that 
grammatical level of a language is less likely to change compared to the 
phonological and lexical levels, and since vocabulary is perhaps the most visible 
part of a language, lexical borrowing is perceived as affecting the recipient 
language in its very being. 
The fact that the overwhelming majority of MSA borrowings are nouns can 
be explained in terms of structure-based constraints. Nouns are transferred as such 
because they are structurally less integrated or less coherent in the recipient 
structure than function words or even other content words, hence being more 
easily to be borrowed. Tn other words, nouns are said to cause fewer disturbances 
to the paradigmatic and syntagmatic coherence of the borrowing language (Appel 
and Muysken 1987: 172). Paradigmatic coherence is related to the tightness of 
organization of a given (sub)categoiy, while syntagmatic coherence refers to the 
organization of the sentence. MSA verbs, for example, have a certain number of 
paradigmatically and syntagmatically organized patterns (usually ten), which are 
strictly followed in verb-formation process. In this case non-native verbs are 
constrained against borrowing, and consequently be harder to be adopted than 
nouns. 
In semantic terms, content words have a clear link to cultural content 
whereas function words do not (ibid: 171). Among content forms nouns rank as 
the form with most lexical content whose role is to extend the referential function 
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of the language. Therefore, nouns are agreed upon on the part of Arab scholars to 
be transferred and arabicized because they (nouns) are usually the locus that shows 
degrees of disparity among human languages and the only category to which 
reference of various new inventions, discoveries and concepts is essentially made. 
It is appropriate to noie ihai some peripheral morphological borrowings may be 
traced in MSA; for example the affixes s:ubar- 'super-', and jiyu:- 'geo-' and the 
plural inflection ' V z ' are attested. It has been generalized (Hockett 1976: 409), 
however, that loanwords are almost always "free forms" and bound forms are 
borrowed as such with extreme scarcity and only occur as integral parts of various 
whole loans. In all cases of MSA loanword data, these elements (bound 
morphemes) take place in words that contain them, i.e. as parts of a stock of 
independently borrowed words. What is important here is that such borrowings do 
not function productively in MSA, i.e. they do not bring about any 
morphosyntactic change."* 
Unlike some other languages, MSA has never borrowed any non-native 
grammatical particles or even verbs. This is, in addition to the reasons stated 
earlier, simply due to the fact that Arabic, as fiill-fledged and privileged language 
and as a descendant of CA, does not feel the need for doing so. At this point, 
Danesi (1985c: 22) points out "rarely will a language borrow system grammatical 
morphemes unless they are needed for some specific pragmatic reasons". 
4.2 The Paradigmatic Principle (PP) 
The Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization proposed by Danesi 
(1985c) (see chapter three) posits that there are three basic t}'pes of adaptation 
mechanisms of a morphological, phonological and phonetic nature, which 
converge to assimilate (nativize) a foreign item. Thus, the foreign form X is 
shaped to X' in the following way in (2). 
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(10) 
X 
[+Foreign] 
Morphological rules 
A, B,... 
Phonological rules 
a, b, ... 
Phonetic substitution 
X' 
-•[+Native] 
Adaptation 
mechanisms 
or strategies 
This indicates that there are two types of adaptation mechanisms: the 
phonological and phonetic mechanisms, on one hand, and the morphological ones, 
on the other. The focus in the former is on the phonology proper and explained by 
the PSP (the Phonological Synchronization Principle) as we have seen in chapter 
three. In the latter, it is on the form-class membership that is triggering form-
reshaping processes and, in tern, accounted for by the PP (the Paradigmatic 
Principle), which is our target of discussion in this section. The PSP and PP 
interact with each other in order to generate a nativized loanword that is 
indistinguishable in phonological configuration and form-class shape from native 
words. The PP implies the following hypothetical insights: 
(i) A loanword is "reshaped" in form to fit in with native words in the 
lexicon. 
(ii) The PP is posited to account for the morphophonemic adjustments 
(additions, deletions, and modifications) made to a loanword in order 
to make it conform to the paradigmatic class to which it is assigned, 
and which could not be explained in any other way. 
(iii) These specific adjustments are explained in terms of paradigmatic 
reshaping mechanisms (PRMs); nouns, for example, will undergo 
different transformations than verbs. 
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(iv) The borrower is sensitive to the morphological class and function of 
the item to be nativized; the person who adopts a foreign item can 
intuitively sense the item's class assignment on the basis of its 
reference system (e.g. nouns refer to objects, ideas, etc., verbs to 
actions, and so on). This view, therefore, is said to have a 
psycholinguistic focus. 
(v) Though interacting with each other, the morphological mechanisms 
are viewed to be autonomous from the phonological mechanisms 
rather than to be extensions of them. The borrower seems to make 
some adjustments purely on the basis of the internal paradigmatic 
requirement of the native language without any reference to the 
phonological configuration of the incoming item. Perceptions of 
foreign segments play no role in the type of nativization strategy. 
Within this framework of the PP, an attempt is to be made in this section to 
diagnose the paradigmatically motivated mechanisms that are assumed to be 
responsible for English items reshaping in MSA. Apart from the non-native 
derivatives, the concentration is to be on the MSA direct borrowings (i.e. nouns 
and adjectives). 
The general operating PRM in nativizing foreign nouns and adjectives is 
the so-called "morpheme suffixation". It is a morphologically-induced process: the 
nature of nominal or adjectival suffix is determined and triggered by the 
grammatical categoiy and function of the item, i.e. it is motivated not by 
phonological but rather by morphological requirement. 
The subsequent two subsections, therefore, are devoted to elaborate the 
different PRMs at work in assimitaling English borrowed nouns and adjectives 
into MSA lexicon. 
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4.2.1 Borrowed noun reshaping 
As mentioned earlier, in order to be arabicized, a foreign noun undergoes 
the PRM of morpheme suffixation. The realization of the morpheme suffixes in all 
cases is either i) the nominal suffixes -ah, -iyyah or -ya, which assign noun to 
feminine subcategory, or ii) the zero morpheme which assigns noun, in most 
cases, to masculine subcategory. 
These two PRMs may, to great extent, correspond to what are called 
"complete transmorphemization" and "zero transmorphemization", respectively, 
adopted by Dushku (1998). While the former refers to the complete morphological 
adaptation of the incoming item, the latter indicates that the citation form of a 
loanword in the recipient language does not show any formal difference from the 
citation form of the model. What follows is an illustrative discussion of these two 
PRMs: 
A. 
1. -ah 
(3) 
[nominal suffix] 
- ah 
- iyyah 
_-ya: 
+noun 
_ +feminine_ 
kabi:nah < 'cabin' 
ya.rdah < 'yard' 
kabsudah < 'capsule' 
ji:nah < 'gene' 
burns ta:tah < 'prostate' 
sukala:tah < 'chocolate' 
The grammatical feminine gender assigned to borrowed nouns is t}'pically 
indicated by the native feminine singular ending -ah, as can be observed in the 
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examples in (3) above, and by analogy with native nouns like waraqah 'a sheet of 
paper', dawlah 'a state, country', etc. -ah is usually known as taP-marbufah in 
Arabic linguistics. In isolation (i.e. in pausal form) ta ?-marbufah is pronounced as 
-ah.^ However, it is realized as -at when a case ending (i.e. a grammatical vowel of 
?i?ra:b) follows as in kabi.nati 'my cabin', where the possessive pronominal 
suffix -i indicates the genitive case. 
In many other cases, the form of the borrowing determines the feminine 
gender subcategorization: if the borrowing ends with /-a/, it is treated as feminine 
singular. In such cases the foreign vocalic segment /-a/ is mistakably interpreted 
by Arabic speakers as the feminine singular suffix -a(h). The examples in (4) will 
suffice: 
(4) fv.za < 'visa' 
siinama: < 'cinema' 
mili:sya < 'militia' 
banura:ma < 'panorama' 
ku:ka ku:la < 'Coca Cola' 
bakti:riya < 'bacteria' 
In few similar loanwords ending with the foreign segment /-a/, the MSA 
glottal -h is attached and constitutes with /-a/ the feminine singular marker -ah, 
yielding the arabicized words as in (5): 
(5) Fajindah < 'agenda' 
tu:nah < 'tuna' 
bija:mah < 'pyjamas'^ 
2. -iyyah 
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The suffixation of nominal ending -iyyah to noun stems yields the so-
called pattern "the artificial infinitive" {al-masdar a§-§inaTiyy). It consists of 
nisbah (relative) suffix -iyy and the feminine singular marker -ah? 
The suffix -iyyah has become one of the most frequent and productive 
derivational suffix in Arabic morphology. Stetkevych (1970: 27) describes this 
process as "a broadly used approach to lexical neologizing". The use of this 
pattern is not new, however. It had been used, though not very productively, in 
the past - say during the Middle Ages - with few native words as with the word 
su Tu:biyyah^ 'a movement de-emphasizing the Arab hegemony'. On the contrary, 
it has become so common in the modem times. The sanction made by Arabic 
Language Academy in Cairo (see Hijazi 1998: 101) is certainly considered the 
main factor that has facilitated the extensive use of the artificial infinitive pattern. 
In MSA the suffix -iyyah is added to various kinds of native noun stems as 
can be seen in (6) below: 
(6) - to a conective noun, e.g. 
qawm 'nation, people' 
hamaj 'savage' 
- to a verbal noun, e.g. 
?iMra:k 'participation' 
taqadum 'progress' 
- to an active participle, e.g. 
fa:tif 'sympathetic' 
ja:dib 'attractive, 
gravitational' 
> qawmiyyah 
> hamajiyyah 
> 
> 
'nationalism' 
'savageness' 
Pistirakiyyah 'socialism' 
> taqadumiyyah 'progressivism' 
fa:tifiyyah 'sentimentalism' 
> ja:dibiyyah 'attractiveness, 
gravitation' 
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This PRM is also operative in English loanwords. The artificial infinitive is 
derived from borrowings either by suffixing -iyyah to directly borrowed nouns as 
in (7): 
(7) dibluma:siyyah < diplomacy 
?idyulu:jiyyah < ideology 
sinfu:niyyah < symphony 
?istira:ti:jiyyah < strategy 
or by deriving the pattern from already existing borrowed elements as in (8): 
(8) balastvk 'plastics' < balasti:kiyyah 
takti:kiyyah 
dikta:tu:riyyah 'dictatorship' 
ma:riksiyyah 'Marxism' 
Since the original foreign items in (7) above have the final vocalic segment 
/-i/, what is suffixed is only the ending -yyah. The modification involved here can 
be accounted for in phonological terms. The addition of -iyyah to the English 
model 'diplomacy', for example, results in the unacceptable arabicized loanword 
* diblumasiiyyah which further rendered to diblumasiyyah by means of vowel 
deletion. MSA resorts to i-deletion technique to avoid having two-vowel sequence 
that is not allowed in the language. 
It might be infen'ed from cases cited in (6), (7) and (8) that the artificial 
infinitive pattern is mainly molded to denote different world ideologies, trends and 
views. In other words it is formed to express abstract nouns. Wright (1955, Vol. I, 
p.l65) and Ali (1987: 9), for example, consider the final -ah of -iyyah in this 
regard to be an indicator of abstractness. 
i:k  
takti:k 'tactic' < 
dikta:tu:r 'dictator' < 
ma:riks 'Marx' < 
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Aside from the artificial infinitive which is associated with abstract ideas 
and concepts, the suffix -iyyah may be attached to borrowed nouns to indicate 
concrete objects and places as in mi:da:liyyah 'medal', qun^uliyyah 'consulate', 
etc. 
3. -ya: 
The PRM, in which the feminine ending -ya: is suffixed to abstract nouns 
like those in (9) below, seems to be solely applicable to foreign borrowings. ^ 
(9) tiknulu:jiya: < technology 
?ithnulu:jiya: < ethnology 
di:mugra:fiya: < demography 
?untulu:jiya: < Ontology 
jiyulu:jiya: < geology 
-ya: is added to foreign terms which refer to different scientific disciplines, 
usually to those terms which end with '-logy' and '-graphy', as it is clear in (9) 
above. The rule, however, is relatively flexible, for there exist some cases in which 
-ya: suffixation is not applied like in mi:krubu:luji 'microbology', fisyu:luji 
'physiology', and so forth. 
B. [nominal suffix] • [ ^ ] 
+ noun 
masculine,^ 
The process of foreign noun reshaping formulated in (B) follows from the 
Arabic rule, which assigns masculine genders to native nouns. It states that a zero 
moipheme (f) is suffixed to boiTowed nouns assigning them with masculine 
subcategory. Here are some examples of the point: 
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(10) binzi.n < benzine fi:tami:n < vitamin 
ra:da:r < radar du:la:r < Dollar 
di.na.mu: < dynamo sa:mbu: < shampoo 
tilifu:n < ieiephone su:barma:rkit < supermarket 
wiski < whisky rutUn < routine 
It is a well-known fact that Arabic, in general, has no overt grammatical 
marker(s) for masculine singular, i.e. masculine singular is being only covertly 
presented in the ti-anscription. Therefore, the masculine gender is classified as 
being "unmarked" (see Fischer 1992: 94), and consequently interpreted in terms of 
zero transmorphemization. 
In a nutshell, it might be generalized that unless a foreign noun is marked 
for feminine gender in the way we have discussed in (A) above, it is normally 
treated as a masculine singular. What remains to note here is that in the context of 
the present data, the PRM (^ suffixation) operates within the sizeable number of 
bon-owings and hence is regarded to be the most common strategy in noun 
reshaping adaptation. 
4.2.2 Borrowed adjective reshaping 
In the present data, the English adjectives entering MSA through the direct 
infiltration are very few. They are five in number (see table 4.1). The majority of 
non-native adjectives used in MSA lexicon are obtained through the process of 
derivation from foreign nouns (see 4.3.5). 
The borrowed adjectives, despite of their rarity, show a high degree of 
regularization with respect to reshaping processes. Adjectives are generally 
reshaped in an identical fashion to nouns, viz. by the process of morpheme 
suffixation as noted earlier. The adjectival morpheme is always realized by the 
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typically, inherited nisbah (or relative) suffix -iyy. This PRM that is involved in 
borrowed adjectives reshaping can be formed as in (11): 
(11) [adjectival suffix] • \~iyy\ 
[+ adjective ] 
and exemplified in (12): 
(12) ?utuma:ti:kiyy < 'automatic' 
?istarli:niyy < 'sterling' 
?iklmi:kiyy < 'clinical' 
?anjulu ?amn:kiyy < 'Anglo-American' 
The English adjective 'digital' is expected to be reshaped as dijita.iiyy. In 
effect, however, the adjectival marker -iyy is not attached and it is borrowed as 
dijital. This may be explained by the fact that recently borrowed loans like dijital 
are still classified as non-established (not completely assimilated) words and not 
used throughout the speech community. Rather, it is only employed in a relatively 
limited circle, i.e. by the educated speakers or those who make use of objects 
denoted by this term (e.g. satellite receiver). Sometimes the word dijital is used to 
refer to the object itself, i.e. as a noun. 
The final -iyyah is an allomorphic variant of the adjectival morpheme. The 
suffixation of either -iyy or -iyyah depends basically upon the gender of noun, 
which the adjective is supposed to modify. Compare: 
(13) (a) iiha:z ?utuma:ti:kiyy 
a machine (n/mas.) automatic (adj/mas.) 
'an automatic machine' 
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(b) hassa.bah ?utuma:ti:kiyyah 
a calculator (n/fern.) automatic (adj/fem.) 
'an automatic calculator' 
So the suffix -iyy is attached to adjectives that modify masculine nouns as in (i3a) 
and -iyyah to adjectives that modify feminine nouns as in (13b)." 
4.3 Further non-native class formations via derivation 
In this section, we shall see how MSA, as a derived language, exploits its 
derivational power to produce further non-native class forms from foreign items 
which are not directly borrowed into the language (for a discussion on MSA 
derivational capacity, see 1.2.3, chapter one). 
4.3.1 Non-native verb formation 
(New-)word formations in Arabic are ordinarily takes place through root 
abstractions. Native verbs are derived on the basis of a set of morphological/ 
inflectional patterns {?awza:n or qawadib) that are symbolized, with the help of 
vowel infexation, from either the triliteral, quadriliteral or quinquiliteral 
consonantal roots, with the first being the most common and the other two 
relatively rare; Fischer (1992: 93) points out that 90% of root morphemes have 
three radicals and the rest have four or five. For examples, the verb daras- 'to 
study' of the pattern fa ?al- and darras- 'to teach' of the pattern fa TTal are derived 
from the abstracted triliteral root d-r-s which bears the core meaning of 'studying'. 
Similarly, from the quadriliteral root b-?-0-r which generally means 'wasting/ 
scattering', we get the verb ba?9ar- 'to scatter/ waste' on the pattern fa 'Hal-, and 
so on. As far as triliteral verbs are concerned, "ten patterns (usually indicated by 
Roman number I - X in western studies) out of the traditional (classical) fifteen, 
are in actual use in MSA; the other five seldom, if ever, used" (Bulos 1965: 13). 
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Non-native verbs enter MSA only "indirectly". This postulation is 
supported by the present data. The existence of non-native verbs in Arabs' speech 
can never be denied, but all are only derivatives from the arabicized nouns, and 
not assimilated directly from foreign verbs. 
The borrow^ability of foreign verbs is blocked by restrictions of Arabic 
verbal morphology, which are imposed by such perfect system of verbal patterns 
that has been alluded to above. This network of lexical patterning is usually 
attributed by some linguists (see Stetkevych 1970) as "a mathematical formula". 
The morphological patterns of MSA, therefore, serve as constraints against 
boiTowing foreign verbs and hinder their direct integration in the language 
moiphology. Let us illustrate this point with the following hypothetical example: 
no doubt that English verbs are structurally so different from those of MSA which 
strictly follow a fixed number of verbal patterns. On the basis of this, if an English 
verb (say 'play') were directly incorporated into MSA lexicon, the output would 
seem extremely atypical. First of all, it must be moulded in accordance with one of 
Arabic canonical patterns. Then, it will be susceptible to different verb 
conjugations, further verbal and nominal derivations, and so on. All these would 
certainly create a lot of confusion and lead to inevitable deviation from the 
permissible MSA verb structure. So, if this is the case, how do English verbs, if 
ever adopted, fit in Arabic verbal morphology? 
All non-native verbs attested in the present data (for examples, see table 4.3 
below) are found to be clearly analyzable in terms of being abstracted from their 
arabicized nouns. This would mean that they are derived but not borrowed, ft 
seems that MSA prefers this kind of solution. That is, to avoid facing problems as 
those noted above, and in order to form non-native verbs, when needed, MSA 
resorts to the productive device of analogical derivation.'" 
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Generally, non-native verbs are derived from already existing boiTowed 
nouns, which may undergo the process of denominal verb-formation. Ail recent 
denominative verbs are formed from the quadriliteral root on the pattern faflal-, 
but never from the triliteral root (cf Ali 1987: 114).'^ This pattern has been 
approved by the Cairo Academy to be abstracted particularly from foreign proper 
nouns, and arabicized nouns in general (Hijazi 1998: 104). The pattern faHal-
usually indicates, among other things, "transitivity" and expresses the meaning of 
'changeability'. The paradigm in table 4.2 below summarizes the process of non-
native verb derivation: 
Table (4.2): The quadriliteral verbal root fa flal-
SOURCE ARABICIZED 
NOUN 
ABSTRACTED 
ROOT 
DERIVED 
VERB 
GLOSS 
carbon karbu:n k-r-b-n karban- to carbonize 
America ?amri:ka F-m-r-k Famrak- to Americanize 
filter filtar f-l-t-r faltar- to filter 
oxide ?uksi:d F-k-s-d Faksad- to oxidize 
television tilifiziyu:n t-l-f-z talfaz- to televise 
Marx ma.riks m-r-k-s markas to marxize 
asphalt Fas/alt s-f-l-t saflat- to asphalt 
The morpheme t- can be prefixed to the quadriliteral root f- T-l-l to form an 
additional pattern, viz. tafaHal- which is known as the augmented form of the 
quadriliteral fa'ilal-}^ This pattern, in tern, is used to denote "flexibility" and 
"imitation". So, from the verb karban- we further get takarhan- 'to get 
carbonized' and from ?amrak- we get taFamrak- 'to become American', etc. 
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It is worth mentioning that non-native verb formations take place in terms 
of analogical derivation (or arabicization). They are in line with native verb forms 
like dahraj-/ tadahraj- 'to roll/ to get rolled' and older loans from Greek origin 
like ?aqlam-/ taTaqlam- 'to acclimatize/ to become acclimatized', which are all in 
conformity with the patterns fa Hal-/ tafa Thus, the recently derived foreign 
verbs have become of typical Arabic structure. Despite the fact that their roots are 
abstracted from non-native forms, there is nothing to set them apart from native 
formations. 
4.3.2 Verbal noun (?al-ma§dar) 
MSA derivative possibilities are also exploited to produce additional noun 
fomis via deverbalization process.'^ Among these is the verbal noun (the infinitive 
or ?aJ-ma§dar). As the name denotes, verbal noun is thus derived or, so to speak, 
deverbalized from verbs. In MSA the verbal noun is formed from different t)'pes 
of verbal roots. For example, the verbal noun sarh 'explanation' is derived from 
the triliteral verb sarah- 'to explain', harwalah 'trotting, jogging' from the 
quadriliteral hanval- 'to trot, jog' and taharwul 'trotting, etc' from the augmented 
quadrilateral takarwal- 'to trot, etc.' 
Like native verbal nouns, the non-native ones are analogically derived 
following the same patterns o f f a f l a l a h , tafaflul from the quadrilateral verbs 
fa Tlal-, tafa 'Hal-, respectively, which are abstracted from the arabicized nouns as 
we have discussed in the previous point on verbs. The process of verbal noun 
fomiation can be simply schematized as shown in (14): 
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(10) Arabicized 
noun % • 
Verbal root 
faflal-
L tafa ?lal- . 
Verbal noun 
fa Halah-
. tafaflul- . 
ROOT 
ABSTRACTION 
DEVERBALIZATION 
PROCESS 
Returning to the examples used in table 4.2 above, the process in (14) goes thus: 
karhu:n 
'carbon' 
?amri:ka 
'America' 
filtar 
'filter' 
> 
> 
karban-
takarban-
Tamrak-
ta?amrak-
faltar-
> tafaltar-
etc. 
> 
> 
> 
karbanah 
takarbun 
Tamrakah 
ta?amruk 
faltarah 
tafaltur 
etc. 
'carbonization' 
'Americanization' 
'filtering' 
Finally, it should be noted that all non-native verbal nouns are molded 
according to purely existing Arabic patterns. The point is that verbal nouns like 
karbanah, Tamrakah, etc. have nothing to do with their English semantic 
correspondents, viz. 'carbonization' and 'Americanization'. To put it differently, 
no way to explain the relationship between the two groups in assimilatory terms. 
4.3.3 Participles 
In addition to verbal nouns, the grammatical category of noun in MSA is 
farther enhanced by the extra derivation of participles. They are classified as 
deverbal nouns for being derived from verbs, too. There are two participles: active 
participle and passive participle, which may function as substantives or as 
adjectives. As for active participle, Wright (1955, Vol. 1: 131-132), for example, 
observes that Arabic active participle, especially when derived from transitive 
verbs, are "not only real participles indicating a temporaiy, transitory or accidental 
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action or state of being, but also serve as adjectives or substantives denoting a 
permanent activity or quality". As a noun, the active participle is generatively used 
to produce the so called noun of instrument (^'jww l-?a:lah) such as sa:hin - fa: Til 
'charger', gassadah -faf?a:lah 'washing machine', mi§?ad - miffal 'elevator', 
muhawwi I- mufa TTil 'transformer', and the like. It is highly frequent in MSA and 
thus considered as an indicative of the evolutionary aspect of its denotative 
potential. 
Like native participles, non-native participles are entirely predictable in 
foiTn and derived through the process of analogical formation from foreign verbs. 
The native participles, however, take various patterning forms, but the non-native 
ones are only limited to the quadrilateral verbs abstracted from the borrowed 
nouns. They only appear in two patterns: the active participle pattern mufa Hil and 
passive participle pattern mufa flal. Having the four radicals f- T-l-l which bears the 
core meaning, the vowel melody (i.e. the intervocalic morpheme) u-a-i of the 
former pattern indicates the participial feature of the doer or agent of the action 
like mukarbin 'carbonizer' as analysed in (15).'^ 
(15) The Active panicipie mufa flil 
[ PREFIX ] [ROOT ] 
m 
CV 
k r b n 
/ I I \ 
cvccvc 
a 1 
[ACT. PART. ] 
mukarbin 
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The passive participle undergoes the same formation with the vowel 
melody being u-a-a which denotes the state of patient that is involved in the action 
like in mukarban '(a thing that is) carbonized' as shown in (16): 
(16) The Passive Participle mufa 
[ PREFIX ] 
m 
CV 
[ROOT ] 
k r b n 
/ I I \ 
cvccvc mukarban 
u a a 
[PASS. PART. ] 
The productive occurrence of these two patterns may be shown in the 
paradigm in table 4.3. It should be pointed out that not all the cases of participles 
attested here are found in the data, but still they are in the actual use of the 
language. 
Table (4.3): The productivity of participle patterns 
TYPE OF PATTERN 
VERBAL 
ROOT GLOSS 
ACTIVE PARTICIPLE 
mufa It'll 
PASSIVE PARTICIPLE 
mufa Hal 
Tamrak- to Americanize mu Tamrik mu Tamrak 
faltar- to filter mufaltir mufaltar 
?aksad- to oxidize mu ?aksid mu ?aksad 
talfaz- to televise mutalfiz mutalfaz 
baktar- to bacterize mubaktir mubaktar 
saflat- to asphalt musajlit musqflat 
etc. etc. 
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On the other hand, these two patterns are less productive with respect to the 
augmented quadrilateral verbal root tafflal. In the same time, while the active 
participle does occur, following the pattern mutafa ?lil as muta ?amrik, mutafaltir, 
etc., the passive participle mutafTlal is rarely used. Thus, forms like muta Tamrak, 
mutafltar are less common in the language morphology. 
4.3.4 Relative adjectives and adverbs 
It has been noted in 4.2.2 that MSA hardly borrows adjectives from other 
foreign languages. As a compensatory solution, MSA satisfies its needs of non-
native adjectives again by means of analogical derivation. 
All non-native adjectives are derived through nisbah formation (i.e. relative 
formation) via the Arabic nisbah suffix -iyy, the output of which is called "relative 
adjective". As non-native verbs, non-native nisbah formations are only entirely 
derived from borrowed (arabicized) n o u n s . T h e y ordinarily indicate that a person 
or thing pertains or is connected to a particular origin, sect, discipline, ideology, 
etc. It is interesting to note that among all productive forms, the nisba fonriation 
process is the most frequent one presenting 54% (44/ 81) as can be observed from 
the data listed in Appendix (B). 
By suffixing the ending -iyy to nouns, the denominative forms behave 
either as substantives (i.e. adjectival nouns) or adjectives. So, from the arabicized 
nouns biyulu.jiya: 'biology', and diblumasiyyah ''diplomacy'' we may get the 
nisbah formations biyudujiyy which indicates both the substantive 'biologist' and 
the adjective 'biological' and dibluma:siyy 'diplomat/diplomatic', respectively. 
This phenomenon holds true for native adjectives as well, like siya.siyy 
'politician/political' from siya:sah 'politics' and ?istira:kiyy 'socialist/social' from 
?istira:kiyyah 'socialism'. 
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Adjectives and substantives are usually distinguished from each other by 
optionally prefixing the definite article ?al- 'the''^ to the substantives, yielding 
?al-biyulu:jiyy '(the) biologist, but not referring to 'biological', and so on, or by 
context as in at-tatawwuru l-biyulu:jiyy 'the biological development' vs. ?al-
biyulu:jiyyu:na I- Tarab 'the Arab biologists', etc. 
Finally we come to the form class of adverbs. Non-native adverbs are 
derived and never attested to be borrowed. They are derived from relative 
adjectives (nisbah formations ending with -iyy) to form what is called adverbs of 
manner. In Arabic the ending of accusative case -an fiinctions as the adverbial 
case marker (Fischer 1992:97). So, to form non-native adverbs, the ending -an 
(which has the same function of the English -ly) is always suffixed to non-native 
adjectives as can be seen in (17) below: 
(17) ?utuma:ti:kiyyan ' automatically'< ?utuma:ti:kiyy 
barlama.niyyan 'through parliament' < barlama:niyy 
tiknulu.-jiyyan 'technologically' < tiknulu:jiyy 
hurmu.-niyyan 'hormonally' < hurmu:niyy 
tilifizyu:niyyan 'by television' < tilifizyu:niyy 
4.4 Nominal inflections 
In section 4.3, we have discussed the great influence of MSA derivational 
morphology on the coming items. In the present section, we shall see how English 
loanwords are treated by MSA nominal inflectional morphology. Since nouns 
always represent the striking majority among loanword corpora, perhaps one of 
the most salient intrasystemic factors (of the recipient language) that always seems 
to be operative in the nativzation process is that of regular nominal inflection. 
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It has been generalized (for example Bloomfield 1994:453-4; Weinreich 
1966:44-6 and Danesi 1985c: 27) that once a noun has been naturalized, it is 
treated more or less like any other nominal form within the morphological system 
of the recipient language. In the view of this generalization, the intention is to see 
how arabicized nouns are morphologically inflected for plurallization, and gender 
and to which exitent.^°The grammatical inflection for pluralization, which will be 
elaborated in some greater detail, is our first point of discussion. 
4.4.1 Plural inflection 
There are three numbers in MSA (and of course in CA): singular, dual and 
plural.^' The bulk of foreign nouns in general enter MSA in their singular fomis; 
very few of them have been borrowed in the form of plural (see below). 
Dual inflection (usually formed by suffixing -a:n to mas. & fem. singulars 
alike) is straightforward with all nominal forms including the relative adjectives. It 
can be assigned to nouns and adjectives regardless of their pluralization status. 
Examples in (18) will suffice: 
(18) Singular 
wins 'winch' 
sintira:l 'central' 
kart 'card' 
kabi:nah 'cabin' 
Dual 
wima.'n 
sintira:la:n 
carta: n 
kabi:nata:n 
Plural 
winsa:t 
sintira:la:t 
kuru:t 
kaba: Tin 
mi:ka:n:ikiyy 'mechanic' mi:ka:ni:kiyya:n mi:ka:ni:kiyyu:n 
The discussion in this sub-section is mainly devoted to the plural formation of 
foreign nouns, which interestingly seems to deserve serious and comprehensive 
explication. 
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The plural is a semantically productive category in Arabic: most nouns and 
adjectives have a plural form of some kind. In the same time, plural formation in 
Arabic is described as "a notoriously irregular process" (Ratchiffe 1990:102). 
Traditionally, Arab grammarians distinguish two types of plural formation: the 
sound plural (SP) and the broken plural (BP). SP is usually formed by suffixation 
to internally unchanged nominal stems. SPs are either masculine marked but the 
suffix or feminine marked by the suffix -a:t like the natives mura:sil 'a 
correspondent, reporter' mura:silu:n and hind 'a fem. proper name' hinda:t, 
respectively. BP, on the other hand, involves internal vowel manipulation and thus 
assumes various fixed morphological patterns as in the native nouns kalb 'a dog' 
kila:b on the pattern fi?a:U and walad 'a boy' ?awla:d following the pattern 
?af?a:l. The second pattern ?af?a:l indicates that some cases of BP formation may 
also involve affixation. The primary implication that can be inferred from this 
discussion is that SP is the "regular" plural form whereas BP is the "irregular" 
one, and all plurals that do not end with either -u:n or -a:t are BPs. 
Borrowed nominal forms, broadly speaking, undergo all plural formation 
strategies, and receive all plural inflectional affixes that native Arabic counterparts 
do, as examples in (19) show: 
(19) Singular Plural 
?iklini:kiyy 'a clinician' ?iklini:kiyyu:n mas. SP 
?istira:ti:jiyyah 'a strategy' ?istira:ti:jiyya:t fem. SP 
jinara:l 'an army officer' jinara:la:t fem. SP 
bank 'a bank' bunu:k BP 
malyu:n 'a million' mala:yi:n BP 
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The case of plural marking in MSA, therefore, is language-specific. That is MSA 
plural inflection operating \\'ithin native materials also applies to English borrowed 
nouns in the language. 
The statistics in (20) below show the behavior of foreign nouns and 
adjectives towards the plural system of MSA. Excluding non-native derivations, it 
roughly indicates the distribution of pluralization among proper borrowings (416 
cases). ^^  
(20) Plural distribution of borrowing proper 
a. Sound plural (mas. & fem.) 
b. Broken plural 
c. Plural doublets (SP/BP) 
d. Bon-owed as plural 
e. Ordinarily not pluralized 
172 
17 
08 
12 
207 
Grand Total : 416 
The group-divisions in (20) may need some elaboration. Let us start from the 
bottom. 
The category in (20e) simply refers to those foreign forms, which remain -
for one reason or another - singular in MSA lexicon, the main reason being their 
unaccountability. These include: i) the names of diseases {tayfu:d 'typhoid', 
mala:nya 'malaria', ?i:dz 'AIDS', etc.), ii) chemical elements {^u:diyu:m 
'sodium', yu:m:niyu:m 'uranium', ?uksiji:n 'oxygen', etc.), iii) sport games {tinis 
'tennis', ?iskuwa:s 'squash', gulf 'gol f , iv) some measurement units (?u:m 
'ohm', wa:t 'watt', disibil 'decibel', etc) v) those nouns which denote single 
identities in the world {bmta:gu:n 'Pentagon', na:tu: 'NATO', etc.) and vi) 
general {bitru:l 'petrol', Tintarnit 'internet' layzar 'laser', m:ti:n, 'routine', etc.). 
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Terms related to sport games and measurements and weight, in particular, may 
appear in plural context provided that they are preceded by numeral or plural 
words and the nouns in question remain singular. So we may come across phrases 
like ?al?a:bu t-tinis 'tennis games', xamsah 'five ohms'^^ and so on. 
Division (20d) includes few cases that have been borrowed in their plural 
fonns. Some are presented in (21): 
(21) ma:ri:nz < 'marines' 
sibs < 'chips' 
windu.-z < 'Windows (a computer software)' 
kuma:ndu:z < 'commandos' 
Such arabicized nouns retain the English plural marker '-s ' or '-z ' in their phonetic 
make up. Consequently, they never appear in their singular forms nor subject to 
Arabic plural formation. So, the singular form like *ma:n:n and the plural 
*ma:n:nzu:n, etc., do not exist in MSA. Further, it is important to note that in our 
data, the occurrence of the English plural suffix '-s' is restricted to the 
exceptionally occurred cases listed in (21). In fact such nouns are borrowed as 
such probably because they are used frequently in this form (i.e. plural) in the 
source language. 
Among this group there are also some instances, which manifest an 
interesting adaptation process pertinent to pluralization. Consider the following 
examples in (22): 
(22) karbu:na:t < 'carbonate' 
nitra:t < 'nitrate' 
karbuhi:dra:t < 'carbohydrate' 
These fornis are treated as plurals in the form of SP ending with -a:t suffix. The 
diphthong /ei/ of the final syllable of the incoming items is assimilated to a: 
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according to the Arabic monophthongization rule. The resuh is that each 
arabicized noun ends with the sequence of a: + t which is mistakably interpreted 
as the plural suffix -a:t. Such cases indeed are considered to be examples of ill-
conceived arabicized words. 
The divisions in (20 a-c) are related to sound and broken plurals and will be 
the focus of our discussion in the rest of this sub-section. When marked for these 
two plural forms, foreign nouns strikingly show a number of peculiarities, which 
will be accounted for in some detail. 
One peculiarity is related to the formation of feminine sound plural (fem. 
SP). The usual rule of fem. SP formation basically creates the final -a:t which is 
suffixed to the foreign singular nouns as in (23 a). In case the singular ends with 
feminine marker -ah or the vocalic segment -a, the vowel a herein is lengthened 
and becomes a part of the suffix -a:t as in (23 b) (remember that the marker -ah is 
originally realized as -at). 
(23) Singular 
a. fayru:s 
du.ia.T 
si:k 
mi:krufu:n 
b. Fajindah 
ya:rdah 
di:muqra:tiyyah 
mili:siya 
'virus' 
'dollar' 
'cheque' 
'a microphone' 
'an agenda' 
'a yard' 
'a democracy' 
'a militia' 
fem.SP 
fayru:sa:t 
du:la:ra:t 
si:ka:t 
mi:krufu:na:t 
?ajinda:t 
ya:rda:t 
di:muqra:tiyyat 
mili:siya:t 
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What is borrowing-specific here is that there are some singular foreign nouns 
which end with the long vowel /-u:/ or the short vowel /-i/ which are disallowed in 
this position in native singular nouns. In such cases the particular rule creates the 
fern. SP allomorphs -ha:t and -ya:t which are added to singular fornis ending 
with /-u:/ and /-i/, respectively, as illustrated in (24): 
(24) Singular fem.SP 
-ha:t si:na:riyu: 'a scenario' si:na:ri:yu:-ha:t 
fudiyu: 'a video' fi:diyu:-ha:t 
sa:mbu: 'a shampoo' sa:mbu:-hat 
di:na:mu: 'a dynamo' di:na:mu:-ha:t 
?isti:riyu: 'a stereo' ?isti:riyu:-ha:t 
-ya:t taksi 'a taxi' taksi-ya:t 
balanti 'a penalty'(football) balanti-ya:t 
lu:bi 'a lobby' lu:bi:ya:t 
and accordingly a morphological rule which is pertained to loanwords can be 
formulated as in (25) below: 
(25) -a :t [ -ha:t] / 
^ {-ya:t]l 
_u:# 
- i # 
The logical explanation for the specific rule in (25) is that the insertion of the 
glidal h and y is necessary so as to satisfy the MSA phonological constraint which 
does not permit the sequence of two vowels (u: or i on one hand and a: of the 
plural marker on the other). 
As for masculine sound plural (mas. SP) ending with the suffix -u:n, it is 
only assigned to relative adjectives (both borrowed and derived) that have rational 
(or human) referents, as the examples in (26) show: 
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mas. SP 
mi:ka:ni:kiyyu:n 
?ikli:ni:kiyyu:n 
barlama:niyyu:n 
dubluma:siyyu:n 
?amri:kiyyu:n 
(26) Singular 
Borrowed mi:ka:ni:kiyy 'a mechanic' 
?ikli:ni:kiyy 'a clinician' 
Derived barlama:ni:yy 'pertaining to parliament' 
dibluma.siyy 'a diplomat' 
?amri:kiyy 'an American' 
BP involves, as noted earlier, internal modifications of singular stem which 
result in "lexically fixed plurals in a variety of patterns" (Fischer 1992:950). All 
the BP seventeen cases attested in the data (though this figure is too humble 
compared to that of fem. SP (see table 4.5 below)), are in accordance with MSA 
canonical BP patterns. Table 4.4 shows some of these patterns with illustrated 
examples and native nouns as models. 
Table (4.4): Broken plural patterns of arabicized nouns 
BP PATTERN 
EXAMPLES 
NATIVE NOUN AS A MODEL SINGULAR PLUR.4L 
fu fu:l bank 'a bank' 
kart 'a card' 
bunu:k 
kuru:t 
?usu:d ' lions' 
?af?a:l film 'a film' 
pnn 'a ton' 
?afla:m 
?atna:n 
?aqma:r 'moons' 
fa?a:lil kabi:nah 'a cabin' 
qun§ul 'a consul' 
kaba: ?in 
qana:^il 
OaTa.iib ' foxes' 
fa ?a:li:l kartu:n 'a carton' 
milyu:n 'a million' 
kara:ti:n 
mala:yi:n 
mana:si:r 'saws' 
fa ?a:lilah duktu.r 'a doctor' daka:tirah mala:hidah 'infidels, 
heretics' 
The last column of table 4.4 suggests that all patterns are canonical and in analogy 
with native materials. But what are attested in the data are not more than seven 
patterns whereas the Arabic canonical pattems of BP exceed twenty-seven patterns 
(see Wright 1955 and Ratcliffe 1990). 
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Finally, the data provide us with eight cases whose singulars may 
alternatively pluralize either as fern. SP or BP, the latter being the most commonly 
used. These cases are termed as plural doublets mentioned in (20c) above, and 
examples are given in (27): 
Singular BP Fem.SP 
fv.za 'a visa' fiyaz = JiTal fi:za:t 
mitr 'a metre' ?amtar = ?af?a:l mitra.t 
§a:lu:n 'a salon' §awali:n = fawa: Ti:l §a:lu:na:t 
ka:bil 'a cable' kawabil =fawa: Til ka:bila:t 
4.4.1.1 Frequency of occurrence and preference of fem. SP pluralization 
So far, the discussion has shown that borrowed nominal forms may either 
receive SP or BP. The total figure of foreign nouns, which are potentially marked 
for fem. SP and BP, is 195 cases.^^ Statistically speaking, fem. SP interestingly 
represents 87% (170/195), whereas BP represent only 9% (17/195), and the rest, 
4% (8/195), is occupied by the plural doublets (either fem. SP or BP). These 
pieces of information are summarized in table 4.5 below. Again we assert that 
these figures are related to the borrowing proper, the derived nominal forms are 
excluded. 
Table 4.5 demonstrates another specification pertaining to foreign noun 
pluralization. It clearly indicates that fem. SPs have much higher frequency (89%) 
over BPs (9%). This undoubtedly would mean that while fem. SP and BP are 
qualitatively productive, only the former reflects quantitative productivity. These 
results, however, disagree with many studies (for example Fischer 1992 and 
McCarthy & Prince 1990b) which claim that in Arabic, while SP seldom occurs 
BP is the most common. To quote McCarthy and Prince (1990b: 3), they note that: 
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Although the term "sound plural" suggests normality - and indeed its form is entirety 
predictable from gender and other grammatical information - the sound plural is no w a y 
the regular or usual mode o f pluralization. . . . For the lexicon as a who le , broken plural 
formation is by far the norm rather than the exception. 
Table (4.5): Distribution of fem. SP and BP and their percentage 
M O D E OF PLURAL NUMBER OF CASES PERCENTAGE 
fem.SP 170 87% 
BP 17 9% 
Plural doublets 8 4% 
If this is the case with plural formation of native nominal forms, why is it not so in 
the context of borrowing? In other words, why does fem. SP apply to noticeably 
the majority of borrowed nouns than BP? 
In attempt to find an appropriate answer for this question, we set up the 
following arguments, which may provide an account for such peculiar 
phenomenon of foreign noun pluralization in MSA, with critical reference to Abd-
Raboo (1990), McCArthy & Prince (1990a) and McCArthy «fe Prince (1990 b). 
4.4.1.2 The number of consonants constraint (NCC) 
In order to know and determine which noun stems are "canonical" and 
which are not in Arabic, many attempts have been made to lay down general 
principles and criteria in this regard. Abd-Rabbo (1990), for example, relies on the 
number of consonants the noun stem may have as a criterion. This criterion is 
manifested in the form of a constraint called the Number of Consonants Constraint 
(NCC). The NCC is a kind of restriction on the number of consonants in the input 
forms to morphological operation (like plural formation). Regardless of other 
morphological rules, what concerns us here is the pluralization rule. It states that 
"BP formation takes as inputs only forms with three or four consonants" (Abd-
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Rabbo 1990: 55). Consequently, singular forms other than tri- and quadriliterals 
are blocked by the NCC and fail to take BP and receive only fern. SP instead. This 
does not only include those input forms above quadriliteral, but also those which 
contain two consonants (i.e. biliterals). So, the letters of Arabic alphabet, since 
they are biliterals, are blocked to form BP. All of them take fem. SP as mi:m 'the 
letter corresponds to 'm' ', qa:f 'the letter corresponds to ' q " , etc. To a 
considerable extent, the above proposal applies to English loanwords. Tri- and 
quadriliteral noun stems are readily pluralized as BP as examples in (28) illustrate: 
(28) Triliteral borrowed nouns: 
Singular BP 
kart 'a card' kuru:t 
film 'a film' ?afla:m 
fezfezVn-a/z'acabin' kaba:?in 
Quadriliteral borrowed nouns: 
§andal' a sandal' §ana:dil 
kartu:n 'a carton' kara:ti:n 
kangar 'a kangaroo' kana:gir 
On the other hand, foreign nouns, which are bilateral or above quadrilateral, take 
fem. SP rather than BP because the NCC is violated as can be seen in (29): 
(29) Biliteral Borrowed nouns 
Singular Fem.SP 
si:k 'a cheque' si:ka:t 
ba:r 'a bar' ha:ra:t 
ba:§ 'a bus' ba:§a:t 
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Above quadrilateral borrowed nouns 
burufisu.r 'a professor' burufisu:ra:t 
kumbiyu:tar 'a computer' kumhiyu:tara:t 
ha:mbu:rjar 'a hamburger' ha:mbu:rjaro:t 
This is not the end of the story, however. In fact, there are many counter examples 
of foreign nouns in the data, which are considered canonical from the point of 
view of the NCC (having three or four consonants), yet they are marked only for 
fem. SP and fail to be assigned for BP, though they satisfy the NCC. Such cases 
are exemplified in (30): 
(30) ka:mira < 'a camera' 
ra:diyu: < 'a radio' 
di:na:mu: < 'a dynamo' 
katalu.j < 'a catalogue' 
jinarad < 'a general' (an army officer) 
di:na:§u:r < 'a dinosaur' 
It is a clear sign that the NCC is inadequate and incapable of providing a thorough 
explanation for the problem in (30). Therefore, we may need a more effectively 
principled account. 
4.4.1.3 Noncanoncity of loanwords 
Within the framework of Prosodic Morphology Theory, McCarthy & 
Prince (1990b) define the canoncity of singular noun stems in t e m s of their 
syllable structure. According to them and based on Arabic rigid restrictions on the 
shapes that singular nouns can assume, noun stems are minimally "bimoraic". No 
noun stem contains more than two syllables, and every di-syllabic nouns stem 
must begin and end in exactly one consonant (except in monosyllabic nouns that 
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require CVCC). In their article (1990a: 25), they originally refer to these syllable-
based restrictions as the Maximal Stem Constraint (MSG), which is repeated in 
(31): 
(31) Maximal Stem Constraint 
Templates (canonical patterns) are maximally disyllabic 
The MSC predicts that singular noun stems of three syllables (or more) should be 
rare and extremely irregular in their behaviour. In other words they are designated 
to be "noncanonical". As far as plural formation is concerned, McCarthy and 
Prince (1990b: 3) assert, "Essentially, all canonically-shaped lexical nouns of 
Arabic take broken plurals". Being readily accepting BP assignment, foreign 
nouns in (28) above are turned to be canonical (being structurally mono- and 
disyllabic input forms), and thus support Abd-Rabbo's principle of NCC. 
In the light of canoncity and the MSC mentioned above, the noncanonical 
foreign nouns are those noun stems whose structure composes of three or more 
syllables. Indeed, they constitute the overwhelming majority of the loanword data, 
and never participate in the BP morphology. They rather receive fem. SP. Now it 
has become obvious why foreign forms in (30) like ka:mira, katalwj, etc., fail to 
pluralize for BP, simply because all such forms have three syllables each, not 
because of the number of consonants as the NCC suggests. More examples are 
given in (32): 
(32) Singular fem. SP 
mi:krufu:n 'a microphone' mi:krufu:na:t 
fu:nugra:f 'a phonograph' fu:nugra:fa:t 
tilifiziyu:n 'a television' tilifiziyu:na:t 
These super-maximal borrowed nouns with three or more syllables seem to 
be quite clearly outside the Arabic morphological system as the MSC predicts. 
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Another sign of inadequacy of the present proposals arises in a number of 
counterexamples (nearly 20 cases) found in the loanword data. They are fairly 
canonical and obey both the NCC and MSC principles: they are all tri-or 
quadriliterals, on one hand, and mono- (of the form CVCC) or disyllabic, on the 
other. After all, they accept only fem. SP formation and never BP. Some of these 
words are listed in (33): 
(33) MonosyUabic borrowed noun stems /CVCC/ 
l.disk 'a disk' l.faiks 'a fax' 3. Tins 'an inch' 
4. lu:rd 'a lord' 5. wins 'a winch' 6. ya:rd-ah 'a yard' 
Disyllabic borrowed noun stems 
I.faym:s 'a virus' 8. ba.iwn 'a balloon' 
9. milya:r 'amilliard' 10. ra:da:r 'aradar' 
I I . ka:sit 'a cassette' 12. cfu.7a.T'a dollar' 
Referring to foreign noun pluralization in Arabic, McCarthy and Prince 
observe, "it is the non-canoncity of loanwords, not their status as loans, that 
prevent them from forming broken plurals... and canonical loans readily - in fact, 
almost obligatory- form broken plurals" (1990b: 46). The first part of this 
statement applies to some loans like those in (30) and (32) but has nothing to do 
with those in (33). The noncanoncity of loanwords is not really the decisive factor 
here. This observation can be adjusted or rather reversed in terma of a hypothesis 
as in (34). 
(34) Hypothesis: 
It is the status of loanwords rather than their noncanonicity that 
"primarily" block them from forming BP. 
The second part of McCarthy and Prince's statement in the previous 
paragraph depends particularly and largely upon examples drawn from Smeaton 
(1972) who worked on a conservative Saudi Bedouin dialect. In this dialect, they 
explain, loans like ba§§ 'a bus' and barrii 'a bar' are pluralized as BP, bu§uu§ and 
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bawaarii, respectively. Beside their oddness as plurals, the loanword baarii is not 
a candidate for BP formation because it is noncanonical; the second syllable !-riil 
does not end with a consonant (see above). In fact in MSA and many Arabic 
colloquials, loans like ba::^, ba:r and si:k take fern. SP due to their violation of the 
NCC (see (29) above). Then, it is not reasonable to consider specific phenoruenon 
attested in a single non-popular dialect as a base of linguistic generalization, 
especially if we take in our account the differences between the morphology of 
colloquials and that of CA and MSA. 
Apart from the (non-)canonicity of loanwords, there exists another factor, 
as we see it, that lies behind the problem in (33). It specifically refers to the 
tendency of MSA towards linguistic simplification^ The hypothesis in (34) implies 
that as soon as the foreign noun gets incorporated into the lexicon of the language 
it is initially assigned to fem. SP. Whether its shape is canonical or not is 
irrelevant at this stage. Being so regular and highly predictable (formed by the 
mle: just add -a:t to the noun stem), the borrower simply resorts to fem.SP, 
regardless of the noun stem's gender instead of putting himself in the dilemma 
of the various patterns of BP. Practically, it is much natural to make the fem. SPs 
diska:t, fayru:sa:t, and so on in (33) from disk and fayru:s , respectively, rather 
than the artificially unacceptable BPs *dusu:k , *faya:ns , or the like. In this sense 
most of foreign nouns and neologisms are prior candidates for fem. SP 
pluralization to which they are inflected when introduced into the language. 
4.4.2 Gender assignment 
The assignment of gender to loanwords has been addressed indirectly in 
4.2.1 above while discussing the different PRMs (paradigmatic reshaping 
mechanisms) of borrowed nouns. In the coming few pages, the discussion on 
gender assignment will be reconsidered and extended a little bit further in order to 
know to which extent the MSA gender system is applied to non-native nouns. 
Almost all varieties of Arabic, standard and colloquials, agree in their 
gender assignment to singular nouns. While English has no grammatical gender, 
MSA has two, masculine (mas.) and feminine (fem.), and no room for neuter 
gender. Fem. singular nouns in MSA are marked as such grammatically by the 
typical fem. ending -ah in citation (pausal) form (e.g. ?ibnah 'daughter' as 
opposed to ?ibn 'son'). This is called gender marking by form. There are a few 
nouns which are fem. by meaning (e.g. ?um 'mother', ?iat 'sister', etc.), or by 
convention (i.e. usage) (e.g. parts of the body which occur in pairs: yadd 'hand', 
?ayn 'eye', etc., and words like na:r 'fire', harb 'war', etc.). These all require fem. 
adjectives and verbs agreement, even though they do not have the morphological 
marker of the fem. singular noun. Apart from the morphologically marked fem. 
nouns (by form), and the small class of others fem. by meaning or on version, all 
other singular nouns are mas. Being not overtly indicated in the transcription, 
MSA mas. is said to be marked by zero morpheme which contrasts for many 
stems with the inherited MSA fem. singular suffix -ah. In this sense, MSA mas. is 
the "unmarked" subcategory whereas MSA fem. is the "marked" one. 
Like plural marking (see 4.4.1), the nominal inflection of arabicized 
(borrowed) nouns for gender is also language specific, i.e. it follows from the 
MSA rules which assign the gender markers to native nouns. All borrowings from 
English are assigned either to mas. or fem. subcategories and take the same gender 
affixes as native singular nouns, viz. -ah for fem. and ^ for mas. singulars. Foreign 
nouns, then, are fem. only by form, the fem. by meaning or conversion never 
exists. In terms of markedness, the classification of gender into marked and 
unmarked is also held tme with respect to arabicized nouns as the simple diagram 
in (35) shows: 
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(35) Gender of Arabicized nouns 
unmarked marked 
mas. fern. 
{(^ {<h)] 
The assignment of borrowed nouns to the fem. gender is usually motivated 
by the phonetic shape of the incoming item. The common practice is that if the 
foreign noun ends with /-a/, it is treated as fem. singular due to the mistakable 
interpretation of the final segment /-a/ on the part of the Arab speakers as the final 
-a: in native fem. singulars as mjwa: 'a secret', buha: 'a piece of good news', 
etc. or as the fem. marker -ah. In these cases the foreign /-a/ is either retained as in 
fi:za < 'visa', and si:nama < 'cinema' or assumes the fiill form of the Arabic fem. 
marker as in Tajindah < 'agenda' and tu:nah < 'tuna'. There is a number of cases, 
however, where MSA adds the suffix -ah to a borrowed noun whose English 
original form has no corresponding vocalic segment like kabsulah < 'capsule' and 
kabi:nah < 'cabin'. Being originally neuter in the source language, some cases of 
the gender class are explained in terms of semantic correlations in MSA. The 
English models 'cabin' (a small room) and 'capsule' (a medicine tablet) for 
instance, are most probably correlated to similar MSA fem. singulars: ^ r f a h 'a 
room', and habbah 'a grain, a bill', hence the borrowed singulars kabi:nah, 
kabsulah, etc. This is not always the case, however. In other cases as in ji:nah < 
'gene\ ya:rdah < 'yard' -ah suffixation seems to be arbitrary. 
The fem. marker -ah assumes a wide-range of functions, which by far 
exceeding mere gender marking. The multifunctional nature of this morpheme is 
best presented in Drozdik (1998). He aptly argues its main functions in teiTOS of 
the following trichotomy: 
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i) The inflectional function: 
Referring to the fern, gender-class membership in nouns denoting animate beings, 
which can be organized in sex-gender pairs, e.g. 
- mudarris-mudarrisah 'male-, female-teacher' 
- kalb-kalbah 'dog, bitch' 
ii) The shared inflectional-and-derivational marking: 
Referring to gender-class membership in nouns which may simultaneously be 
classified as members of one of the -«/j-marked derivational classes. So, the fem. 
singular may be derived from: 
- Collective nouns, e.g. 
daja:j 'hen(s)' > daja:jah 'a hen' 
- Verbal noun, e.g. 
§urax 'ciying, screaming' > ^arxah 'a ciy/scream' 
- The intensive pattern fa TTa.i, e.g. 
fayya.r 'a pilot' > fayyarah 'aircraft' 
iii) The exclusive derivational marking: 
Referring to a derivational value devoid of any implication of gender marking, e.g. 
- ra:wi 'a narrator' > ra:wiyah (intensive stem) 
?alla:m 'knowing thoroughly, erudite' > Talla.mah 'most enidite, 
veiy learned'. 
Since the -ah ending is only derivational in such cases, it does not assign fem. 
gender. These singulars, then, are considered mas. and usually have male-person 
referents. The male-mas. classification, as Drozdik (p. 27) points out, is due to 
socio-cultural constraints of the traditional Arab society. 
In the context of bon'owing, the derivational functions of the fem. marker 
of the type mentioned in (ii) and (iii) are totally absent. The inflectional function 
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in (i), i.e. the assigning of fern, gender to singular nouns, seems to be the only 
function operating among borrowed nouns. In fact, what have been said so far 
about -a/z-marking to foreign nouns occurs within the framework of the 
inflectional function of the marker in question. Besides, this function is 
responsible for the presence of sex-gender pairs within borrowings in the native 
fashion in (i). The following patterns in (36) will suffice. Note that English 
models like 'doctor', etc are neuter denoting both male and female in English. 
(36) duktu.r-duktu.rah 'male-, female-doctor' 
sinatu:r-sinatu:rah 'male-, female-senator' 
burufisu.r - burufisu.rah 'male-, female-professor' 
milyum.r-milyuni.rah 'male-, female-millionaire' 
The singular foreign noun like qun§ul 'consul' however, is exceptional. It stands 
for both male and female referents. The -ah- marked fonn *qun^ulah does not 
usually occur. 
With respect to agreement and pluralization, all borrowed singulars 
inflected for fem. gender are treated in much the same way as native ones. As the 
examples in (37) show, foreign fem. singulars agree with their adjectives and 
verbs (their verbs take the fem. morpheme -t) as in (37a-b) and take the fem. 
sound plural as in (37c). 
(37) a. kabsu:l-at-un qawiyyah-ah/*qawiyy 
capsule-fem.-Nom. effective-fem./effective-mas. 
'an effective capsule' 
b. saqata-t-i l-kabsu:l-ah^^ 
dropped-fem.-epenthetic vowel the-capsule-fem. 
'the capsule has dropped' 
(*saqata l-kabsu:l-ah) 
c. Singular fem. SP 
-kabsu:lah 'capsule' kabsu:la:t 
-bija:mah 'pyjamas' bija:ma:t 
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There is a number of foreign nouns, which are supposed to be treated as 
mas., since they do not end with -a(h). Nevertheless, they are treated as fern, in 
some particular contexts. Foreign nouns like hilukubtar 'helicopter', ?alyu:nisi:f 
'UNICEF', layzar 'laser' ?al-bi: bi: si: 'BBC, etc. are considered as such because 
they are usually preceded by and combined with tenns which are feminine such as 
ta:?irah 'aircraft', munadamah 'organization', PasiTTah 'rays', qana:h 'channel', 
respectively. 
4.5 Compound loanwords 
In sections 4.3 and 4.4 above the treatment of English loanwords by the 
verbal and nominal morphological systems of MSA has been investigated. In this 
concluding section the focus is on the morphological phenomenon of 
compounding. The main purpose her is to know how English compounds and 
phrases, when borrowed, are integrated into MSA morphology. 
No doubt that compound construction in English is a productive lexical 
composition process, the absence of which would make English dictionaries 
overburdened with unnecessaiy entries. Most endocentric (headed) compounds in 
English are right-headed, i.e. the head often occupies the rightmost position in the 
nominal sequence. Arabic compounding, on the other hand, is certainly simpler 
and less productive than English compounds. All Arabic compounds are left-
headed, i.e. they always precede their modifiers (non-heads). There are several 
types of MSA compound patterns that more or less resemble most of English 
compounds in English. Some of these include: 
i) Genitive compounds, e.g. 
rijadu l-?amn 'security guards', naqlu d-dam 'blood transfiission', like 
English 'peace process', etc. 
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ii) Coordinative compounds, e.g. 
laylan wa naha.ran 'day and night' for 'continuously', daha.ban wa 
?iya:ban 'going and coming back' for 'two -way (journey)', like English 
'black and white', etc., though the compound category is different. In some 
cases of MSA coordinative compounds the coordinator wa 'and' can be 
deleted to avoid surface syntactic ambiguity, yielding layla naha:r ,etc. 
iii) Attributive compounds, e.g. 
sari: ?ud-dawaba:n 'quick to dissolve', like English 'software', 'white 
house', etc. 
iv) Numeral compounds, e.g. 
6ala:6ata Tasar 'three ten' for 'thirteen' 
The overall figure of English compounds constitutes 10% (42/417) of the 
loanword data, the majority of which belong to the scientific and technical 
registers of MSA. Their ways and degrees of integration vary noticeably in the 
language: while some compound loans are analyzed as compounds others are not. 
According to Weinreich (1966:47-53) there are four possible strategies through 
which borrowed compounds and phrases consisting of two or more elements could 
be transferred into the recipient language. They are briefly stated in (38): 
(38) Types of the compound loanword transfer 
a. as Simple words (unanalyzed) 
b. as Recompounded forms (analyzed) 
c. as Loan translations 
d. as Hybrid compounds 
All these strategies are applicable to borrowed compound data in MSA. 
4.5,1 MSA compound loans as simple words 
Strategy (38a) means that borrowed compounds or phrases may be 
interpreted as simple words (as opposed to compound words) in the recipient 
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language. This type of transfer takes place when all elements of a compound or 
phrase are transfeired in "unanalyzed" fonns. ITie sizable number of MSA loans 
is of this type. Examples in point are shown in (39): 
(39) su:barma:rkit < 'supermarket' 
banknu:t < 'banknote' 
?aysikn:m < 'ice-cream' 
ri:mu:t kunturu:l < 'remote control' 
?i:rba:§ < 'airbus' 
fi:diyu: kilib < 'video clip' 
The English compounds in (39) are integrated wholly, i.e. as single units because 
the English order of modifier plus head is retained. 
4.5,2 MSA compound loans as recompounded forms 
Strategy (38b) is just the opposite of the that in (38a) where all elements of 
a compound are adapted to word-formative or syntactic pattern of the recipient 
language, i.e. they are transferred in the analyzed forms according to the 
compound formation rules of that languages. As noted above, compounding in 
MSA works differently because compounds are left-headed in MSA whereas they 
are right-headed in English. For example, the English compound 'sodium 
carbonate' is adapted in its analyzed form as karbu:na:tu §-^u:diyu:m.Thus, the 
order of constituents in MSA compounds, as head plus modifier, is adhered to in 
this type of transfer. In this way the structure of English compound in (40a) below 
is recompounded in MSA fashion in (40b). 
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(40) a. English compound b. Arabicized compound 
sodium carbonate karbu. na. tu §-§u:diyum 
N N 
N 
modifier 
karbu:na:tu §-§u:diyum 
Some more cases borrowed in their analyzed forms are cited in (41): 
(41) ?uksi:dul-?alamunyu:m < aluminum oxide 
karbu:natu l-kalsiyu:m < calcium carbonate 
?afla:m u l-kartu:n < cartoon films 
In fact, all analyzed compound loanwords belong to the so-called genitive 
compounds, not only the cases mentioned in (41), but also many cases in strategies 
(38c-d) below. The two elements in each compound are connected by the definite 
article ?al 'the', with the first (the head) being in the status construct governing 
the second (non-head) in the genitive, thus forming a genitive compound. 
4,5.3 MSA compound loans as loan translations 
Strategy (38c) refers to the reproduction of compound elements in terms of 
equivalent native words. In this process all elements are said to undergo semantic 
extensions, and the resulting products are called loan translations or caiques. The 
strategy of loan translation is so productive in MSA that a lot of foreign materials 
are commonly rendered through it. Examples of caiques in MSA are kuratu l-
qadam 'football', na:tiha:tu s-saha:b 'skyscrapers', warsatu Tamal 'a workshop' 
and so forth. The study of loan translation phenomenon is beyond the limits of this 
chapter. It will be tackled in some details in the next chapter on the semantic 
change of English loanwords. 
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4.5.4 MSA compound loans as hybrid formations 
Finally, strategy (38d) involves the transfer of some elements of a 
compound and reproduction of others. In other words, the compound construction 
lepresents a combination of a native constituent and a foreign one, hence the 
formation of a hybrid compound. A hybrid loan is generally defined (Tranter 
1997:133) as that loanword which "reflects the phonology /morphology of not one 
but two languages simultaneously". Some hybrid compounds in MSA are adapted 
in their analyzed forms as in (42a) and others remain unanalyzed as in (42b): 
(42) a. Analyzed hybrid compounds 
di:nami:ka ma: Tiyyah < hydro-dynamics 
?ista:ti:kiyyah hawa: ?iyyah < aerostatics 
?asi?atu ?iks < x-ray 
mudannabu ha:li < Halley's comet 
b. Unanalyzed hybrid compounds 
jiyu:hara:riyy < geothermal 
bitru:ki:ma: ?iyy < petrochemical 
tiknu: I- ?iti§a:la:t < techno-communications 
Tarab sa:t < Arab sat(ellite) 
An English affix in the form of a prefix could be a part of a compound loan 
in which the prefix is transferred and the stem of the compound reproduced as in 
the first three examples of (42b), or the prefix is reproduced in the form of a 
relative (nisbah) adjective, ending with the suffix -iyyah while the stem retains its 
foreign character as in the first two examples as in (42a). All these compound 
loans are related to chemical terminology. 
It needs to be emphasized that the adoption of English affixes never be 
productive and restricted only to the words to which these affixes are attached .In 
other words, borrowed prefixes as jiyu: bitru: tiknu: milli-, subar-, etc. are 
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only found on compound loans and lack the derivative function they perform in 
the source language; they do not themselves provide a productive means of 
forming further MSA words. 
4.5.5 English acronyms 
Most acronyms might be classified to belong to the categoiy of 
internationalism. Internationalisms are those terms which are commonly used in 
lots of languages of the world. Many of them are originally from English. 
In the present data around seventeen cases of English acronyms are 
attested with a percentage of 4%(17/417). These include both word and spelling 
acronyms as can be seen in (43): 
(43) Borrowed word acronyms 
Pal-Pubic < OPEC 
?an-na:tu < NATO 
layzar < laser 
?al-yu:nisku < UNISCO 
ra:m < RAM 
Borrowed spelling acronyms 
si: di: < CD (Compact Disc) 
?as-si: ?ay?i:h < CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) 
?al-?if bi: ?ay < FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) 
Word acronyms, but not spelling acronyms, may be a part of a compound 
in which the second part is a native word as exemplified in (44): 
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(44; hilfu n-na:tu 'the treaty of NATO' 
duwalu I- ?ubik 'the counti'ies of OPEC 
mamdu I- ?I:dz 'the disease of AIDS' 
munadamatu l-yu:nisku 'the organization of UNISCO' 
These combinations in fact are common in the language and attracti^'e as 
well. In most cases, if not all, the head of the compound is just a repetition of a 
word which constitutes a part of the acronym. For instance, although the word 
'treaty' is implied and symbolized by the letter 'T' in NATO, the Arabic Mf 
which meaning 'a treaty' is prefixed to the acronym to form the hybrid compound 
hilfu n-na:tu:, and so on. 
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Endnotes to Chapter Four 
1. Sometimes it is not easy to make a final judgment on which particular 
form (of an inflected paradigm) in the donor language is to be the model 
(the direct borrowed form). The possible difficulty is due to the fact that 
Arabic, in general, is a highly derivative language, and once the initial 
form of the borrowed item has entered the language, it, in most cases, 
undergoes a series of derivational and inflectional class formations. 
MSA, however, borrows only nouns and very few adjectives but never 
verbs. Putting this in mind the previous statement may hold true with 
regard to Arabic colloquials; in their own loanwords corpora, the 
different parts of speech are variably attested. In Moroccan Arabic, for 
example, nearly 188 verbs borrowed from European languages were 
recorded (see Heath 1989, Appendix B, pp. 227-250). In terms of MSA 
loanword corpus, it is, therefore, not so difficult to judge on which 
foreign forms have initially come into the language. As soon as a 
loanword like Tasfalt 'asphalt' has been established as the base form it is 
easy to recognize loan forms like the verb saflat- 'to asphalt' and the 
verbal noun, saflatah 'paving with asphalt' to be derived from Tasfalt, 
because in MSA, non-native verbs are only abstracted from the borrowed 
nouns by using the pattern fa Tlal- from which the verbal fa 'lalah is 
derived (see discussion under 4.3 below). 
2. In these two studies, i.e. Haugen (1950) and Poplack et al. (1988), and 
also in Danesi (1985c), the hierarchies of borrowing have shown that 
verbs align after nouns and prior to adjectives, i.e. in the order: nouns -
verbs, etc. This kind of hierarchy is usually pertinent to loanword 
corpora in the case of immigrant languages, particularly those in U.S.A. 
and Canada, which are extensively influenced by the long coexistence of 
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the indigenous language(s). Danesi (1985c: 27) aptly points out that "in 
most, if not all, cases of prolonged borrowing, nouns and verbs will 
make up the bulk of the words borrowed". 
3. The loanword ?alu: is the only borrowed function word (i.e. interjection) 
in the data. It is only used in the spoken form of Arabic, when answering 
and starting a telephone conversation. It is rarely used in the written 
form. So, it does not represent a high frequency of use in MSA. 
4. The case is different in a language like English, however. Although, 
most of its foreign affixes entered the language in the same way, i.e. as 
parts of entire loanwords, they in due time, performed as productive 
devices, such as the Latin-French adjectival suffix '-able; -ible' and the 
diminutive suffix '-ette' which are used productively in native words as 
'eatable', 'kitchenette', respectively. 
5. In many Arabic colloquials -ah is always rendered as -a, especially in 
pausal forms. 
6. The collective noun marker '-s ' of the model in bijamah is apocopated. 
7. The suffix indicating the artificial infinitive, however, is usually 
analyzed by some Arab linguists (for example Hijazi 1998 and al-Rajihi 
1999) to be composed only ofya?-musadadah (the semivowel geminate 
-yy) and ta?-marbutah -ah, forming the suffix *-yyah. In fact, this 
analysis lacks accuracy and hence proves to be inadequate. It totally 
ignores the presence of the short front vowel i as the initial segment of 
the nisbah suffix -iyy (the choice of the front vowel i is determined by 
the regressive spreading of the following front semi-vowel y). It is 
obvious that such interpretation take place in terms of orthography, 
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which has nothing to do with phonological relationships. Phonologically 
speaking, the presence of the vocalic segment i turns to be necessary so 
as to prevent the occurance of three consonantal clusters which is 
unpermissible in MSA, i.e. when the final -iyyah is suffixed to a noun 
ending with a consonant. 
8. This example is cited in Hijazi (1998:101) and Stetkevych (1970:8). 
9. In the native lexicon, we may come across words as dunya: 'the present 
life', ruTya: 'a dream' which end with the sequence -ya:. However, it is 
not treated as a derivational suffix but rather as an integral part of a 
specifically given Arabic paradigm. 
10. The noun 'clinic' has not been adopted in MSA. Instead, an arabicized 
equivalent is formed. This would support the view that the adjective 
?iklini:kiyy is not derived from the borrowed noun, but adopted by its 
own. 
11. It has been obvious that the morpheme -iyyah may either indicate nouns 
(e.g. artificial infinitive) and serve as a nominal suffix or designate 
feminine adjectives and serve as an adjectival suffix. The following 
syntactic contrast may clarify the point: 
1. Far-ru:ma:ns-iyyah al- Tarabiyyah 
the- romanticism - nom. suffix the - Arabic 
'the Arabic Romanticism' 
2. ?al-harakah ar-m:ma:ns-iyyah 
the- movement the-romanticism - adj.suffix 
' the Romantic Movement' 
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12. This phenomenon seems to be a fundamental characteristic of Semitic 
verbal morphology, because Hebrew, for example, is found to exhibit a 
similar propensity, as well. Thus, in Hebrew, the borrowed noun 
'telefon' (from English 'telephone') undergoes denominal verb 
formation to yield 'tilfen' (meaning 'he telephoned'), which bears 
phonological resemblance to a native verb such as 'kifteg', 'he buttoned' 
(see Ussishkin & Graf 2002:6). 
13. With respect to old borrowings, the derivation of trilateral verbs has been 
possible. Ali (1987:114) cites two examples of this type. The first is the 
abstraction of the root q-n-n from the arabicized noun qa:nu:n from 
Greek meaning 'cannon', so we get the trilateral verb qannan- 'to 
legislate' according to Form (or pattern) II, viz. fa TTal-. The second is 
the abstraction of the root l-j-m from the borrowed noun lija:m from the 
Persian 'liga:m', 'to bridle', yielding the triliteral verb Taljam- 'to 
bridle', to 'silence', according to Form IV, viz. ?af?al-. 
The fact that trilateral verb derivation is confined to earlier borrowings 
is guaranteed by the decisive factor of timespan and by analogical 
arabicization as well. They together make the adopted loanwords hardly 
distinguishable from native vocabulary and consequently subject, exactly like 
natives elements, to further derivations and abstractions. 
14. The form tafaflal is occasionally classified as a quinquiliteral, however 
(see al-Rajihi 1999:61) 
15. The verbs ?aqlam-/ ta?aqlam- are derived from the quadrilateral root ?-
q-l-m \hai is abstracted from the arabicized noun ?iqli:m from Greek 
meaning 'climate, region'. 
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16. The expression "additional noun forms" refers back to those nouns 
which are derived from verbs as compared to "primitive nouns" which 
are not derived from verbs like proper names, names of objects, animals, 
places, etc. 
17. The skeletal analyses in (15) and also in (16) are adopted from Farwaneh 
(1990:123-5) with some modifications. 
18. The range of native nisbah formation is wider, however. They are 
formed from adjectives and substantives. Further, they may be derived 
from other kinds of nouns and even from particles, e.g. kayfiyy 'related 
to quality' from kayf 'how', and kammiyy 'related to quantity' from 
kam 'how much' (see Wright 1955:150). 
19. This technique is even followed in some Arabic dictionaries. See for 
example al-Mawred Bilingual dictionary (Arabic-English) by Rohi 
Baalbki(1988). 
20. Borrowed material may also be marked for case, but the inflection for 
case is not of much interest to us since it is related to a higher level of 
syntactic relations. 
21. In modem Arabic colloquials, nominal forms are only marked for two 
numbers, i.e. singular and plurals; dual has totally disappeared (see the 
New Encyclopedia Britannica 1993, vol. I; 510). 
22. The masc.SP suffix -u:n indicates the nominative case while -i:n is used 
either to indicate accusative or genitive cases 
23. The boiTowed interjection ?alu: 'hello' is excluded too, simply because 
it is not nominal, hence does not undergo plural formation process. So, 
the total of boiTowing proper is 416 instead of 417. 
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24. Other measurement units like 'metre',y/ra.TM 'gram', ki:lu: 'kilo', 
mi:l 'mile', etc., usually take SP or BP, but still be used in their singular 
fonns when preceded by plural or numeral items. 
25. The cases of masc. SP are not included here owing to their marginal 
status among the borrowing proper, i.e. they are only two cases, see (26) 
above. 
26. Basically the input forms to fern. SP are feminine including those 
singular noun stems ending with the feminine suffix -ah {ta: ? 
marbu:tah). Fem. SP, however, applies to masculine singulars as well. 
As a part of fem. SP formation rule in CA, Wright (1955, vol. I: 198) 
cites some masculine singulars, both native and borrowed, which receive 
fem. SP. For example: 
Mas. Singular 
Native: hayawa:n 'an animal' 
hamma:m 'a toilet, bath' 
Borrowed: sura:diq 'a canopy' 
ba:sa: 'a Pasha' 
fem. SP 
hayawa:na:t 
hamma:ma:t 
sura:diqa:t 
basawa:t 
This rule is still operative in MSA too. The large number of masculine 
singulars of foreign nouns receives fem. SP. The following is only a small 
sample: 
Mas. Singular fem.SP 
jinarad 'a general' (an army officer) jinarala:t 
du:la:r 'a dollar' du:la:ra:t 
burufisu'.r 'a professor' burufisu:ra:t 
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tilifwn 'a telephone' tilifu:na:t 
27. The final vowel -i in saqafa-t-i of (37b) does not stand for the genitive 
case. It is rather an epenthetic vowel inserted in this position in order to 
prevent the occurrence of the three-consonant sequence across word 
boundary (i.e. t-l-k sequence). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE SEMANTIC 
ADAPTATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS 
IN MSA 
CHAPTER V 
THE SEMANTIC 
ADAPTATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN MSA 
5.0 Introduction 
Cases of morphological and grammatical borrowing, as argued in Chapter 
four, seldom occur, but of all t>'pes of borrowing, lexical borrowing is most 
frequent and least controversial. "Lexical borrowing is an important feature of 
language contact and is acknowledged for its significant role in the history of 
languages and language change" (Tranter 2000: 377). As one form of neologism 
in a language, lexical bon-owing is a process whereby one language adopts a 
meaningful unit from another. Just as the phonetic structure of a loanword which 
becomes susceptible to changes so as to conform to the phonological system of the 
recipient language, certainly its meaning is also bound to various semantic 
adaptations. 
Semantic adaptation of loanwords, however, received very little attention in 
the literature. Weinreich (1966: 53), for example, notes, "while the phonic and 
grammatical integration of loanwords has engaged the attention of many scholars, 
their purely lexical integration has hardly been touched upon". Despite the fact 
that this observation was made nearly five decades ago, it still applies to the 
present-day research situation of the field. 
The situation of MSA borrowings from western languages, primarily 
English, seems to be typical in this regard. To our best knowledge, no single 
attempt, prior to the present study, has comprehensively tackled the semantic 
implications of loanwords in MSA (see section 2.5 on the literature review, 
chapter two). 
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In the previous two chapters the focus has been directed to the phonological 
and grammatical aspects of MSA loanwords. In this Chapter, therefore, our 
present data will be analyzed from lexical and semantic points of view. The 
examination of MSA borrowings will concentrate on their various semantic 
domains, changes and modifications in their original meanings, the problem of 
synonyms and the phenomenon of caiques (or loan translation). 
First of all, a general analysis of MSA loanwords from English will be 
carried out to know the extent of lexical borrowing in various significant semantic 
fields and which domains are most likely to borrow. Our principal concern in this 
chapter, however, is with the semantic changes the borrowed items may undergo 
in the course of lexical borrowing. Motivated mainly by the factors of need and 
semantic similarity, the most common types or directions of semantic change like 
restriction (or narrowing), extension (or widening), amelioration, pej oration and 
metaphor are found operative in MSA borrowings. Then, the problem of linguistic 
synonymy in MSA, as a consequence of lexical borrowing on one hand and 
analogical derivation {?istiqa:q) of native neologisms on the other, will be taken 
into consideration. Finally, although not directly relevant to the present loanword 
corpus, caiques (loan translations), as a special kind of borrowing, will be also 
examined. The justification in considering this point is that loan translation 
process always involves semantic importation, i.e. while the form of the word is 
native (i.e. Arabic), the meaning is foreign. This also applies to semantic loans, 
which along with caiques constitute what Haugen (1950) calls "Semantic shifts". 
In this sense loan translation is one of the main neologism processes by which new 
words are being adopted into MSA. 
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5.1 Semantic domains of English loanwords 
In this section we shall provide a rough classification of English loans in 
MSA into various semantic domains. It is a rough classification due the fact that 
"linguistic description at all levels tends to be stated in that they present the 
linguistic facts in a more idealized way than is found when used dynamically by 
speakers" (Lehrer 1974: 19). Second, there are often areas of overlap among 
different semantic domains, though, off course, it is common in one specific 
domain. The arabicized word ?istira:ti:jiyyah 'strategy', for example, is always 
related to the political and militaiy domain but it could be further used in other 
domains as in ?istira:ti:jiyijatu ta?li:m 'education strategy', ?al-?istira:ti:jiyyatu 
l-?iqti§a:diyyah 'the economic strategy'. Similarly, the borrowed term ka:btin 
from 'captain', belongs to both military and sports domains, and so on. 
In the semantic field theory (Lehrer 1974) a semantic domain (or semantic 
field) is defined as "a group of words closely related in meaning, often subsumed 
under a general term". In similar terms, Finegan and Besnier (1989: 179) refer to it 
as "a set of words with identifiable semantic affinities". For instance, in English, 
the words in the domain of internet fall under the general term 'internet' and 
include 'e-mail' 'website', 'homepage', 'chat', '(main) server', and tens of others. 
Taking the above definitions in our consideration, the present data of 417 
cases that constitute the MSA borrowing proper, can be classified into the 
following sixteen semantic domains listed below with their approximate 
percentage and some selected examples: 
a) The political and military domain (13%): 
sinatu.T 'senator' tak:k 'tactic' 
kungris 'congress' ?imbirya:liyyah 'imperialism' 
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d) 
fitu: 'vito' 
lu:bi 'lobby' 
hudukubtar 'helicopter' 
ma:ri:m 
Tajindah 
?al si: Toy ?i:h 
b) Natural and chemicai elements (i 1 %): 
fu:sfa:t 
ga:z 
karbu:n 
§u:diyun 
'phosphate' 
'gas' 
'carbon' 
'sodium' 
binzi:n 
jira:f:t 
yu:ra:niyum 
c) Computer and technology (10%): 
mu:di:m 'modem' 
layzar 'laser' 
Tintarnit 'internet' 
Arts and education (9%): 
munulu:j 
si:na:nyu: 
burufisu.T 
'monologue' 
'scenario' 
'professor' 
kumbiyu:tar 
mi:krufu:n 
Tiskanar 
Fi9nulu:jiya: 
dublu:m 
ru:mansiyyah 
e) The medical and pharmaceutical domain (9%): 
?asbiri:n 
fi:ta:mi:n 
hurmu:n 
aspirm 
'vitamin' 
'hormone' 
rumatuzm 
?asi?Tat ?:iks 
dukiit:r 
i) Transport and communication (7%): 
tilifu:n 
taksi 
'telephone' 
'taxi' 
satalayt 
tiliks 
marmes 
'agenda' 
'CIA' 
'bensine' 
'graphete' 
'uranium' 
'computer' 
'microphone' 
scanner 
'ethnology' 
'diploma' 
romancism 
'rheumatizm' 
'x-ray' 
'doctor' 
'satellite' 
'telex' 
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g) Food and drinks (6%): 
sandawits 'sandwich' kayk 
kafitv.riya: 'cafeteria' fanvliya: 
bibsi 'Pepsi' 
'cake' 
'vanilla' 
h) Music and entertainment (6%): 
'cassette' 
i) 
'jazz' 
ka:sit 
ja :z 
?iskits 'sketch' 
Weight and measurement (6%): 
?im/ hins 
kiluhayt 
'inch' 
'kilo byte' 
ji:ta:r 
?isti:riyu: 
fult 
}ann 
j) Administration and Business (5%): 
ru:ti:n 'routine' si:k 
hilyum 'billion' ?arsi:f 
Tubik 'OPEC 
k) Sports and games (4%): 
tinis 'tennis' mara6u:n 
bala:nti 'penalty' hu:ki 
1) Building and construction (4%): 
bildawzar 'bulldozer' warni:s 
?ismant 'cement' jara:s 
m) Clothing and fashion (3%): 
'guitar' 
'stereo 
'volt' 
'ton' 
'cheque' 
'achieves' 
'marathon' 
'hockey' 
'varnish' 
'garage' 
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n) 
ja:kit 'jacket' 
mu:di:l model 
Animals (1%); 
§andal 'sandal' 
sambamzi 'chimpanzee' ^rilla 
hangar 'kangaroo' 
o) Religion (chiefly, Christianity) (1 %): 
'gorilla' 
kirismis 'Christmas' 
p) The remainder domain (4%):' 
?al-ka:0uli:k 'the Catholic' 
girinits 'Greenwich' ?ista:ti:kiyyah 'statics' 
jiyu:lu:jiya: 'geology' 
Almost all loanwords in different domains in the list above designate non-
indigenous cultural concepts typical of western civilization. The ranked order of 
these semantic fields reflects, to a great extent, the focus of the topics of the 
interactions. The first five domains seem to be the most likely to borrow from with 
the dominance of the political and military domain over all others (13%). 
It has been remarked (Poplack et al. 1988: 60) that "concentration of 
loanwords" in certain semantic fields are possibly "attributable to lexical need" in 
those fields. The fact that MSA sometimes suffers from the lack of modem 
scientific and technical terminology is well known. Consequently, it is not 
surprising that non-indigenous items in these five categories are generally of 
technical and scientific nature; they are borrowed to fill conceptual gaps and 
urgent needs created by the introduction of new referents via the English-speaking 
world. 
On the other hand, domains containing common and non-scientific items 
like those of clothing and fashion, animal and religious terms represent small 
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proportion of the total. The motivation of lexical need appears to be peripheral 
here or approximately absent as in the case of the last two domains of animals and 
religion (both have 1%). 
In the case of such minor domains the areas of overlap nearly disappear 
because '"the smaller and more specific the field, the more agreement there is 
among speakers on what words belong to the se f (Lehrer 1974: 17). Smaller 
domains are mutually distinguishable as for instance that fields of animals and 
religion; if something relates to the categoiy of religion it is not an animal and vice 
versa. 
Finally, in a given semantic domain "not all lexical items necessarily have 
the same status" and may therefore be ranked in terms of "makredness" (Finegan 
& Besnier 1989: 179-80). In the medical and pharmaceutical field of MSA, for 
example, terms like duktu.r 'doctor', mala:riya 'malaria', ?asbin:n 'aspirin', and 
fi:tam:n 'vitamin' are regarded less marked (i.e. more usual) than the more marked 
terms like ji:nah 'gene' kulira 'cholera', ?insuli:n 'insulin', and hala:zma 
'plasma'. The former set (the less marked) tends to be used more frequently in 
conversation and writing, easier to learn and remember, and often boarder in 
meaning than the latter set (the more marked). As an example illustrating the last 
point of comparison (i.e. broadness of meaning), the word duktu:r of the first 
group is the cover term of several occupations: 'a physician', 'a university teacher 
with a Ph.D', and even 'a university instructor without a Ph.D, while balazma of 
the second group refers only to that 'yellowish liquid part of blood'. 
5.2 Semantic change 
5.2.1 Definition 
Apart from its phonological structure, a word may be subjected to certain 
modifications in its meaning. These modifications or changes may be total or 
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partial. Beside being "frequently unpredictable, semantic change seems to be 
"inevitable" (Pyles 1964). 
Words, whether native or loaned are most likely to undergo semantic 
changes in their original sense. This would mean that semantic change may take 
place in the language itself (through its historical development) or when a certain 
word is introduced from one language into another (by means of borrowing). 
English language is rich in examples of the first type of change. English words 
that underwent semantic modification are amply provided in the literature (see for 
example Bloomfield 1996, Pyles 1964, and Ullmann 1983). The following 
examples in (1) are only a small sample. 
(1) Semantic change in some Old English (OE) words. 
English word Old meaning Present-day meaning 
flesh of an animal 
silly 
deer 
sell 
tide 
dream 
meat any type of food (OE [mete]) 
silly happy (OE [soaig]) 
deer any animal (OE [deor]) 
sell give (OE [sellan]) 
tide time (OE [tld]) 
dream joy (OE [dream]) 
In Arabic, cases of semantic adjustment are attested, too: the CA ^ahUfah 'a 
sheet of paper; page', now only means 'a newspaper' sahan- 'to ship, freight', has 
come more recently to mean 'to charge with (e.g. electricity)', sa: ?ah 'an hour of 
time', now also refers to 'a watch, clock', etc.^ 
Examples of the second type of change include the English, 'place' (from 
Latin [platea] 'broad street'), 'toilet' (from old French [teile/toile] 'a cloth') and 
'veteran' (from Latin [vetus] 'old'). Semantic change of words like [soSig] and 
[trdj appears to be complete whereas it is partial in words like [deor] and [pJatea]. 
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With respect to borrowed items, it may be said that it is but natural that in a 
changed speech community the meaning of a word related to a different speech 
community may change. In fact borrowing is regarded as one of the influential 
causes of semantic change (Ullmann 1983: 209). Moreover, Hope (1963:41) 
affirms that in dealing with lexical borrowing "semantic change must be taken into 
account" because "once a loanword enters a language it begins to be moulded by 
its new lexical contexf \ 
In the context of MSA borrowings, the speed of scientific and technological 
progress in our time is making increasingly heavy demands on the language and 
the possibility of various types or categories of semantic change are being fully 
exploited. The most common of these categories, viz. "extension", "restriction", 
"amelioration", "pejoration", and "metaphorical extension" seem to be operating 
in MSA loanwords from English. 
5.2.2 Categories of semantic change 
In historical semantics, changes in meaning of words are usually classified 
into several categories, the most frequent are the five mentioned above, i.e. 
extension, restriction, amelioration, pejoration, and metaphorical extension. Before 
examining these types of change in MSA bon'owings, we shall briefly discuss 
them in this subsection with illustrative examples from English. It should be noted 
that these examples are cited in most of the works on English etymology and 
historical semantics like those of Pyles (1964) and Ullmann (1983) stated earlier, 
so no specific reference will be quoted herein. 
From a terniinological point of view, extension process is also referred to as 
"generalization" or "widening", and restriction as "specialization" or "nan-owing". 
These two natural processes involve changes in semantic range (or scope) of the 
word (Pyles 1964 and Ullmanm 1983). Extension, then, is the spread of meaning 
to a wider range or class of things. Thus, the Middle English [bridde], 'bird' 
earlier meant "young birding" but today it refers to birds in general young and old 
alike. Similarly, 'a mill' was earlier a place for grinding; today as we know, its 
meaning has been widened to mean also 'a woolen, steel etc. mill'. The word 
'place', cited above, from Latin [platea] meaning 'broad street' underwent 
widening in its meaning. 
Restriction is the exact opposite of extension where the word being applied 
to a narrower range of things. This includes the words [mete] and [deor] already 
mentioned. Further, the OE [hund] used to mean 'a dog', now comes to mean a 
specific kind of dog, i.e. 'a hunting dog'. A last example is the word 'starve' from 
the OE [steorfan], which in earlier times meant simply "to die". 
If extension and restriction are related to the range of words, amelioration 
and pejoration imply changes in words' evaluation (Ullmann 1983). In other 
words, while the former two processes include changes in word denotations, the 
latter ones work at the level of word connotations. Amelioration on its part is the 
process by which a word's meaning improves or becomes elevated, coming to 
represent something more favorable than it originally referred to. A good example 
of this semantic change phenomenon is the word 'knight' from OE [cnTht] 
meaning 'boy, servant'. In Greek, 'Paradise' was a word for 'a park, a garden'. 
Because of the impact of Christianity, the meaning of this word was elevated, and 
nowadays the word means 'Heaven'. Another example is 'chancellor', from Latin 
[cancellarius] which was used to mean 'a porter, a secretary'. But today the 
Chancellor of Exchequer is the person having the highest responsibility for finance 
in Britain, and a vice-chancellor is the head of a university. 
As opposed to this is the process of pejoration by which a word's meaning 
worsens or degenerates, coming to represent something less favorable than it 
originally did. A striking example of deteriorative development is the word 'silly' 
from OE [soSig] already cited. This word had undergone many pleasant changes 
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of 'timely', 'happy', 'innocent' in its different stages of development, but now 
comes to mean 'silly, foolish'. Other cases involve the OE [cnafa] meaning 'boy', 
which became 'Knave' in Modem English, and 'censure' which originally meant 
'opinion', has come, in the course of time to mean 'bad opinion'. 
Metaphorical extension is one of the most interesting mechanisms of 
semantic change. It refers to "the use of a word beyond its primary meaning to 
describe represents that bear similarities to the word's primary referent" (Finegan 
& Besnier 1989: 188). The meaning of many EngUsh words has been extended 
through metaphor. Thus, the word 'mouse' has also come to denote that input 
device used in a computer system. 'Grasp' originally referring to holding 
something in the hand came to mean 'to comprehend, understand'. In addition, 
the word 'eye' can be used to describe the hole at the dull end of a needle, the bud 
on a potato, or the center of a storm. 
5.2.3 Semantic change in MSA borrowings 
All mechanisms of semantic change described in 5.2.2 above are at work in 
MSA borrowed items from English. The degree of semantic change will not, 
however, be found to be uniform in all types, as some types seem to be more 
strongly represented than others. As we shall see, the directions of such changes 
in MSA borrowings are in line with general observations put forward in the 
literature in this regard. 
A. Restriction 
The general tendency of semantic change in the overwhelming majority of 
MSA borrowings is towards restriction. This tendency is seemingly natural in 
languages since it has been suggested that "extension is a less common process 
than restriction" (Ullmann 1983: 229). Hope (1963:41) further asserts that as a 
rule, the sphere of reference in the borrowing language is more restricted than in 
the language of origin. Examples of semantic narrowing in MSA loanword corpus 
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are listed below. Many English models are of multiple or polysemous senses, but 
when borrowed into MSA they are usually charged only with one meaning (or 
maximally two meanings in some rare cases). In each case below, the original 
denotations are given as presented in "Longman Dictionary of Contomporaiy 
English" (LDCE), and the meaning acquired by a loanword is always 
"underlined". 
a) Tiskits < 'sketch' 
1. a simple drawing 
2. a short humorous scene on stage. TV etc. 
3. a short written or spoken description 
b) ba:lu:n < 'balloon' 
1. a small brightly coloured rubber bag filled with air and used as a tov 
or decoration. 
2. an aerostat 
3. the circle drawn around the words spoken, by the characters. 
c) tira:nzi:t < 'transit' 
1. the process of moving people (or goods^ from one place to another. 
2. the movement of a planet in space. 
d) ?alu: (inter.) < 'hello' 
1. as a greeting 
2. to answer the telephone or start a telephone conversation 
3. to attract attention 
4. to express surprise 
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e) ka:bil < 'cable' 
1. a set of wires in rubber tube for carrying electricity or electronic 
signals. 
2. a thick strong metal rope used on ships 
3. a cable television 
4. a telegram 
f) mu:di:l <'model' 
1. a small copy of building, etc. 
2. someone whose job is to show clothes, etc. 
3. a person employed to be painted, photographed, etc. by an artist. 
4. a person or thing regarded as excellent example to copy. 
5. a simple description of a system or structure. 
6. a particular type or design of a vehicle or machine. 
g) ja:kh < 'jacket' 
1. a short coat 
2. a stiff paper that may fit over cover of a book, or a record. 
3. a cover that surrounds and protects some types of machines 
h) kabsudah < 'capsule' 
1. a tablet of medicine 
2. a part of a spacecraft 
i) m:ti:n < 'routine' 
1. the usual or regular way of doing things 
2. a set of steps practiced by a dancer 
3. a set of instmctions given to a computer to perform specific 
operation. 
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In this way the meaning of a loanword in MSA covers only a small part of 
the sense it had in the original language (i.e. English). Moreover, the meaning 
covered is more often than not the most common one in the source language. 
Examples given above belong to some of MSA semantic domains in the following 
order: entertainment, transport and communication, clothes, medicine and 
administration.^ 
There are two cases in the data, however, that assume different manner of 
restriction. In fact, they are originally parts of English compound words. They 
are risvfar and dis/dus which only come to mean 'satellite receiver', and 'satellite 
dish', respectively, and have nothing to do with other lexical senses such as 'a 
telephone receiver', 'a plate, bowel', etc. In English dictionaries such meanings 
are not included in the entries of the single words 'receiver' and 'dish'. They only 
mean so within a context, i.e. when the conversation is already dealing with 
satellite TV, etc.'* For the sake of linguistic simplification, Arab speakers seem to 
have chosen the main content-bearing word and use it to stand for the whole 
foreign compound. 
B. Extension 
The process of extension or generalization appears to be less common in 
MSA where only seven extension cases are attested. This agrees with Ullmann 
and Hope's statements mentioned earlier. To begin with, the word ji:ns 'jeans' 
does not only mean 'trousers made of denim' (LDCE), but it has also been 
widened to refer to the cloth itself and to any garment (e.g. shirts, etc.) made of 
this material.^ The loanword wiski from 'whisky(e)y' has even acquired a broader 
sense than it did in English. In English it means 'a specific Irish/Scottish alcoholic 
drink distilled from barely' (LDCE), but in MSA it came to mean 'wine or alcohol 
in general', though it may sometimes be used to denote that kind of spirits as well. 
taksi, 'taxi' which basically means 'a car rented for a journey; a cab' (LDCE), in 
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MSA it has come also to mean 'any small car which has the shape of a taxi'. In 
addition to its meaning as a place where money, blood, or data can be kept, the 
borrowed term bank 'bank' has recently developed a specific technical meaning, 
that is, 'the section of religious rulings' expressed by the compound banku l-
fata:wa: literately meaning 'the bank of fatwas', following the patterns bar.kti d-
dam "blood bank" and banku l-ma?lu:ma:t 'data/information bank'. Originally, 
the word duktu:r from 'doctor' has the meanings of 'a physician' and 'a university 
teacher with a Ph.D' (LDCE), which are both in use in MSA. What is interesting 
is that in university circles students call [duktu:r] any university instructor, even 
one who is not a Ph.D holder. It is worth mentioning that the first meaning (i.e. as 
a physician) has an Arabic equivalent (i.e. fabi:b), whereas the second has not. 
Finally, the word ku:kti:l, 'cocktail' seems to have undergone the same 
generalization process. It comes to refer to 'any variety of things (but of the same 
class)' and not only 'a mixture of drinks, fruit or food' (LDCE). Thus, this word 
may be employed in expressions like kukti:l min l-?aga:ni, lit. 'cocktail of songs' 
for 'a variety of songs', barna:maj ku:kti:l, lit. 'cocktail programme', for 'a TV, 
etc. programme that contains various items', and so forth . In this way, the 
loanword kuktv.l is being used in a more abstract sense than the case with its 
original meanings. 
From the examples cited above, it is clear that as soon as borrowed items 
have settled down in the lexicon of MSA, only few cases show tendency towards 
greater extension. 
C. Pejoration and amelioration 
Aside from being narrowed or widened, the meaning of a loanword may be 
deteriorated or elevated in one way or the other. Ameliorative developments, as 
Ullmann (1983: 233) points out "have received less attention than pejorative ones, 
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and on the whole they seem to be less frequent". MSA loanwords show the same 
trend where instances of pejoration are more abundant than amelioration cases. 
Examples of pejoration include the words hulyu.d 'Hollywood', si:nama: 
'cinema', and dijital 'digital (satellite receiver)'. These words have the derogatory 
connotation of 'bad' or even 'immoral' because such words are dealt with in 
Arabic societies as the source and means of many obscene movies and corrupt 
programmes. The loanword lu:bi, from 'lobby' which most generally means 
'group practicing negative pressure' as in ?al-lu:bi §-§ahyu:niyy 'the Zionist 
Lobby' commonly referred to in Arabic news media as exerting pressure on the 
American Administration and Congress to adopt anti-Arab and pro-Israeli 
positions. Similarly, bibsi 'Pepsi' and ku:ka ku:la 'Coca Cola' are believed on the 
part of Arab speakers to be names for products of Israeli or Israeli-based 
companies. The two words, therefore, are psychologically associated with the 
ideas of occupation and Zionism (the word Zionism whose Arabicized form is 
§ahyu:niyyah is often pejoratively used to mean 'racism' in Arabic speech 
communities), and recently have evoked the desire of 'avoidance' and sometimes 
of 'boycott' of such products. The word sikirti.r 'secretary' remains a good 
instance of social prejudice against certain occupations. This word has acquired a 
deteriorative sense when we talk, for example, about a person higher in rank than a 
secretary but who appears to be doing the work of a secretary. Thus, one may say 
about a vice or assistant manager who carries out his superior's order without 
question jFa Tmal sikirti.r Tmdah, i.e. 'he works as a secretary with him'. 
In the case of amelioration, the examples are few. The loan ji:m 'jeans' 
has the connotation of 'fashionable, modem' among younger people. Another 
example is fillah 'villa', which in English means 'a big countr>' house with large 
gardens' (LDCE), has come to mean 'elegant and spacious house, usually on the 
outskirts of a city'. This word is sometimes used to express elevation when 
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someone says about a flat ha:dihi fillah, literally 'this is a villa' to suggest that the 
flat is elegant and spacious. 
D. Metaphorical extension 
A metaphor is a natural device potentially undergone by every word. MSA 
loanwords may sometimes be extended figuratively to express some specific 
meanings. In this process a certain bundle of features in the original meaning of a 
borrowed item are replaced by another group of features. More often than not, the 
practice is that [-human] and [-cognitive] are substituted by [+human] and 
[+cognitive]. 
Thus, the word di:na:mu: 'dynamo' usually suggests the meanings of 
'energy', and 'vitality'. When a person is described as dinamu: l-fan:q i.e. 
'dynamo of the team' (in a football match, for example), it means that 'he is the 
most essential, most energic, and most active'. In the same way kumbiyu:tar 
'computer' is often metaphorically transferred to mean 'very intelligent or quick-
witted person'. The two loans di:nasu:r 'dinosaur' and gurilla 'gorilla' may 
additionally mean 'huge person'. Occasionally, the word ?ulbu:m 'album' is 
employed metaphorically in expressions like ?ulbu:mu l-haya:h, and ?ulbu:mu t-
tufu.iah, i.e. 'the album of life' and 'the album of childhood', respectively. 
Finally, there is the loanword ?al-kunturu:l from 'control' whose semantic 
change is different from the class of words cited earlier, but still involves the so-
called 'metaphorical shift'. In MSA, this word has surprisingly come to mean 'a 
section or department of examination/evaluation in school, university, or even in 
the Ministry of Education' in many Arab countries such as Egypt, Yemen, etc. 
This particular meaning, which does not exist in English, has most probably 
undergone a partial shift, i.e. the word ?al-kunturu:l has taken on a partially new 
but related meaning. This is the only example of shift attested in present data. 
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5.2.4 Possible factors to semantic change in lexical borrowing 
Pyles (1964: 306) points out that "while frequently unpredictable" change 
of meaning "is not wholly chaotic". This indicates that semantic change involves 
some kind of regularit}', where it is possible, to some extent, to trace the various 
factors leadings to semantic changes in the words of a language. Ullmann (1983: 
210), for example, maintains that the causes of semantic change could be: i) 
linguistic, ii) historical, iii) social, iv) psychological, v) due to foreign influence, 
and vi) due to a need for a new name. 
Based on these facts and in the light of examples given for the different 
processes of semantic modification in MSA loanwords (see 5.2.3 above), the 
attempt is made here to identify the possible reasons of semantic change in MSA 
borrowings. 
In dealing with the vocabulary of a language in general, the factor of need 
in (vi) above may be considered less important in comparison with other factors (i 
- v). In the matter of semantic changes taking place in loanwords, however, this 
factor is highly predominant, specially in the case of restriction and extension 
processes. In this respect, Hope (1963) states: 
Which aspects of the original signification are borrowed depends in some degree 
upon the borrowing language's need; the exigencies dictate what new meanings a 
borrowed word will acquire during the period immediately following its initial 
adoption - the period of acclimatization, between the moment of borrowing and full 
integration into the language. During this interval semantic change is rapid. 
(Hope 1963:41) 
In addition to lexical need, other factors like semantic similarity, social and 
psychological factors are found responsible for the change of meaning in MSA 
loanwords, as will be elaborated below. 
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In most cases of restriction, need appears to be the potent factor at interplay 
in loanword narrowing. Words like mu:di:l, kabsudah, ba:lu:n, tira:nzi:t, ru:t:n 
etc. have no Arabic equivalents in MSA and, therefore, were boiTowed to denote 
an object or concept taken over from the culture associated with English (see 
5.2.3A for details about the restricted meanings acquired by these words). 
Usually, one meaning is needed in each case to serve as a specific purpose in a 
specific fixed context. This is the reason why the phenomenon of polysemia is 
seldom attested in loanwords and the main trend of semantic changes is towards 
restriction. 
It is not clear, however, why a loanword like ?alu: is used in the sense 'to 
reply the telephone and initiate telephone conversations', whereas MSA naTam 
'yes', marhaba 'welcome' can be used instead. Basically, this word is used 
mainly in the spoken form of MSA and most likely has come into the language via 
the regional dialects. So, it could be that social factors (e.g. prestige) play a role in 
the case of ?alu:. 
So far as extension cases are concerned, the factors of need and semantic 
similarity may be involved to justify the generalization in meaning. A good 
example is the word duktwr whose sense has widened to refer also to 'university 
instructors without Ph.D degrees', since MSA has no equivalent in use for this 
meaning. The semantic similarity between university professors and other 
instructors without Ph.D is obvious. The criteria of semantic similarity and need 
may be behind the additional meanings acquired by other words like taksi and 
ji:ns. 
With the factor of need in mind, it is difficult to see why a word like wiski 
has been employed to mean 'alcohol or wine in general', while MSA has the 
native xamr which can express exactly the same sense. Instead, psychological 
considerations may be hypothesized in this case. Some may have, consciously or 
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unconsciously, thought that a word Hke wiski would be less taboo than the more 
common xamr. Similarly, the use of ku:kti:l in a phrase like ku:kti:l min l-
bara:mij, i.e. 'a variety of programmes', though MSA majmu: ?ah 'group', 
taskidah 'variety' can be used in this place, is perhaps extended as such to express 
prestigious trends, particularly on the part of Arabic mass media. 
In the case of pejorative and ameliorative developments, the factor of 
semantic similarity appears to be influential. A striking example at point is the 
loanword lu:bi. It is easy to realize the similarities between one of the original 
meanings of this word in English, i.e. 'group of people who try to influence 
members to support or oppose proposed legislation', and the more degenerative 
meaning it has developed in MSA, i.e. 'group exerting negative political pressure'. 
The need of modem Arabic news media for a word conveying the latter meaning 
may be another reason behind the pejorative development. 
Semantic similarity may also be behind the negative connotations of dijital, 
si:nama:, and hulyu:d as 'bad' and 'immoral' because the content of such sources 
is often coniipt and vile. It seems, however, that there is no room for the need 
criteria here, since MSA is rich in synonyms meaning 'bad' or 'immoral' such as 
sayyi?, la: ?axla:qiyy, munha}, etc. Another factor of social nature can be proposed 
here, too; it is the willingness of the Arab speakers to use such terms figuratively 
to express bad feelings in terms of features of modem life. 
Social prejudice against certain classes and occupations may also 
participate in degrading the meaning of many words. An example at point is the 
word sikirti:r. This type of occupation is usually looked at with less respect in the 
Arab societies (see 5.2.3C). 
In all cases of metaphorical extension, semantic similarity is decisive,_or 
rather the essence of metaphor device on a whole. On the other hand, the factor of 
need is totally absent here due to the fact that MSA has numerous words meaning 
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'energic/ essential' {di:na:mu:), 'intelligent' {kumbiywtar), and 'huge' {di:na$u:r, 
and gu.rilla). Re-call that the words in parentheses are employed metaphorically 
to convey the meaning indicated. In terms of semantic similarity, it is obvious to 
notice the characteristic of size common to 'dinosaur' and 'gorilla' on one hand 
and a huge person on the other, the resemblance between 'computer' and 'clever 
person', and finally the vitality between 'dynamo' and 'energetic person'. 
At another level, there is a particular group of factors, which is often 
adopted to explain lexical change in general, and semantic change in loanwords in 
particular. These factors, which stated for example, in McArthur (1992: 576), and 
discussed in some detail in Sharma (1980: 93-94), are i) ignorance, ii) laziness (or 
laxity) and iii) misapprehension. As Sharma explains, ignorance mean that the 
borrower is most likely not conversant with the real sense of the word and 
consequently understands wrongly the sense in a smaller or greater measure. 
Laxity, for its turn, means that most of people are by nature not very particular 
about exact significations or shades of meaning of words, and usually select the 
part of the meaning only which had made impression upon their minds. Finally, 
misapprehension means that on hearing a word for the first time, we as usual 
derive its meaning from the context. The meaning thus obtained by guess-work 
may be wrong or partially con-ect. As such it is more likely that a wrong meaning 
is attached to such a word, if not explained or interpreted in another context in 
future. 
It is important, however, to note that these factors may largely operate in a 
language whose bilinguals come, in real-speaking situations, into contact with 
foreign languages, i.e. a language whose loanwords have been acquired through 
spoken channels. In a standard variety like MSA (which is not a totally spoken 
variety), therefore, the influence of such factors remains marginal if not at all 
absent. In MSA most borrowed items (especially the technical and scientific ones) 
are carefully and selectively incorporated into the language under the supervision 
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of various Arabic academies and highly educated and specialized individuals. This 
is why the occurrence of semantic shifts in MSA language is so scarce. 
It can be then suggested that the same set of causes may best play a role in 
purely spoken languages like the various Arabic colloquials. For exainple, laxity 
and misapprehension may be behind the rendition of English 'satellite dish' and 
'satellite receiver' mentioned earlier as dis/dus and risi:far in many spoken 
dialects of Arabic where, in the diglossic setting of Arabic, these two words have 
come into use in MSA. 
5.3 The problem of synonymy as a consequence of lexical borrowing 
For many semanticists (for example, Ullmann 1983, and Palmer 1996) 
synonymy is usually related to the idea of "sameness of meaning" which is 
testable in terms of "substitutability and opposition" and where the occurrence of 
"true or exact" synonyms, if not completely possible, is at least too rare. 
The profusion of synonyms in a language is undoubtedly one aspect of its 
linguistic richness. To a great extent, Arabic enjoys a wider range of 
synonymously related lexical items either in nouns, adjectives or verbs as 
compared to its Semitic sisters or other languages of the world (see Wafi 1945; 
168-9). Having their place in MSA dictionaries, loanwords that have "Arabic 
equivalents" do contribute to the phenomenon of synonymy in the language. In 
fact this phenomenon results from the two simultaneous processes of lexical 
borrowing and the modem effort of deriving equivalent neologisms, particularly in 
the language of science and technology. 
As it will be illustrated below, the newly created terms by the second 
process (derivation or ?iMqa:q) represent, in many cases, a real burden over the 
lexicon and turn to be redundant and problematic. 
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Synonyms in general can be classified into groups or patterns according to 
the underlying factors behind them (Palmer 1996: 88-90). Synonymy may take 
place due to i) the geographically divergent dialects or varieties of a language, ii) 
the difference in the emotive and evaluative meanings of words, iii) the existence 
of two or more different stylistic registers, and iv) lexical borrowing. 
The English words 'fall' and 'autumn' are synonymous due to the fact that 
each one has its own geogi^aphical domain, the first is used in the United States 
and the second in Britain. Similarly, in MSA and for some historical reasons we 
find two complete systems of the months of the calendar: the foreign (January, etc) 
and the traditional Semitic (Tammu:z, Aa:b, etc.). The latter system is followed in 
certain countries of the Middle East (Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan) 
while the former one in other Arab countries. 
Sometimes two words may have the same referential (or cognitive) 
meaning. In this case, they can be differentiated only in terms of their emotive and 
evaluative meaning. Words like 'statesman' and 'politician' (and even their 
Arabic correspondents, rajulu dawlah and siya.siyy) may differ m that the fu-st 
suggests 'the sense of appreciation' while the second evokes 'the sense of 
cleverness and cunning'. As Palmer (1996: 90) notes that the approval or 
disapproval effect of such words functions as to influence attitudes. 
The use of synonyms becomes also significant when employed to 
distinguish between two different registers. A good example at point can be 
drawn from MSA. In the specific domain of military ranks, the foreign 
(arabicized) terms like jinara:l 'general', kuluni:! 'colonel', etc. are used alongside 
with Arabic equivalents liwa:?, ?aqi:d, etc. Thus, the borrowing is said to be 
motivated by a desire for synonyms to distinguish registers: while the borrowed 
set is used to designate non-Arab officers (e.g. ?al-jinara:lu l-?amn:kiyy biliks 
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'the American General Blex'), the native set is used to refer to Arab mihtary 
officers (e.g. Fal-liwa: ?u s-sa:dili 'the General ?as-sa:dili (of Egypt)). 
Synonyms may result from the co-existence of native and foreign terms as a 
sequence of lexical borrowing in a language-contact situation. This process 
represents a major source of synonymic words. It has often been suggested, for 
instance, that "English is particularly rich in synonyms for the historical reason 
that its vocabulary has come from two different sources, from Anglo-Saxon (as 
native) on one hand, and from French, Latin and Greek (as foreign) on the other" 
(Palmer 1996: 88). Thus, the English synonymous pairs like 'kingly/royal', 
'world/universe', 'time/epoch', 'rise/mount', result from English having borrowed 
the second term of each pair from French, Latin or Greek where the first element 
is native.^ In MSA, the phenomenon of synonymy due to borrowing from English 
and other European languages does exist. However, it is somewhat limited owing 
to some peculiarities pertaining to the nature of foreign elements borrowed and the 
linguistic reaction towards them. 
MSA reaction to loanwords that have already entered its lexicon can be 
generally realized in three ways. Loanwords in MSA either: i) have no Arabic 
equivalents, ii) do have native equivalents, or iii) have been abandoned, or, so to 
speak, rejected and ultimately replaced by their Arabic equivalents. 
Loanwords, which enjoy a stable position in MSA lexicon and have no 
native counterparts, constitute more than three quarters of MSA loanword data. 
These include all borrowings from the domain of weight and measurement, the 
majority of terms denoting chemical elements, and tremendous number of loans 
from other various domains such as Tasmant, 'cement', film 'film', si:na:riyu: 
'scenario', sa:mbu: 'shampoo', Tintarnit 'internet', milya:r 'milliard', ra:da:r 
'radar', kulira 'cholera' takti:k 'tactic', ?aysikri:m 'ice-cream', etc. 
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If the previous group of (i) is at one end of a scale, the group in (iii) 
occupies the other end, where many loanwords have become obsolete. The 
alternatively coined MSA neologisms seem to have gained, after a considerable 
period of time, greater frequency and popularity over the foreign items, and thus 
have replaced them. These neologisms are ordinarily invented by means of the 
analogical derivation, loan translations (caiques) and semantic extension (or 
semantic loans). Examples of English loans that have been rejected by MSA are 
listed in (2) below.'' 
(2) Obsolete loans MSA equivalents 
kandaysan '(air-) conditioning' mukayyif 
?utumbi:l 'automobile' sayyarah 
?utubi:s 'autobus' hafilah ® 
ja:m ' jam' murabba 
tiraktu:r 'tractor' harra:6ah 
?irya:l aerial hawa: ?iyy 
saykil 'cycle' darra:jah (hawa: ?iyyah) 
Group (ii) represents a case in between where loanwords and their MSA 
correspondents are both in use, and thus lead to the phenomenon of synonymy. 
This group of loanwords contributes nearly the remaining fourth of the present 
data. In most cases, a loanword may have one synonymic neologism as in (3 a) and 
some other may have two as in (3b). 
(3) a. Arabicized loanword 
tilifu:n 'telephone' 
disk 'disc (computer)' 
bitrud 'petrol' 
fi:za 'visa' 
MSA neologism 
ha:tif 
qur§ 
naft 
ta Fsi.rat (duxu:!) 
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?ani:miya 
mi:krusku:b 
b. Arabicized loan 
hiluku:btar 
'helicopter' 
kumbiyu:tar 
'computer' 
balanti 
'penalty' (football) 
'anaemia' 
'microscope' 
MSA neologism 1 
^a: ?irah mirwahiyyah 
ha:su:b 
darbat jaza: ? 
faqr damm 
mijhar 
MSA neologism 2 
/a ?irah ?amu:diyyah 
ha:sib ?a:liyy 
darbat tarji:h 
It is worth mentioning that the sameness of meaning between such 
synonyms in (3) is not total, that is, they do not often represent exact synonyms. 
For example, the word hatif and disk in expressions like ?al-ha:tif min ba Ti:d and 
gur$u s-sams never mean 'the telephone' and 'the disc of computer'. They rather 
come to mean 'the invisible caller/voice' and 'the disc of the sun', respectively. 
So, words like these are said to be synonymous only in some linguistic contexts 
and the claim of complete synonymy in such cases is a sort of exaggeration. 
It has been claimed (for example, Ullmann 1983: 145) that in a language 
like English and in most synonymic situations the native (Anglo-Saxon) word 
shows informality, simplicity and homeliness whereas its foreign counterparts has 
the overtone of learning and formality and even of abstruseness. With respect to 
MSA native-foreign synonymous pairs, the situation is relatively the opposite; in 
the diglossic situation of Arabic language, MSA is looked at as the highly formal 
variety as opposed to regional dialects. As a general tendency among Arab 
speakers, foreign words in MSA are considered semi-colloquial and elements of 
contamination. Moreover, almost all loanwords designate non-indigenous 
referents and only have been borrowed to fill lexical need, especially in science 
and technology (see 5.1 above). It seems that loanwords in MSA are never 
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motivated by stylistic or extra-linguistic factors. In comparison with their foreign 
counterparts, native words are considered more formal, more pretentious and more 
abstmse_in phrases like the ones shown in (4) below. Like the case in English, 
MSA native words have the emotive sense of warmth and homeliness. 
(4) wizairatu n-nafti wa l-ma ?a:din 'Ministiy of Petrol and Minerals' 
wiza:ratu l-bitru:li wa Ima ?a:dm 
?iti§a:lun haUifiyy 'a telephone call' 
?iti§a:lun tilifumiyy 
rukka:bu l-ha:filah 'passengers of the bus' 
rukka.-bu l-ba:§ 
There are some other cases of synonymy where the number of 
synonymic neologisms of a single borrowed word (or concept) may exceed ten 
cases. On one hand, it is a sign of Arabic versatile ability in coining multiple 
synonyms for a single foreign term, but it is a heavy and problematic burden over 
its lexicon, on the other. Stetkevych (1970:28) vividly observes, "the modem 
Arabic lexicon sometimes suffers as much from a super abundance of synonymous 
terms as it does from the lack of new vocabulary ... and becomes unruly if not 
altogether useless in a language which aims at terminological precision". An 
interesting example is the eleven synonymous neologisms invented for the term 
'brake' as counted by al-Shihaabi (1961) and cited in Stetkevych (1970:28-29). 
Seven of them are listed in (5) below with the sources by which these neologisms 
were proposed. Note that the English 'brake' is not borrowed by MSA, though it 
is so common in many dialects of Arabic (e.g. in Yemeni Arabic). 
(5) Some synonymic equivalents of the terni 'brake'. 
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Neologism Source/Neologizer 
a. ?al-kamma:hah (derived from kamaPi- 'to Cairo Academy 
pull in a horse') 
b. ?al-mu:qif Traq 
c. ma:sik Syria 
d. mikbah (derived from kabah- 'to check : a Syria 
horse') 
e. ?al-mi:qaf A technical book 
f- da:bitah The English-Arabic 
Dictionary by A. Elias 
g. ?al-farmalah Cairo Academy 
Most of these synonyms have been abandoned, and what have remained in 
actual use are the terms in (5d), and (5g), which have been slightly modified as 
ka:bih and fara:mil. 
A similar example is related to the recently rapidly developed device of 
wireless telecommunication, viz. 'the mobile phone'. The loanword mu:bayl is in 
actual use in MSA along with six Arabic neologisms. They are as follows: 
sayya.T, naqqa:l, jawwa:l, mahmud, mutaharrik , and xalawiyy, meaning literally 
'locomotive', 'movable', 'roaming', 'carried', 'mobile', and 'cellular', 
respectively. These terms may either be used alone, i.e. as single words; with the 
native word 'telephone' or with the loanword tilifu:n. In the latter case, the 
resultant phrases come in the form of analyzed hybrid compound: tilifu:n sayya:r, 
tilifu:n naqqa.i, and so on. Beside the loanword mubayl, at least, two terms out of 
the six are used in each Arab countiy. 
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5.4 Caiques (loan translations) 
This concluding section is devoted to throw some light on the calquing 
(loan translation) process in MSA.^ It is one of the highly productive ways of 
lexical innovation which has been adopted in the language to cope with the 
constantly created western terminology in the various spheres of knowledge. 
Almost all studies in language contact and historical linguistic provide 
more or less similar definitions of caiques. They agree (for example Haugen 
1950, Hartley 1982, Hudson 1993, and Jacobsen 2000) that a caique is a direct 
translation of constituent parts of a foreign expression into the corresponding units 
of the recipient language. It is quite save to propose that caiques are common in 
all natural languages and "have played a great role in the development of many 
world languages" (Haugen 1950: 220). The English 'skyscraper', for example, 
has the loan translation equivalents 'grate-ciel' (in French), 'Wolken-kratzer' (in 
German), 'rascacielos' (in Spanish), 'neboskrjob' (in Russian), and natiha:tu s-
saha:b (in Arabic) 
Calquing is a language-in-contact phenomenon represents a special type of 
borrowing. Hartley (1982: 110) provides a typology of lexical borrowing 
according to what has been bon-owed, i.e. whether it is i) both the physical form of 
the word and its meaning, or ii) the meaning alone. Caiques refer to the second 
mode of borrowing where they bear "no formal resemblance to the foreign words 
on which they are based" and indicate that "borrowing may involve the levels of 
syntax and semantics without involving pronunciation at all" (Hudson 1993: 59). 
In his typology of borrowing, Haugen (1950) classifies loan translation under a 
broader category of "loanshifts". Loanshifts involve "morphemic substitution 
without importation" as opposed to loanwords that show "moiphemic importation 
without substitution" (pp. 214-15). Thus, in the case of loanshifts, only a meaning, 
simple or composite, is imported, but the forms representing that meaning are 
native. 
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Caiques in MSA may occur at the word level in the form of compound 
nouns as in (6a) or at the phrase level (verb, prepositional phrase and idioms) as in 
(6b). 
(6) a. rajulu ?a Tma. l based on 'business man' 
?ad-daka: ?u §-§ina: Tiyy based on 'the artificial intelligence' 
mu ?tamarun ^ahafiyy based on 'a press conference' 
lawhatu l-mafa:ti:h based on 'the keyboard' 
?al-harbu l-ba:ridah based on 'the Cold War' 
b. la Tiba dawran muba:siran based on 'he played a direct role' 
tahta riTa.yat based on 'under the patronage of 
ya§ta:du fi l-ma?ilTakir based on 'he fishes in troubled water' 
Compound Caiques illustrated in (6a) are the most numerous in MSA 
compared to other caique forms. 
In addition to Caiques, loanshifts include the so-called "semantic loans". 
Semantic loans can be defined as those terms which exist in the traditional (or 
classical) lexicon of the recipient language, but assume a new meaning owing to 
influence from corresponding foreign terms. Thus, the Arabic word sayyarah 
used to mean 'a caravan of camels' in CA, now it come to mean 'a motor-car'. 
More examples of semantic loans in MSA are listed in (7) below: 
(7) MSA term Native (classical) meaning New meaning based 
on a foreign model 
ma(a:r 'a place from which or to which 'airport' 
a bird flies' 
?adab 'good manners, politeness' 'literature' 
6alla:jah 'a vessel for cooling water' 'refrigerator' 
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mahafah 'a place where something is put 'railway, etc. station' 
down or place where someone 
alights' 
ha:tif 'voice of inspiration' 'telephone' 
In this way Arabic vocabulary is said to undergo semantic extension, and 
grafted with new meanings of modem civilization. 
It is true that "it is not always easy to distinguish between loan translations 
and semantic loans as the two categories are somewhat fuzzy" (Jacobsen 2000: 3). 
The fact that loan translations take place on compound and phrase level where 
semantic loans take place only on simple (single) word level does differentiate 
between the two, but it remains indecisive and is not applied to all cases. For 
instance, the MSA kama:liyya:t, which is based on the English term 'accessories', 
is treated as a caiques, though it comprises a single word. 
Calquing in MSA, then, is a process whereby foreign terms are translated 
verbatim, giving authentic Arabic correspondents. In effect, this process has two 
roles to play in MSA. It introduces new concepts into the language and allows 
Arab scientists and scholars to utilize the versatile and flexible ability of their own 
language. This latter point has been a question of controversy among Arab 
intellectuals. 
The general attitude, led by different academies of Arabic language, has a 
strictly conservative point of view against lexical borrowing from other languages. 
It is believed that borrowing should be confined to an absolute minimum and left 
as a last resort. Such rejection of loanword adoption serves in favour of caiques, 
since they provide authentic equivalents for the foreign models, and thus the 
purism of the Arabic language is somewhat preserved. However, in certain 
domains, as that of computer, for example, many borrowed terms still gain a 
higher degree of frequency and popularity. Consequently, the English loans like 
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kumbiyu:tar 'computer', ?intamit 'internet', si: di: 'CD' would be the more likely 
candidates than the Arabic inferior loan translations ?al-ha:sibu l-?a:liyy, ?as-
sabakatu I- ?a:lamiyyah, miqhamah, respectively. In such cases, borrowing should 
seemingly occur in order to avoid the awkwardness that hinders the current Arabic 
literature. 
According to Stetkevych (1970:34) "the massive translation movement in 
nineteenth century and the proliferation of journalism" are the crucial factors 
behind "the flood of rapidly coined compound words which are the product of 
straight translation or caiques of the models provided by European languages". 
The following in (8) is a small sample of caiques that have entered MSA through 
the Arabic mass media. 
(8) hajaru z-za:wiyah based on 'the com stone' 
tagtyatun ?ixba:nyyah based on 'news coverage' 
?at-ta:bu:ni l-xa:mis based on 'the fifth column' 
kuratu s-sallah based on 'basket ball' 
safi.-natunfada: Fiyyah based on 'spaceship' 
?as-su:qu l-mustamkah based on 'the common market' 
?al-ban:dul-?ilikturu:niyy based on 'e-mail' 
By the beginning of the twenty- first century, the flood of caiques into 
MSA has by far become greater, especially in the domain of internet and 
infomiation technology. In the last few years, we have become accustomed to a 
wide range of English vocabulary such as 'e-mail', 'homepage', 'website', 'chat', 
'messenger', 'research engine', and so on. The majority of these terms have been 
introduced into the language in ternis of Arabic loan translation equivalents. More 
so than in the area of computer hardware, MSA is facing something of a struggle 
to constantly invent equivalents to common English terms. Due to the rate at 
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which internet terminology is changing, it is still difficult for Arabic academies 
and dictionaries to keep up with the challenge. There are many highly technical 
terms which are not calqued at all in order to preserve international uniformity. 
Tei-ms such as 'use net', 'internet protocol (IP)', 'Gopher', etc." are only the 
preserve of programmers and web designers and for pragmatic reasons remain 
unchanged. 
As a way of concluding this section, it is important to note that caiques may 
be easily recognized as non-native expressions in languages like Greenlandic, for 
instance (see Jacobsen 2000). However, the case is different in MSA where 
stylistic caiques are taken over so quite organically, with improvised variants of its 
own making that Arab writer and reader fail to perceive the strangeness (i.e. 
hidden foreignness) of the new expressions altogether. After all, caiques may be 
distinguished from other native expressions via highly educated Arabs, especially 
those who are bilingual in English. As a result, many Arab intellectuals who are so 
proud of their language become relatively precautious of caiques and look at them 
as a means of linguistic pollution, which affect the beauty, and accuracy of the 
characteristic style of Arabic. Other Arab linguists go even fiirther to claim that 
caiques bring about mental and cultural pollution in the sense that foreign 
expressions contradict the Arabs' way of thinking and their beliefs as well 
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Endnotes to Chapter Five 
1. This last category (i.e. the remainder domain) includes lexical items that are 
associated to other domains not listed above owing to their peripheral status 
(usually contain not more than two words). 
2. These words are also treated as examples of semantic extension or the so-
called semantic loans (see section 5.4 below). However, there is no harm to 
use them as instances of semantic change that takes place within the 
language itself since their forms are, after all, Arabic. 
3. This should not necessarily imply that the restriction process is only 
confined to these domains. It rather takes place in the various other 
domains and these are only examples. 
4. My thanks to Dr. Nicolas Tranter of University of Sheffield, U.K. for his 
clarification (through personal communication on the internet) regarding 
some problematic shades of meaning of these two words as well as the 
words 'whisky' and 'control' below. 
5. In English the plural form 'jeans' never refers to 'cloth material'. Instead, 
the single form "jean" may be used (see al-Mawrid English-Arabic 
Dictionary, 2000), and of course the word 'denim' which is the most 
common in this regard. 
6. These examples are cited in Ullmann (1983: 146-7). 
7. Borrowings of this type (i.e. the obsolete ones) are not included in the list 
of MSA loanword data. 
8. The Arabic term ha.filah is competing with the loanword ba:^ frorn 'bus' 
which is still in use in the language. 
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9. The process of loan translation is known as ?al- ?istiqa:q or ?al- ?iqtira:d 
bit-tar-jamah 'derivation or borrowing through translation' among Arab 
scholars. 
10. All the examples cited here are taken from Weinreich (1966), except the 
one about Arabic. 
11. These terms are quoted from a technical book titled ?al-?intarnii (the 
internet), translated into Arabic by an Egyptian corporation called "Delta 
Computer", 1999, pp. 123-5. 
12. al-Jilani (1997: 297-8), for example, observes that the care-free approach in 
translating foreign terms into Arabic could lead to "paganism". The foreign 
phrase "the creation of nature", he argues, is usually literally rendered as 
?ibd: ?u f-fabi: Tah instead of attributing the act of "creation" to the 
Almighty; the creator of nature. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the modem era, the influence of western languages (particularly 
English), as languages of both the traditional colonizers and the present dominant 
civilization, on Arabic is the more serious and widespread than of any other 
languages of today. With the modem technological and cultural developments that 
have taken place in the world and their recent echoes in the Arab world, an urgent 
need has arisen for transferring many technical concepts into MSA in many fields. 
As a result MSA finds itself face to face with an immense number of foreign 
terminology. 
Lexical innovation in MSA has come as an inevitable reaction to this acute 
need to modem terminology in the various spheres of knowledge. This process has 
taken two parallel, but related, paths: from the within and from the without. The 
former refers to the creation of Arabic modem neologisms and equivalents by 
means of "native" techniques such as analogical derivation (?istiqa:q), 
compounding {naht\ loan translation, semantic extension, rebirth of archaic 
words, etc. The latter involves lexical expansion by means of lexical borrowing (or 
Arabicization), i.e. the direct transfer of foreign items into MSA. This latter aspect 
of lexical innovation, viz. through borrowing, has been the focus of the present 
research. 
In literature on borrowing, modem borrowings in general and from English 
specifically into the standard form of Arabic have been largely researched from 
only prescriptive points of view and have lacked a comprehensive and systematic 
analysis of various adaptation mechanisms that occur in borrowed words when 
accommodated into the Arabic system. The fundamental objective of this study, 
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therefore, has been to know how MSA borrowings from English are 
accommodated into the structure of MSA, and what are the specific phonological, 
grammatical and semantic adaptation mechanisms that take place as a result of 
such linguistic accommodation or nativization. To answer this fundamental 
question, an attempt has been made to explore systematically - within the 
framework of modem linguistics - the necessaiy phonological, morphological and 
semantic modifications that take place in English loanwords so as to make them fit 
into the structure of MSA. 
In applying the principles and methods developed by modem linguistics to 
the study of lexical iimovation and borrowing, a corpus of about 500 English 
loanwords (proper as well as derivatives) have been analyzed phonologically to 
account for the adjustments made by the native speakers and users of MSA at both 
segmental and syllabic levels (chapter three). Then, we have inquired into the 
integration of these loans into the morphological and grammatical systems of 
MSA, especially the degree of receptivity of different parts of speech into the 
language, the derivation of flirther parts of speech from the borrowed nouns, and 
nominal inflections made to the loanwords, namely pluralization and gender 
(chapter four). Finally, in chapter five, the examination of MSA borrowings has 
concentrated on their various semantic domains, changes and modifications in 
their original meanings, and the phenomena of synonymy and calquing (or loan 
translation). In what follows we present the most important findings, implications 
and recommendations. 
At the phonological level 
The phonological modifications made to English loanwords in MSA have 
come as a response to cope with the phonetic and phonological constraints in 
MSA sound system. These adaptations of loanword pronunciation clearly reflect 
the areas and effects of phonetic and phonological interference between the two 
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languages in contact. The analysis has revealed that the foreign items are adapted 
at both segmental as well as syllabic levels. This would mean that not only do the 
speakers of MSA replace the exotic English phonemes by familiar MSA ones, 
they will also reorganize the way the sounds are arranged to conform to MSA 
phonotactics. 
Within the scope of the PSP (Phonological Synchronization Principle) 
proposed by Danesi (1985c) in his Integrated Model of Loanword Nativization, 
mechanisms like PSM (phonetic substitution mechanism), and PAM (phonemic 
approximation mechanism) are found applicable at the segmental level of English 
loans. For example, the adaptations X-^t and p—>6 are instances of PSM 
in which the changing differential feature in each case is that of PA (point of 
articulation). On the other hand, adjustments like tJ-^5, h—*? and g - ^ j are 
instances of PAM where the changing feature in this case is one referring to MA 
(manner of articulation) rather than to PA (for a detailed discussion see 3.3 of 
chapter three). At the syllabic and prosodic level, mechanisms like cluster 
simplification, syllabic consonant conversion, monophthongization, gemination, 
etc. are found at work and by far systematic in MSA borrowings. 
Generally, it has been found that most of the regular adaptations at both 
individual-sound and syllable levels such as spontaneous replacements (e.g. p ^ b , 
V — e t c . ) , declusterization, syllabic consonant conversion, vocalic glide 
insertion, and so on are motivated by linguistic constraints inherited in the 
phonological system of MSA. On the contraiy, irregular readjustments usually 
occur due to non-phonological or extra-linguistic motivations. Among these are 
factors of sociolinguistic nature like the tendency on the part of Arab speakers to 
emphasize/ pharyngealize foreign sounds like /s/, /t/, and /k/ and flavour them with 
the Arabic character. The lack of co-ordination among various Arabic Language 
Academies in the Arab World is a further sociolinguistic factor that lies mainly 
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behind the phenomenon of sound alternation (e.g. the alternative use of either g or 
j to stand for the English phoneme /g/). The orthographic (or spelling-based) factor 
plays an important role in the adaptation process especially with regard to vowels. 
At the grammatical level 
The overwhelming majority of English loans in MSA loanword data are 
nouns (around 98%) and this finding is consistent with the results of loanword 
studies on many other languages (e.g. Poplack et al. 1988, Cannon 1997, and 
Cannon 1998). What is interesting is that unlike some other languages, MSA has 
never borrowed any non-native verbs or grammatical particles directly. As a 
compensatory solution, MSA exploits its derivational power to produce further 
non-native form classes (verbs, adjectives, participles, etc.) from foreign items that 
have been directly borrowed into the language. Thus, non-native verbs are derived 
but not borrowed. The borrowability of foreign verbs is blocked by structure-based 
constraints of Arabic verbal morphology. All non-native verb formations take 
place in terms of analogical derivation (or arabicization). Unlike native verbs, 
however, non-native verbs are derived only from the "quadriliteral patterns" rather 
than from the triliteral ones. It is true that we may come across some bound 
morphemes like the English plural marker '-s', the prefixes 'geo-' and 'super' in 
loanwords like sibs < 'chips', jiyuhara:riyy < 'geothermal' and su:barma:rkit < 
'supermarket', but they are only used as integral parts of the whole loans and 
never have productive or inflectional functions in MSA. It is also interesting to 
note that among all productive forms (see Appendix (B)), the category of relative 
adjectives derived via nisba formation process is the most frequent one presenting 
54%. 
The PP (Paradigmatic Principle) in Danesi's Model is responsible for the 
moiphological adaptations made to the incoming items and explains them in tenn 
of PRMs (paradigmatic reshaping mechanisms). The general operating PRM in 
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nativizing foreign nouns and adjectives in MSA is the so-called "morpheme 
suffixation" {-ah, -iyyah, -ya: or ^ for nouns and -iyy for adjectives). It is a 
morphologically-induced process: the nature of nominal or adjectival suffix is 
mostly determined and triggered by the grammatical category and function of the 
item, i.e. it is motivated not by phonological but rather by morphological 
requirements. 
Foreign nouns, when marked for SP (sound plural) and BP (broken plural) 
forms, strikingly show two salient peculiarities which are considered borrowing-
specific ones. They are as follows: 
i) all borrowed nouns ending with u: (e.g. fvdiyu:) or / (e.g. Iwbi) are pluralized 
by attaching the suffix -ha:t (to those with -u:) and -ya:t (to those with -i) but 
not by the native -a:t (see the rule in (25) of chapter four). Words ending with -u: 
and -i do not exist in the native lexicon, so the insertion of h and y has become 
necessary to obey the MSA phonological constraint that prevents the sequence of 
two vowels in MSA {u: or i, on one hand, and a: of the plural marker, on the 
other). 
ii) SP (mainly fem. SP) has much higher frequency (89%) over BP (9%) in plural 
assignment to foreign nouns. This resuh is not in line with the pluralization 
process taking place in native nominal forms, where it is claimed (see, for 
example, McCarthy & Prince 1990b) that in Arabic, while SP seldom occurs, BP 
is the most common. In seeking for an adequate explanation for this 
phenonmenon, Abd-Rabbo's (1990) NCC (the Number of Consonants Constraint) 
and McCarthy & Prince's (1990a) MSC (the Maximal Stem Constraint) principles 
have been applied. These priciples have been, to some extent, able to account for 
the phenomenon, but still incapable of providing a thorough explanation. The 
inadequacy of these proposals arises in a number of counter examples found in the 
loanword data such as fa:ks 'a fax'. Pins 'an inch', ka:sit 'a cassette', du:la:r 'a 
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dollar', etc. Although such words are fairly canonical and satisfy both the NCC 
(all are either tri- or quadriliteral stems) and the MSC (all are maximally bisyllabic 
stems), yet they never take BP as suugested by these two constraints. Rather, they 
only accept fem. SP formation (fa:ksa:t, etc.). As an alternative explanation, it has 
been hypomesized that, in addition to the (non)canonicity of loanwords, there 
exists another factor, as we see it, that lies behind the problem. It specifically 
refers to the tendency of MSA towards linguistic simplification. Being so regular 
and highly predictable (formed by the rule: just add -a:t to the noun stem), the 
borrower simply resorts to fem.SP, regardless of the noun stem's gender. In this 
sense the majority of foreign nouns are prior candidates for fem. SP pluralization 
to which they are inflected when introduced into the language. 
In the context of gender assignment to borrowed nouns, the derivational 
function of the fem. marker is totally absent. The inflectional function, i.e. the 
assigning of fem. gender to singular nouns, has been found the only function 
operating among borrowed nouns. All borrowings from English are assigned 
either to mas. or fem. subcategories and take the same gender affixes as native 
singular nouns, viz. -ah for fem. and ^ for mas. singulars. The assignment of 
borrowed nouns to the fem. gender is usually motivated by the phonetic shape of 
the incoming item. The common practice is that if the foreign noun ends with /-a/, 
it is treated as fem. singular due to the mistakable interpretation of the final 
segment /-a/ on the part of the Arab speakers/users as the native fem. marker -ah. 
Borrowed compounds, constituting 10% of the borrowing proper, are 
integrated in terms of MSA compound structure. Their ways and degrees of 
integration vaiy noticeably in the language: while some compound loans are 
analyzed as compounds others are not. Most of English endocentric compounds, 
which are usually right-headed, are analyzed as left-headed compounds in MSA in 
the form of MSA genitive compounds: the two elements in each compound are 
connected by the definite article ?al 'the', with the first (the head) being in the 
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status construct governing the second (non-head) in the genitive, thus forming a 
genitive compound (e.g. Eng. 'aluminum oxide' > MSA ?uksi:du l-?alamunyu:m). 
Some loaned compounds, however, remain unanalyezd, i.e. they are integrated as 
single units where the English order of modifier plus head is retained (e.g. Eng. 
'ice-cream' > MSA ?aysikri:m and Eng. 'remote control > MSA n:mu:t 
kunturu:[). 
At the semantic level 
Loanword data is analyzed semantically and sixteen distinctive semantic 
domains have emerged. Domains that are related to terms of technical and 
scientific nature are found ranking much higher (9% - 13%) than those domains 
containing common words (1% - 7%). The dominance of the first category is 
enhanced by the lexical need felt by MSA, as the language of science and 
technology, to fill conceptual gaps created by the introduction of new referents via 
the English-speaking world. 
The meaning of English loans in MSA is adapted in various degrees due to 
a number of different factors. Almost all common mechanisms of semantic change 
(extension, restriction, amelioration, pejoration, and metaphorical extension) are 
found operative in the context of MSA borrowings. The directions of such changes 
in MSA borrowings are consistent with the general observations put forward in the 
literature: instances of restriction and pejoration, on one hand, are much more 
abundant than that of extension and amelioration, on the other. Generally, the 
tendency of semantic change in the overwhelming majority of MSA borrowings is 
towards restriction. Usually, one meaning is needed in each case to serve as a 
specific purpose in a specific fixed context. This is the reason why the 
phenomenon of polysemia is seldom attested in loanwords. Factors like need, 
semantic similarity, and factors of social and psychological considerations (e.g. 
prestige, taboo) seem to be the potent factors at interplay in semantic change, with 
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the first two, i.e. need and semantic similarity, being the most common reasons in 
most types of semantic change. At another level, the influence of such factors like 
ignorance, laxity and misapprehension on the meaning of arabicized words 
remains marginal if not at all absent. These factors usually operate in loanwords 
that are accommodated into a language through mainly spoken channels. In a 
standard variety like MSA (which is not a totally spoken variety), most borrowed 
items (especially the technical and scientific ones) are carefully and selectively 
incorporated into the language under the supervision of various Arabic academies 
and highly educated and specialized individuals. This is why the occurrence of 
semantic shifts in MSA language is so scarce. It can be then suggested that the 
same set of causes may best play a role in purely spoken languages like the 
various Arabic colloquials. 
The problem of synonymy lies in those loanwords that have "Arabic 
equivalents" in the language (= one fourth of loanword data). In fact, this 
phenomenon results from the two simultaneous processes of lexical borrowing and 
the modem efforts of deriving equivalent neologisms. The second process 
(derivation or ?istiqa:q) represents, in many cases, a real burden over the lexicon 
and turns to be redundant and problematic. For example, the English 'mobile 
telephone' has six Arabic neologisms in addition to the loanword mu:bayl. Finally, 
it has been found that calquing (loan translation) in MSA is a highly productive 
method of lexical expansion. So, this process is an effective device at the hand of 
Arab neologizers and linguists to largely reduce the great impact of foreign 
borrowings on Arabic by means of exploiting the versatile and flexible ability of 
their own language. 
In a nutshell, it might be concluded that MSA shows a conservative and 
precautious tendency in dealing with lexical borrowing from other languages like 
English. First, it shows a great resistance towards borrowing due to a number of 
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factors pertaining to its structure as a Semitic language and a descendant of 
Classical Arabic as discussed in chapter four. Second, when incorporated into the 
language, borrowed items are modified phonologically and morphologically in 
such a way that makes them undistinguishable from the native vocabulary. The 
deliberate efforts conducted by Arabic language academies and other concerning 
bodies in adapting foreign terminology and creating Arabic equivalents have also 
helped enhancing this tendency. 
The phonological analysis serves a very significant pedagogical purpose of 
drawing the attention of English teachers in the Arab homeland to most of the 
predictable linguistic interferences by bringing home to them the contrastive 
aspects of the phonology of Arabic and English. The segmental and syllabic 
analysis of English borrowings in MSA has revealed the following areas of 
interference which English teachers should take into account when introducing 
English to Arab learners of English: i) English ICCs (initial consonant clusters) 
that may be repeatedly declusterized by the students, ii) English phonemes /tj/, /v/, 
/g/ and /p/ may be replaced by Arabic s,f,j, and b, respectively, because they are 
lacking in the MSA phonemic inventory, and iii) the same can be said about 
English central and diphthongal vowels such as /a, 3:, U9, ei, au, ea, etc./ which 
also have no room in MSA vowel inventory. 
Another pedagogical application can be drawn from the lexical and 
morphological analyses. At the word level, there is some kind of similarity 
between Arabic and English that Arab students of English would find it useful and 
interesting if these connections were brought to their attention. In the first 
instance, the learner generally perceives that there is a great distance from Arabic 
to English, but a realization of how many words there are in common between the 
two can offer him/ her a bridge to the second language. 
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The present study has brought to mind a number of suggestions that call for 
further research. For instance, there is a need for a thoroughly statistical survey of 
English loanwords in MSA to find out their figures and proportion against the 
whole lexicon. This, in turn, can be compared cross-linguistically with those 
statistics of other languages like Japanese and Korean, for example (see Loveday 
1996 and Tranter 1997). Such kind of research can be the base of a lexicographic 
dictionary of foreign loanwords in Arabic. From both linguistic and pragmatic 
perspectives, a similar comparative work can be conducted but this time within the 
Arabic language itself, i.e. between MSA, on one hand, and one or more of its 
related dialects, on the other. Finally, the issue of caiques (loan translations) in 
MSA may need a more comprehensive investigation from a stylistic point of view. 
This study can, for example, tell us how far MSA has managed to create native 
equivalents for thousands of English expressions. 
In preparing and conducting this study, we have been confronted with some 
limitations and difficuhies. So far as methodology is concerned, there is a 
phonological theory called "Optimality Theory" that has in recent years been 
applied to loanword phonology. At the very beginning, we intended to apply it in 
the phonological analysis of MSA loanword corpus. Then, we realized that it was 
not possible to do so. In fact, this theory has been developed only recently (most 
probably in 1990s), and consequently it was so difficult to find sufficient materials 
in this regard at least in our locality.' The main hindrance, however, lies in the fact 
that Optimality Theory can only have great explanatory power if it deals with 
loanwords that enter a language through being heard rather than being read. In 
other words, this theory only applies if the source of loanwords is 100% through 
the spoken medium. Since a lot of English loans have entered MSA through being 
read because they are usually incorporated from written English, Optimality 
Theoiy analysis seems to be advisably avoided.' Another limitation appears in the 
lack of some important and closely related references which would be of a great 
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help if they were available, especially those which are on semantic analysis of 
borrowing. Of these are i) Boutros, Albert (1963) (English Loan-words in the 
Colloquial Arabic of Palestine and Jordan - an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Columbia University), ii) Hope, T.E (1960) (The Analysis of Semantic Borrowing 
- Essays presented to C.M. Girdlestone, i25-41.Newcasie upon Tyne: King's 
College), and iii) Tyson, Rodney E., (1993) (English loanwords in Korean: 
Patterns of Borrowing and Semantic Change - Arizona Working Papers in Second 
Language Acquisition and Teaching, 1: 29-36). 
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Endnotes to Chapter Six 
1. I came across some on-line materials, but they were not sufficient for 
giving a full account of the theory. 
2. I am so grateful to Dr. Nicolas Tranter Of University of Sheffield (U.K.) 
and Mr. Christian Uffmann of Philips University (German) for providing 
me with such pieces of information on Optimaiity Theory in their 
discussions and comments through personal communication on the net. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX (A) 
LIST OF ENGLISH LOANWORD DATA 
(BORROWING PROPER) 
This is a list of the 417 proper loanwords, which are thought to be directly 
borrowed from English, and constitute the basic data of our analysis in this study. 
All items are nouns unless specified. 
S O U R C E (ENGLISH) ARABICIZED WORDS 
acrobat/ acrobatics 
agenda 
AIDS 
airbus 
album 
aluminum 
aluminium oxide 
America 
amoeba 
ampere 
anaemia 
Anglo-American (adj) 
anthropology 
?ukru:ba:t 
?ajindah 
?i:dz 
?i:rba:§ 
?ulbu:m 
?alamunyu:m 
?uksi:du I- ?alamunyu:m 
?amri:ka 
?ami:ba 
?ambi:r 
?ani:miya 
Finjulu ?imri:kiyy 
?an9urubulu:jiya 
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Arabsat ?arabsa:t 
ARAMCO ?ara:mku 
(Arabian American Oil Company) 
archives 
aerostatics 
asphalt 
aspirin 
autocratism 
automatic (adj.) 
bacteria 
bacteriolog>' 
baking bowder 
balloon 
bank 
banknote 
bar 
basalt 
baseball 
batteiy 
BBC 
?arsi:f 
?ista:ti:kiyyah hawa: Tiyyah 
Pasfalt 
?asbiri:n 
?utuqra:tiyyah 
?u:tuma:ti:kiyy 
bakti:riya 
baktinyulu:jiya 
biking bawdar 
ba:lu:n 
bank 
banknu:t 
ba:r 
ba:zilt/ bazalt 
bi:sbu:l 
batta:riyyah 
(?al-) bi: bi: si: 
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beaurocratizm 
beer 
benzene 
bibliography 
bilharzia 
billion 
biology 
biscuit 
Boing (aircraft) 
boot 
bourgeoisie 
bronze 
bulldozer 
bus 
cabin 
cable 
cafeteria 
cake 
calcium 
calcium carbonate 
bi:ruqra:fiyyah 
bi:rah 
binzi:n 
bibJiyugra:fiya 
bilha:risiya/ bilha.rsya 
bilyu:n 
biyu:lu:jiya 
basku:t 
buyinj 
bu:t 
burjuwa:ziyyah 
burunz 
bildawzar 
ba:§ 
kabi:nah 
ka:bil 
kafitv.riya 
kayk 
ka:lsiyu:m 
karbuna:natu l-ka:siyum 
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camera 
capsule 
captain 
caramel 
carbohydrates 
carbon 
carbon dioxide 
carbon monoxide 
carbonate 
carbuhydarte 
card 
caricature 
carton 
cartoons 
casino 
cassette 
catalogue 
cathedral 
CD (computer) 
cement 
ka:mira 
kabsudah 
ka:btin 
karamil 
karbuhi:dra:t 
karbu:n 
9a:ni ?uksi:du l-karbu:n 
?awwal ?uksi:du l-karbu:n 
karbu:na:t 
karbuhi:dra:t 
kart 
karikati.r/ karikatu:r 
kartu:n 
(?afla:m) kartu:n 
ka:zinu: 
ka:sit 
katalu:j 
katidra: Tiyyah 
si: di: 
?ismant/ Tasmant 
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centimetre 
central 
ceramic 
chamois 
cheque/check 
chimpanzee 
chips 
chloride 
chlorine 
chocolate 
cholera 
cholestorole 
chorus 
Christmas 
chromosom 
CIA 
cigar 
cigarette 
cinema 
classicalism 
santimitr 
sintira:l 
si:rami:k 
sa:mwa:h 
si:k 
sa:mba:nzi 
sibs 
kulu:n:d 
kulu:r 
sukula:tah 
kulira 
kulusturu:l 
ku.ras 
kirismis 
kurumuzu:m 
(?al-) si: ?ay i:h 
si.ja.r 
sija.rah 
si:nama 
kila:si:kiyyah 
267 
clinical (adj.) 
CNN 
cobalt 
cobra 
Coca Cola 
cocaine 
cocktail 
colonel 
commandos 
Commonwealth 
computer 
confederation 
conference 
congress 
consul 
control 
comiche 
coupon 
cream 
cricket 
?iklini:kiyy 
{?al-)si: ?in Tin 
ku:balt 
ku:bra 
ku:ka ku.ia 
ku:ka: ?i:n 
ku:kti:l 
kuluni:l 
ku:ma:ndu:z 
kumunwiW 
kumbiyu:tar 
kunfidraliyyah 
kunfirins 
kungris 
qun§ul 
kunturu:l 
kurni:s 
kuhu:n 
kiri:m 
kirikit 
232 
crystal kiristad 
decibel disibil 
decor di:ku:r 
deluxe di.iuks 
demagogy di:ma:^:jiyyah 
democracy di:muqra:tiyyah 
demography di:mugra:fiya: 
dialecticalism daylikti:kiyyah 
dictator dikta:tu:r 
diesel di:zil 
digital (adj.) dijital 
dinosaur di:na§u:r 
diphtheria di:fdi:nya 
diploma diblu:m 
diplomacy dibluma:siyyah 
disc disk 
disco disku 
dish (sattelite) dis/ dus 
DNA {?al-)di: ?in 
doctor duktu:r 
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dollar 
drama 
dynamics 
dynamism 
dynamite 
dynamo 
electron 
electronics 
encyclopedia 
enzyme 
ethnology 
fabism 
fahrenheit 
fantasy 
fashism 
fax 
FBA 
federalism 
FIFA 
film 
du:la:r 
dira.ma 
di:nami:ka 
di:na:miyyah 
di:nami:t 
di:na:mu: 
?ilikturu:n 
?ilikturu:niyya:t 
?insi:klubi:diya 
?inzi:m 
?i9nulujiya: 
fa:biyyah 
fahrinhayt 
fanta:ziya 
fa:siyyah 
fa:ks 
{?al-)?ifbi: ?i:h 
fidra:liyyah 
{?al-)fi:fa 
film 
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filter filtar 
Fine (a trade mark of paper tissues) fayn 
flannel 
flash 
flourohydrocarbons 
fluorine 
folklore 
freezer 
fuse 
gallon 
garage 
gas 
gene 
geodynamic 
geology 
geotheiTnal 
gestal t 
glucose 
golf 
fanillah 
fala:s/fila:s 
hi:drukarbu:na:tu l-fulu:r 
fulu:r 
fulkuluir 
firi:zar 
fiyu:z 
ja:lu:n 
jara:s 
ga:z 
ji:nah 
general (a military officer) jinara.i 
jiyudi:na:mi:kiyy 
jiyu:lu:jiya: 
jiyuhara:nyy 
jastalt 
juluku:z 
julf/gulf 
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gorilla 
gram 
granite 
graphite 
greenwich 
guitai-
haemoglobin 
Halley's comet 
hallo 
hamburger 
hard disk 
hai'dware 
helicopter 
heroine 
hockey 
Hollywood 
holocaust 
hormone 
hundredweight 
hydrocarbon 
^rilla 
jira:m 
jira:ni:t 
jira:fi:t 
jirinits/ girinits 
jita.T 
himujlubi:n 
mudannab ha:li 
?alu: 
hambu:rjar 
ha:rdisk 
ha:rdwi:r 
hi.iukubtar/ hulukubtar 
hirwi:n 
hu:ki 
hulyu:d 
huluku:st 
hurmu:n 
handiridwi:t 
hi:drukarbu:n 
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hydrogen hi:druji:}i/ ?i:druji:n 
ice-cream 
icon 
ideology 
imperialism 
inch 
influenza 
insulin 
intercom 
internet 
ion 
jacket 
jazz 
jeans 
jeep (car) 
jelly 
jocky 
kangaroo 
karate 
?aysikri:m 
?ayqu:nah 
?i:dyulu:jiyyah 
?imbirya:liyyah 
Tins 
Tinfiluwanza 
?insu:li:n 
Tintarkum 
?intarnit 
?ayyu:n 
ja:kit 
ja:z 
ji:ns/ji:m 
jayb 
jili 
ju:ki 
kangar 
ka:ritiyyah 
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kerosene 
kilobyte 
kilogram 
kilometre 
kilowatt 
kleenex 
lamp 
lap top 
laser 
liberalism 
lobby 
logistics 
lord 
magnesium 
malaria 
marathon 
marikah 
marines 
Marx 
masoniy 
ki:rusi:n 
ki:lubayt 
ki:lujira:m 
ki:lumitr 
kiluwa:t 
kiliniks 
lamp 
la:b tub 
layzar 
libra:liyyah 
lu:bi 
Iwjistiyyah 
lu:rd 
magna:siyum 
mala.Tiya 
mara9u:n 
mark 
ma:ri:nz 
ma:riks 
ma:su:mvvah 
massage 
mechanic 
mechanisms 
medal 
megabyte 
metre 
microbe 
microbiology 
microcrome 
microfilm 
microphone 
microscope 
microsoft 
microwave 
mile 
militias 
milliard 
milliardaire 
milligram 
millilitre 
masa.j 
mi:kani:kiyy 
mi:kanisma:t 
mi:da:liyyah 
mi:jabayt 
mitr 
mi:kru:b 
mikrubu.iuji 
mikrukuru:m 
mikrufilm 
mikrufu:n 
mi:krusku:b 
mikrusu:ft 
mikruwi.-f 
mill 
mili:siya 
milya.T 
milya:rdi:r 
millijira :m 
millilitr 
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millimetre 
million 
millionaire 
mobile 
model 
modem (computer) 
monologue 
morpheme 
moiphology 
motor 
mouse 
mythology 
NASA 
National (trade mark) 
NATO 
Nazi 
Neptune 
neutron 
nickel 
nion 
millimitr 
milywn 
milyu:ni:r 
mu:bayl 
mu:di:l 
mu:di:m 
munulu.j 
murfum 
murfuluji 
mutu:r 
maws 
miOyuluji 
na:sa 
nasna.l 
na:tu: 
na:ziyy 
nibtun 
ni:tru:n 
ni:kil 
niyu:n 
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nitrate nitra:t 
nitrogen 
nostalgia 
nylon 
office (a computer software) 
ohm 
Olympiad 
ontology 
OPEC (countries) 
opera 
orchestra 
orthodoxy 
oxide 
oxygen 
ozone 
pager 
panorama 
parachute 
parliament 
m:truji:n 
nusta:ljiya 
naylu:n 
Tufis 
?u:m 
?ulumbiya:d 
?untulu:jiya: 
?ubik 
Tubira 
Turkistra 
TurOudiksiyyah 
?uksi:d 
?uksiji:n 
?uzu:n 
bayjar 
banora:ma 
barasu:t 
barlama:n 
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Patriot (missile) 
penalty (football) 
penicillin 
pentagon 
pepper 
Pepsi 
petrochemicals 
petro] 
philology 
phoneme 
phonograph 
phonology 
phosphate 
photograph 
physiology 
piano 
pizza 
plasma 
plastics 
platinium 
ba:triyu:t 
balanti 
binsili:n 
(?al-) binta:ju:n/ binta:gu:n 
bi:ba:r 
bibsi 
bitruki:ma:wiyya:t 
bitrud/ butru:l 
fi:lulu:jiya 
funi:m 
funugra:/ 
funulu:jiya 
fusfa:t 
fu:tugra:f 
fi:syu:luji/fi:syulu:jiya 
biya:nu 
bitza 
bala:zma 
balasti:k 
balati:n 
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Ploto 
police 
pop (music) 
poster 
powder 
pragmatism 
professor 
proof 
prostate 
protein 
protestanism 
protocol 
proton 
psychology 
pump 
pyjamas 
radar 
radicalism 
radio 
RAM (computer) 
bulu:tu 
buli:s 
bub 
bus tar 
bawdar 
birjma:tiyyah 
burufisv.r 
buru.fah 
burusta:tah 
buruti:n 
burusta:ntiyyah 
burutuku:l 
burutu:n 
si:kulyujiya 
bambah 
bija:mah 
rada.r 
radika.iiyyah 
ra:diyu: 
ra:m 
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receiver (satellite) risi:far 
remote control 
rheumatism 
robot 
romanticism 
routine 
rugby 
salad 
saloon (car) 
saloon/salon 
sandal 
sandwich 
sardine 
satellite 
scanner 
scenario 
secretary 
seminar 
semiology 
senator 
rimu:t kimturud 
ru:mati:zm/ rumati:z 
rubut 
ru:mansiyyah 
ru:ti:n 
rujbi 
salatah 
§a:lu:n 
§a:lu:n 
§andal 
sa:ndawits 
sardi:n 
satalayt 
?iska:nar 
si:na:riyu: 
sikirti:r 
simina:r 
simiyuluji 
sinaturr 
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shampoo 
shorts 
sketch 
sodium 
sodium carbonate 
software 
sonar 
soya (beans) 
squash 
statics 
stereo 
sterling (adj.) 
strategy 
studio 
superman 
supermarket 
symphony 
tactic 
tang 
taxi 
sa:mbu: 
su:rt 
?iskits 
§u:diyum 
karbuna:tu §-§u:diyum 
su:ftwi:r 
su:na:r 
§u:ya 
?iskwa:s 
?istati:kiyyah 
?isti:nyu: 
Tistarli:niyy/ ?istirli:niyy 
?istra:ti:jiyyah 
?isti:diyu: 
su:barma:n 
su:barma:rkit 
sinfu:niyyah 
takti:k 
ta:nj 
ta:ksi 
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technique tikni:k 
techno-communication 
technocratism 
technology 
telefax 
telegraph 
telephone 
telescope 
television 
telex 
tennis 
The Catholic 
thermometer 
ton 
topography 
toipedo 
tragedy 
tram 
transistor 
transit 
tiknu I- ?iti§a:la:t 
tiknuqra.fiyyah 
tiknulujiya: 
tilifa:ks 
tiligra.-f 
tilifu:n 
tilisku:b 
tilifizyu:n/ tilfizyum 
tiliks 
tinis 
?al-ka:euli:k 
tirmu:mitr 
tann 
tubugra:fiya 
turbUd 
tira:ji:diya 
tira:m 
tim:nzistu:r 
tira:nzi:t 
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trillion 
tuna 
typhoid 
UNESCO 
UNICEF 
uranium 
vaigra 
vanilla 
varnish 
vaseline 
veto 
video 
video clip 
villa 
virus 
visa 
vitamin 
volt 
watt 
web 
tirilyu:n 
tu:nah 
tayfu:d 
(?al-) yu:nisku 
(?al-) yu:nisi:f 
yu:ra:niyu:m 
fayjra/ vayjra 
fani:liya 
warni:s 
fasili:n 
fi:tu/ vi:tu 
fudiyu:/ vi:diyu: 
fvdiyu: kilib 
fillah/villah 
fayru:s 
fi:za 
fi:ta:mi:n/ vitami:n 
fu:lt 
wa:t 
wib 
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whisk(e)y 
winch 
x-ray 
yard 
yoga 
zinc 
wiski 
mns 
windows (a computer software) windu.'Z 
?asi??at ?iks 
ya:rdah 
yu:ga 
zink 
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APPENDIX (B) 
LIST OF THE NON-NATIVE DERIVATIVES 
(PRODUCTIVE FORMS) 
In addition to proper (i.e. direct) loanwords listed in Appendix (A), here is a list of 
eighty-one indirect bon-owings derived from the borrowing proper and found in 
the Arabic newspapers that are used as the main sourcp of data collection. In fact, 
the striking majority of direct borrowings in MSA are potentially susceptible to 
further derivatives whose number in the language exceeds what is attested in this 
list. The form class of these items, which includes adjectives, nouns, verbs and 
adverbs, can be inferred from their English gloss with the first categoiy (adj.) 
being the most frequent one. 
Taksad- 'to oxidize' 
Tamrak- 'to Americanize' 
Tamrakah 'Americanization' 
Tarsafah 'the use of archives' 
Tayyan- 'to ionize' 
?ayyu:niyy 'ionic' 
?i:dyulu:jiyy 'ideological' 
?ikli:ni:kiyyan 'clinically' 
?ilikturu:niyya:t 'electronics' 
?imbinya:liyyah 'imperialist/ imperialistic' 
Findrubuiujiyy 'anthropologist/ anthropologic' 
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?ista:ti:kiyy 'static' 
?istira:ti:jiyy 'strategic' 
?ulumbiyy 'Olympic' 
?utuma:ti:kiyyan'automatically' 
?uzu:niyy 'ozonic' 
baktar- 'to bacterize' 
bakti:riyy 'bacterial' 
halasti:kiyy 'plastic' 
bankiyy 'pertaining to bank' 
barlama:niyy 'parliamentary' 
barlama:niyyan 'through parliament' 
biyu:lu:jiyy 'biological' 
bu:li:siyy 'police/ detective' 
hurunziyy 'bronz}'' 
di:muqra:tiyy 'democrat/ democratic' 
di:na:miyyah 'dynamism' 
dibluma:siyy 'diplomat/ diplomatic' 
dibluma:siyyan 'diplomatically' 
dikta:tu:riyyah 'dictatorship' 
dim:miyy 'dramatic' 
faltar- 'to filter/ filtrate' 
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fayrwsiyy 'viral' 
fidra:liyy 'federal' 
fisyulu:jiyy 'physiological' 
fusfa:tiyy 'pertaining to phosphate' 
hurmu.-niyy 'hormonic' 
hurmumiyyan 'hormonically' 
ji:niyy 'genie' 
jiyu:lu:jiyy 'geologist/ geological' 
karban- 'to carbonize' 
korbanah 'carbonization' 
ki!a:si:kiyy 'classic' 
kUa:si:kiyya:t 'classics' 
kirista:liyy 'crystal' 
kv:mi:diyy 'comic' 
kvnfidra:liyy 'confederal' 
libra.iiyy 'liberal' 
lu:jistiyy 'logistical' 
ma.riksiyyah 'Marxism' 
ma:su:niyy 'mason/ masonic' 
markas- 'to marxize' 
maykanah 'mechanization' 
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mikru:biyy 'microbic' 
mu ?aksad 'oxidized' 
mu ?aksid 'oxidant' 
mubaktar 'bacterized' 
mufaltar 'filtrated' 
musaflat 'paved with asphalt' 
mutaTamrik 'Americanized' 
mutalfaz 'televised' 
ruma:nsiyy 'romantic' 
ruti:niyy 'pertaining to routine' 
saflat- 'to asphalt' 
sflatah 'paving with asphalt' 
si:kulu:jiyy 'psychological' 
si-nama: ?iyy 'cinematic' 
sinfu:niyy 'symphonic' 
tabaktur 'bacterization' 
takti:kiyy 'tactical' 
talfan- 'to phone/ ring up' 
talfaz- 'to televise' 
talfazah 'televising' 
tiknulu:jiyy 'technologic' 
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tiknulu.-jiyyan 'technologically 
tiknuqra:tiyy 'technocrat/ technocratic' 
tilifiziyu:niyy 'televisional' 
tiiifiziyu:myyan "by means of television" 
tilifu:niyy 'telephonic' 
tiligra:fiyy 'telegraphic' 
ti!isku:biyy 'telescopic' 
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APPENDIX (C) 
LIST OF THE ARABIC NEWSPAPERS USED AS THE MAIN 
SOURCE OF LOANWORD DATA 
The table below shows the date and issue number of the seventy issues from 
ten Arabic newspapers that have been used as the main source of MSA 
loanword data. These papers were issued throughout the year 2001 in five Arab 
countries and London. All of them are dailies except A1 Mustaqillah which is a 
weekly. 
C O U N T R Y NEWSPAPER NUMBER OF DATE A N D ISSUE TOTAL 
/CITY ISSUES N U M B E R 
Ejiypt Al-Ahram 14 -1.9.2001/41907 14 
-2.9.2001/41908 
-3.9.2001/41909 
-24.9.2001/41930 
-6.10.2001/41946 
-10.10.2001/41950 
-13.10.2001/41953 
-14.10.2001/41954 
-18.10.2001/41958 
-22.10.2001/41962 
-31.10.2001/41971 
-2.11.2001/41973 
-5.11.2001/41976 
-5.12.2001/42000 
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Jordan Ad-Dustour 
Al-Rai 
-17.10.2001/12300 
-2.11.2001/12316 
-5.11.2001/12319 
-24.12.2001/12358 
-30.12.2001/12364 
-28.11.2001/11401 
-22.12.2001/11425 
-29.12.2001/11432 
-30.11.2001/11434 
London A1 Hayat 
A1 Mustakillah 
-9.5.2001/1394322 
-1.5.2001/13945 
-23.5.2001/13947 
-24.7.2001/13979 
-12.7.2001/13997 
-18.7.2001/14003 
-22.7.2001/14007 
-2.8.2001/14018 
-17.4.2001/348 
-24.4.2001/349 
-22.5.2001/353 
-10.7.2001/360 
12 
Saudi 
Arabia 
Okaz -29.6.2001/12725 
-4.7.2001/12730 
-7.7.2001/12733 
11 
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Al-Jazirah 4 
-16.7.2001/12742 
-20.7.2001/12746 
-26.7.2001/12752 
-3.8.2001/12760 
-26.7.2001/10528 
-28.7.2001/10530 
-2.8.2001/10535 
-3.8.2001/10536 
U.A.E. Al-Itihaad 11 -24.6.2001/9485 11 
-25.6.2001/9486 
-2.7.2001/9493 
-11.7.2001/9502 
-12.7.2001/9503 
-15.7.2001/9506 
-23.7.2001/9514 
-28.7.2001/9519 
-2.8.2001/9524 
-3.8.2001/9525 
-4.8.2001/9526 
Yemen A1 Thawra 7 -4.6.2001/13354 
-9.6.2001/13359 
-14.6.2001/13364 
-16.6.2001/13366 
-6.7.2001/13386 
-21.7.2001/13401 
13 
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Al-Gumhuryah 
-10.9.2001/13452 
-26.2.2001/11501 
-7.3.2001/11510 
-15.3.2001/11518 
-9.4.2001/11543 
-24.5.2001/11588 
-17.6.2001/11611 
G R A N D T O T A L : 70 
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